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The Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

« Work,

Watch,
—

Weep,

Wait.”

Work, work, work,
From dawn till the setting sun,
Work with an earnest, tireless will,
Lest some duty you leave undone.
Fold never your helpless hands,
Never faint on your weary feet;

by

In the harvest beyond the tide.

Stand guard, like a sentinel true,
At the door of the tempted heart,

Lest the Demon of Darkness enter in,
And the Angel of Light depart.
Weep, weep, weep,
That justice forsaketh the strong—
That many a man shall lose his soul

For the love of a gilded wrong!
and the shame
of the dead ;—
tried, the fallen and lost,
tears be shed!

Wait, wait, wait,

‘When the Angels’ song shall be ours,
And watching and weeping be o'er;
‘When the heart’s best hopes shall be all fulfilled,
On Eternity’s limitless shore!
= Christian Union.

LoxpoN, Nov. 28.
which, though the second city of Great
Britain, has comparatively few objects of
"special interest. Its population, which has
doubled every twenty years during the
present century, is a little more than half
a million. Its rapid growth has been chief:

ly due
to its foreign trade, which greatly
expanded upon the decline of Chester,from

the gradual filling up of the River Dee.
And Liverpool itself seems not wholly secure from a similar fate, since so inconstant is the channel of th¢ Mersey, from
no

pilot is allowed to continue in active service, who has been absent from the port
for thirty days.
;
With
its modern architecture and its
comparatively wide streets well paved and
clean, Liverpool has been called the New
Yorkof England ; and it probably possesses more in common with the American
metropolis than any other English city.
Yet even herethe -American is constantly
reminded that he is abroad.
;
Your hotel is both officered and manned
(?) by women. And what is true of the

hotel, holds very largely in places of busientirely proper,

but may be noted as indicating the practieal manner in which English women treat
the question of their ‘‘ rights.” You walk
out into the city, or, what is better for the
purpose of observation, take an outside
seat upon an omnibus.” You meet first,
eg
a pleasure carriage, with wheels
but two feet in diameter; then another,
less aristocratic, resembling in its proportions what we call a dump cart. Then

comes a huge load of merchandise, drawn
by four or five horses, hurnessed in single
file; and this is followed by a load of
animal, foo

a

very

diminutive

inconveniently small for the

driver toride, so he leads him, And now
you meet another two wheeled vehicle,

with the driver perched upon a seat behind

and above the cafriage top, over which he
can just see the horse’s head,as though driver and horse were about to play at see-saw ;
and, indeed, allthat keeps the one off the
ground and the other.on it, is their unequal

gravity,

Thisearriage

Charta.,

were made by the Herschels.
Still farther distant is Stoke Pogis, once

country church-yard;” and here, with the
‘‘ rude forefathers of the hamlet,” sleeps

the manor of William Penn. This was
the home of Gray ; and here, by its church,

sir,

not think
remem-

elms, that ewe

shade,.

Where heaves

tree’s

ARI

the earth

in many

a moldering

heap,”

its immortal author.

One

Not far from the eathedral is a

miles square of streets and houses,

nor

its

three and a quarter million people, but as
well its wealth of science, of art and of history, gathered from a dozen centuries.
You visit its Docks, covering hundreds of
of the

world ; and its Bank, the management of
whose machinery requires nearly a thou-

A day or two sufficed to see Liverpool,

by

Magna

King Charles witnessed the defeat of his
army on Rowlow moor.
:
The Cathedral is very ancient, and well
repays a visit; the chapter-house, the portion most admired, is of early English ar-

in

acres, and filled with the commerce

Correspondence.

drawn

the

was the scene of the ¢ Elegy, written in a

of which,

may have some conception: of its extent.
But it is not mere magnitudethat makes a
London is not alone its fourteen
| eity.

And our work is folded away ;—

marketing,

sign

1645,

one

Cincinnati, St. Louis and Chieago, and you

For the dawn of that blissful day,
When we lay our burdens aside,

is

to

H. C.

Step at a Time.

is called a han-

so he will go along, stepby step. Get.

leave off something else, And when he gets
agoing, shove

moving.”

him

along and

keep

their whole
their times
confer toapproach a

Mr. Beecher thus

illustrates a principle

of dealing with men for their
good, by drawing from his own
experiences :
:

spiritual
personal

I think some of my pleasantest experiences in life, in a common way, are likely

to be on locomotives. I had the pleasure,
yesterday morning, of riding out of Boston as far as Worcester ‘on one of the locomotives. . And on going up to Framingham I was f€minded of a conversation thgt
I onee had there.
I was reminded of it,

indeed, before I left Boston,

because I met

sand men ; or stand
Clapham Junction,

for half an hour at
in the suburbs, and

watch the trains, of which seven hundred
daily sweep over its net-work of railways;

or make the circuit of the Metropolitan |.
Railroad, which threads its way beneath
the feet of the jostling throng above; you
visit its churches, its Parks, and its Palaces ;—monuments,

all,

of wealth, or

enter-

prise, or genius. But they may be duplicated ; and you expect to meet them somewhere again. But its museums and galleries, whose almost endless labyrinths are
crowded with the richest treasures of
science, of art and antiquity; the Tower,
whose very name revives a throng of
mournful memeries, whose long array of
armored kings madé so much of England’s
history, and whose block and ax furnished

the blood in which so much of that history
has been written ; and Westminister Abbey,
the shrine of so many of England's illustrious dead, where, beside

the

tombs .of her

mightiest kings, are written the mames of
her greatest statesmen and her sweetest
bards ;—from these you go away feeling
that they are London’s alone. And these
will constitute the foreground in your remembrance of the great city.
But away from the bustle and fog of
London, for a quiet

day

at Windsor;

and

few places better repay a visit. The principal object of interest is its Castle, which,
from a hunting post in the time of William
the Conqueror, through numerous and extemsive additions by subsequent soverei gns,

has become one of the most magnificent of
royal palaces, and is at present the principal residence of the queen. Ereeted on an
eminence, its bare and massive walls present an imposing appearance, for many
miles around. It has thirteen towers, within which are many elegant and spacious

apartments.

The rooms of State are acces-

gible to the public only when the Queen is
notin residence. In St. George's chapel, a
fine Gothic structure, are buried many of

the royal family. To the south of the castle is the great park, with its long walk,
a magnificent avenue,thrée miles in length,
and bordered by double rows of ancient
elms, At its farther extremity may be seen

the colossal statue of George III.

Within

made by

soul.

Compulsory Education.
si
fr een

impor-

of the case is,

tend topic :

but

the

amazing advance of Prussia to the leadership of Europe, is too gignificant not to
be remarked. The fact
tRat in this country
electoral corruption is
ost . prevalent

every child, but it must

lution last week asking the President to lay
before the Senate all the facts connected
with the San Domingo situation. Should
the President comply, amd he can hardly

child be educated.

he didn’t already know,

every

Look at the

Prussia of

to-day, and at that of the father

of Ereder-

presented

a reso-.

ick.the Great. They are both called despotisms. But the vital difference between avoid it if the bill is passed, information
them is that to-day there is a public opin- which is considerably needed will be furion, while then there was none. And to nished. It is claimed that there is a prothat opinion every thing is really referred. tocol in existence whieh has not been made
Bismarck is a tory of the blue blood. But public.
The relations of San Domingo
he comprehends the spirit of his age so well with Hayti and the obligations of the forthat he constantly refers to that final tribu- mer: country to Haytl and to France are
some instruction.
And so, having such a
nal. It is a painful fact—and one that also matters of important interest in the
ride as Philip never had with the eunuch in
should be startling
to the degree of inspir- consideration of the annexation question.
the chariot, I rode over the’ hills and aleng
ing a national resolution that it shall cease It is understood that France has a claim of
the vales with him,
preaching Christ.
to be a fact—that we are no longer the twenty million francs, more or less, dating
And after coming home I sent him a nummost generally educated people im the back a good many years, but still held to
ber of religious books. The result was
world, The statistics prepared and pub- be good, which we should be obliged to
that he was soundly converted. He went,
lished by the Bureau of Education show satisfy. The publication of the informanot waiting to make a public profession of some very disagreeable facts upon this subtion called for will throw a flood of light on
his faith in Christ, into a Sabbath school ject. And among the grave labors to which the negotiatioas for annexation and the
and became a faithful laborer there, and
Congress should devote itself, this is cer- real condition of the coveted people aud
finally the superintendent. And since, he tainiy one of the chief—to devise some
country. Mr. Sumner secured the defeat
has been known as an active witnessing method of compelling every State to do its
of the annexation scheme last winter, and
Christian, wherever he has gone, not hidduty to the citizens of the Union by making he will inaugurate a fierce parliamentary
ing his light under a bushel, but making it the most ample educational = provision;
| fight but he will do the same at its present
shine for the enlightenment and guidance while in each State where this provision is
renewal.
:
of other ‘people.
:
already made, a8 in New York, the daty of
THE WAR.

When he came

to me

yesterday in the

station-house in Boston, I remembered him,

though he began to explain“ who he was,
and that we once had some conversation.
He was my

kinship.

blood

I went

brother,

forward

and I felt the

with him to gee

compelling every child to take

advantage

The:

of it should be stringently inculeated.

I wanted to see what its name

was, where it was built, what its peculiarities were, and so on.
And there, too, was

the engineer.
large,

I knew him of old.

florid-faced,

frank, but

He is a

firm, man.

You would not like to run against him,
though you would like to lean against him.
The moment he saw me, he called to me,
and said, * Come,. get up and ride with

me.” ¢ Certainly I will,” said I. And I
had hardly sat down before he broke out to

tell me what the Lord had done for his
soul. He gave me a very interesting
history of his experience. He told me how
he had been ‘some years. secretly believing
that he was a disciple of Christ; and doing

how

humble

lose

purpose waiting for something

vicinity of Paris,
lin says that the
on u day already
ernment has been
established itself

time

and

and

better.

I

must see that no infernal idea of going
nicely
through the motions of work without
many things which he recognized as be-.
longing to a Christian life, though he was working ever enters my heart. If I want
not willing to come out ard make a pro- the best I must give the best. The Master
fession of

Christ before

men;

but how, at

last, his heart became so full that he could
not conceal his faith any longer,and he went

and joined a Baptist church.

He said he

had gone down to the water ( I knew what
that meant ), and that now he was a joyful

and earnest Christian, *He told me, in the
course of our conversation, a very interesting fact, which I will repeat.
There was a

time,

he

said,

was not on that road a man,

of,

who

professed

the

when there

that' he knew

faith

God,

and

profess

his

Son

Jesus

Christ.

And more are coming.” And then he told
me how he worked with them. Said he,
¢¢ It does not seem as though it was right
to try to give a man the whole of religion
at opce, all in a heap.

He will

not read a

full chapter; but if you take him right, he

was

considerable fight-

but a telegram from Berbombardment will begin
fixed. The Tours Govobliged to . flee, and has
in Bordeaux. 'The Ger-

mans are pressing hard upon Havre, whose
inhabitants are confident and eager for a

fight. The Prussians no longer respect the
neutrality of Luxembourg, its active sympathy for the French being the alleged
reason. Anti-war riots have occurred in
Berlin, but they were soon suppressed.
King William has been proclaimed Emperor of Germany, and accepted the title,
Napoleon is in perfect health and takes
exercise daily on foot and on horseback.

In conversation he declared

of us all, who said “My reward is with me,

never return to Paris

to give unto every man according as his
work shall be,” never gave any man a dollar's worth of work for ninety cents’ worth

that the people four times

by

military power;

approved of his

election, and they alone
restore him.

that he will

have the right to

Bazaine is with the Emperor,
to sweeten the

of 'work, and he never will while the world and each doubtless tries
stands. So says one who has tried him in other's cup of misfortune.
many ways fora good bargain;—seven
years in the factory, twenty-ome years in
the forge, and now eleven more in the most
sacred work a man can ever do—the over-

sight of human souls.
— Robert Collyer.

THE EASTERN

No man can tell whether he is rich or
poor by turning to his ledger. [tis the
heart that makes a man rich. He is rich
or poor according to what he is, not accord-

ing to what he has.
When you see a man. with a great deal
of religion displayed in kis shop window,
you may depend uponit he keepsa very
small stock of it within.

QURBSTION.

The first week in January

has been fixed

upon as the time of holding the great conferenee on the

Black Sea

question.

meeting will be held in London.
ported

of Christ.

« But,” said he, *‘ now we have fifty men
on this road who are professing Christians,
—men that do not drink, and that do love

would not even allow its introduction. Mr.
Sumner’s excuse for voting and talking against
its reception does not show that Senatorin a
very favorable light.§ He said that there wasa
precedent against receiving*.it, inthe refusal of
the Senate many years ago to allow him to intre-

duce a bill abolishing the fugitive slave-law, but,
in

answer

to a question

by Mr. Trumbull, ac-

knowledged that he had opposed the decision of
the Senate “vehemently.” Yesterday,he follow- .
ed the example of the slavery-upholding Senate
of fifteen years ago. Most of the speeehes were
made for political effect at home, and several
Senators were apparently feigningan earnestness

and indigmation that they did not really feel.

It

was, in truth, atempest in a tea-pot.

The House has again voted to abelish the franking privilege, and so to amend the postal laws as”
to allow subscribers to weekly, semi-weekly and

monthly

papers

published in the county where

they reside, to receive their papers free, and publishers of all newspapers, periodieals and maga‘zines to send their publications one to another
without the payment of postage.
The Senate is

still indisposed to give up the privilege, and
justly considers the aetion of the House to be
prompted by personal motives.
:

concessions

of

Turkey,

The

The reto allow

Russian war vessels to enter the Black Sea,
are denied,

and

Russia

is

old threats and awakening
ness.’

She already

has

on the Austrian frontier,

vessels are conveniently

renewing her

the old 'uneasi-

300,000 troops upand thirty-six war

stationed.

En-

land is hurrying up her military preparations, and the feeling is becoming more
and more decided that Russia intendsto

break the treaty

of ‘56 whenever it best

suits her convenience.

the last two years, the citizens of most

of our prominent states now residing in Washington, have formed state associations.
New
England people have also formed a New England Association.
On Forefather’s day, last
year, they had a genmine New England dinner,
and are to have another this year.
At the annual meeting of the Association last evening,
George S. Boutwell was elected President for

the coming year.

The citizens of Maine also had

a meeting last evening, to form a Maine Associa=
tion, and elected E. B. French,Second Auditor of
the Treasury, President. There is, I am informed, a New Hampshire Soeiety, but I am unable
to mention its officers.—The object of these associations is social intercourse and intellectual
improvement.
There are many intelligent persous of both sexes here, especially from New
‘England,
who appreciate the opportunities thus
offered of renewing the acquaintance of former
years, and forming new friendships that become
near and. dearer on account of the distance from
their old homes.— New England people and
ideas seem to predominatein the Capitel now.
What they lack in numbers they make up in
strength.
The same energy and enterprise that
characterized them at the North, are displayed
at the South, and the result is that eur stores,
dwelling-heuses, churches, Government offices,
and above all, school-housesy show am improyement over ‘their condition ten years 4g0, Wonderful to contemplate.
In the Departments, you
will see more Yankee faces than rightfully belong there.
Every New England state, with the
possible exception of Vermont, has more Government empleyees at Washington than she is
entitled to, and the number is still increasing,
but they are educated and competent, and do
honor to the cemmunjtes in “Which: théy were

born and reared.

cables

verely beaten by the Prussians on the 9th.
There is but little activity in the immediate

If Iwant to be a man and succeed in
life,—do my strpke of work in this working
world,—there can be no shilly-shally about
beginning. I must take right hold of what
than

of the

ing week before last in the neighborhood
of Beaugency, by which the French gained
victories on the 7th and 8th, but were se-

the parent has not the right to deprive the
child of the excellent training which the
State has provided. When the parent fails
in his duty the State stands in loco parents
and this is what you chiefly need to perfect
your educational system.”
;

low the place, rather

condition

It seems that there

North Germany and Switzerland excel you
in the thoroughness and universality of

is before me, no matter

disabled

causes some delay in the reception of news,
and some uncertainty as to its authentieity.

¢¢ 1 should be uncandid,” said Mr. Mundella, ¢ if I did not frankly tell you that

the engine ( for 1 take more pleasure in their systems, and this, I believe, is entireriding if I see the machine that is going to ly owing to the fact that in those countries
draw me).

CONGRESS,
:
Both the 8
and the House have been
reasonably {industrious
the past week. We have
ad a discussion about Arlington,—the former
home of Gemeral Lee and now the resting-place
of the bones of fifteen thousand patriotic soldiers,
—about a general amnesty, about the abolition of
the franking privilege,
about many other
tepics of greater or lesslimportance. The resolution, introduced into the 'Senate by Mr. MeCreery, ef Kentucky inquiring into the right
whereby the Government holds possession of
Arlingtom, provoked many able and eloquent
speeches, among which those of Mr. Sumner
and Mr. Nye were especially noticeable.
In
fact, a great deal of eloquence was wasted. Mr.
McCreery merely desired to offer his resolution
of inquiry, and nobody supposed there was the
least chance of its adoption. But the Senate

Within

A RESOLUTION OF INQUIRY.
Mr. Sumner, being anxious that the
country should know a good many things
of which he was already aware, and that he
himself should find out several things that

that

:

thad terto be closely inquired into at once.

suggests to us the remedy. Indeed, the
chiefrelianece of American liberty is an intelligent public opinion, and that is impossible without education. To maintain that
opinion, and constantly to elevate it, the
State must not only provide education for
insist

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 14,10.

where the supplies were needed; wheat
was also contracted for on the same prinGeneral Butler introduced his general amnesty
ciple, and it is estimated that ‘a few adroit bill in the House to-day, and made an earnest
manipulators of contracts and purchases speech in favor of it. He said it was the best the
have made at least $250,000, during the South would get for many years, and is confident
of 1ts passage.
All who participated in the Represent year, from supplies to the. Indians | bellion are ineluded in its benefits except a few
of the Missouri river alone. This is not of the mest prominent and offensive. - The Dem-,
precisely the kind of reform that President ocratic members will offer amendments, but itis
!
Grant is trying to inaugurate in the Indian thought that it will pass in its present fojin.
STATE ASSOCIATIONS.
Department, and he has ordered the mat-

compulsory. This remark was received
with applause by the audience, and it is
one to which the people of the country must
soon be accustomed. The coincidence of

among the most ignorant dJass is one

Commissioner Parker

been demanded in localities ‘very near to

made

and

that

personal profits.
The cheating seemsto
have been mostly done ‘by contract purchases and otherwise. Cattle were purchased of interested parties, and much
higher sums were paid than would have

that it needed one thing to make it perfect,

education,

E. R.
The view

seems to have connived with the other villains, and has been making pretty fair

In his admirable address at the Cooper
Institute, Mr. Mundella praised very warmly much that he had seen in this country;
but he made some valuable criticisms.
Thus, he said that in general our system of

the universal Prussian

Hon.

prosperity, but of national morality,
SWINDLING THE INDIANS.
The report of Mr. Welsh of Philadelphia,’a member of the Indian Peace Commission, makes some astonishing and disgraceful disclosures.
In a department
where affairs were thought to be going on
smoothly and honestly, the most disreputa-~
ble and swindling practices have been going on for sometime. The worst feature

them to Christ.
Sp we went to Worcester, talking all the
way; and it was a good meeting fo my

be

Greeley,

try which is the basis, not only of national

started on the right path, had kept them
moving along, and finally had brought

and that is, that education should

Horace

was taken, and well sustained, that the
first duty of a Government is to take the
best care of itself; and that this could be
done in no better way than by the development and protection of that home indus-

had studied men to get at the best mode

world,

duties, or expose

Mudge, Dr. Bellows, and others.

of dealing with them, and had exercised
his‘8kill and judgment in reaching their
conyictions; and, when he had got them

Harper's Weekly remarks on this

——

PROTECTION AND PREE TRADE,
Whether we shall protect our heme inthem to the competition of free Salads Jo
coming a question of vital importange and
earnest discussion among our leading business men and politicians.
A dinner given by the leading New York merchants to
American wool growers, last Wednesday,
became the occasion of a worthy tribute to
the national ‘and enduring principle of the
former policy. Effective speeches were

him

He showed good mother-wit in

man
at any time and disclose
purpose at once. They study
and
s. They frequéntly
getheras to the best way to

‘Washington Correspondence.

of the Week.

dustries by taxation and

to leave off tobacco, and then he will

education was the best in the

} iem——

in the Boston depotthe man with whom I
centuries, if familiarity with them must so had it.
Shan
rob them of their interest.
:
Several years ago, as I was waiting to
Leaving Chester by the great Western go over to” Marlboro, a young man, perRailway, we hurried on to London, passing haps twenty-five years old, asked me if my
several important places, a visit to some of name was not Henry Ward
Beecher. I
‘which, as Birmingham and Oxford, is held said it was. He asked me if I had any obin reserve. A gentleman said to us on the jection to riding with him on the ¢ maway,—'* You will find but one thing in chine.” I said, ‘‘ None at all.” I accordEngland which will not, from its diminu- ingly went forward with him’; and, before
tiveness, occasion surprise; and that is the train started, he broke the matter
London.” Englishmen are proud of their which he had in his mind. He said he had
metropolis, and having spent two busy had a great deal of trouble on the subject
weeks in seeing it,we think justly so. Put
of his soul's salvation; that he did not
together New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
seem to get much rest, and that he wanted

‘We are sowing the seed we shall reap

This, of course,

was forced

eral towers, from

bers when it was built.” And we were
almost glad that thousands of miles had
separated us from these relics of the early

Watch, watch, watch!
While the moments ceaselessly glide;

ness.

the knell of

‘‘ Beneath those rugged

there is any man living now, who

the rapid accumulation of detritus, that

‘‘ toll

the slightest use for their original purpose.
Chester, as the name (from casirum)
sighifies, was an old Roman camp, and its
streets still retain their regular arrangement, crossing at right angles, The old
wall is nearly two miles in extent, and
forms a delightful promenade. . It has sev-

it was before my time; and I do

Shall cease its restless beat.

Foreign

bell, at sunset, used to

most 'wel-

probable date, said,—¢* 1 do not know,

There’s work to be done, till the throbbing heart

Ay, weep for the sin
Of the living—not
For the tempted and
Let your bitterest

and

small chapel, of uncertain date, whi
whendiscovered a few years since, was condpletely filled with rubbish. It is now used
as a store-room, in connection with an ironmonger’s shop.
We chanced to meet an
intelligent looking gentleman, a resident
of the place, while walking around the old
wall, who, in reply to our inquiry as to its

W—

a little more.

Nearly in the opposite direction, and only & man, and gradually win him over, and
arry him along with them.
He said he
mile distant, is the Royal College of Eton,

chitecture.

DECEMBER 21, 1870.

will read on

conductor, but the * guard.” But you
readily adapt yourself to these methods of
procedure, and after all, find among your

and

Events

own account.

working
the top of the ¢ keep,”
a rare combination of in- formen. He took men on the fubject of
meets the eye. Just at religion as merchants and othersfake men
They do not comé
uptoa
eurfew tower, where the in business.

its ancient defenses, though no longer of science

#9 When Agents receive premiums, no percent
b+ on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in ad
on

then he

his

the methods which he pursued in

where many of England’s distinguished
| men have been educated ; among them
come evidence of intimate relationship.
From Liverpool, an hour by rail brought were the Duke of Wellington and the poet.
Gray. A little beyomd, is Slough, where
us to the rare old town of Chester, in some
respects the most interesting city of En- stood the observatory at which many of the
gland, preserving as.it does most perfectly most important discoveries of astronomical

or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
‘for the payment,
8, If a person orders, his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
we to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whele amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
:
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.

And after a while he

read two verses on

parting day.” Three miles distant is the
plain of Runnymede,
where king John

English cousins abundant

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1, Any person who takes a paper regularly from the

out

esty.
:
Standing upon
or round ‘tower,
teresting objects
your feet is the

read one verse.

then commit yourself to the care, not of the

You do not buy aticket, but ‘* book,”

whenever requested to do so.

the park is Frogmore Lodge, once the resi- will
dence of the Duchess of Kent,but now occu- will
pied by the Prince and Princess Christian. And
Here,also,is the royal Dairy, which, with lov- And
ers of butter and cream, is more likely than him

anything elss connected with this abode
observed
.| of reyalty,to awaken envy towards her Maj;

be

and ride, not to the head, but the ‘¢ top”
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:
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no books

to refer to its . appearance. It
a little odd that, in passing, you
*¢ keep to the left, as the (Eadirects.” Bat the custom is gen-

When you wish to leave the city, you do
pot take a street car, but the ‘ tramway,”
i

“or We send

is not” probably

eral, and, even on foot, must
to avoid collision.

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be sent. All communications
ed for publication should be addressed to the

alon, or otherwise, with the privilege
them.
:
:

the name

‘

sy

LOG-ROLLING.

|"

For many years,we have all heard vhuch eomplaint and condemnation of the practice of logrolling among our legislators.
This name is
applied to an arrangement entered into by a
Senator or Representative, who has some pet
measure which he desires to pass, with another
Senator or Representative, who also has a pet
measure which he wishes to pass, whereby the
former agrees to help the latter, if the latter will
return the favor. It has been, and still is very
commen, and a very bad practice.
Yet it is not
an evil of modern growth.
It is almost coeval

with

the

thinking

existence
this

of the Government.—I was

morning of the earliest instunce of

log-rolling, which has come down to us.

Itis re-

corded in Jefferson’s correspondence ; but doubsless many of your readers are not familiar wish
it. It is as follows: The act of Congress establishing the permanent ‘seat-of Government “on
the river Potomac, at some ‘place between the
mouths of the Eastern Bramch and the Conno-

gocheaguo,”

was

dated

July

16, 1790.

Before

the passage of this act, there had been great illfeeling between the northern members of Congress ‘and the southern,
The former demanded
that some place north of the Potomac should be
selected, while the latter were obstinate in their

demand that the
of that river.

Capitol sheuld be on the banks

The@eat

question of the mational

Government's assfiiging the stase debts had been

lost, the

northern members favoring and the

southern opposing it. Jefferson says, thas as he
was going to the President’s (Washington) one
day, he met Hamilton in the street, who walked
him backward and forward before the President's
door for half am hour, depicted psthetically the
evils that would flow from a refusal of the Government to assume the war debts of the state,

and begged Jefferson to exert his influence with
some of his friends, to effect a change
in the
vote, and set the wheels of the Government again
in motion, for things
had come to such
a pass
that no business could be transacted in Congress,
Jefferson
or three

accordingly invited Hamilton and two
of his own somthern friends, to take

dinner with him the next day.
he (persuaded

change

and

two of them,

During the meal

(White

and Lee,) to

their votes in favor of assuming the debts,

Hamilion underteok to Rersuse the eastern

members to vote for establishing
the Capitol on
the Potomae.
With the assistance of Robert
Morris,whose influence over the Representatives’
of the middle states was very great, this was
done, and harmony between the North and South
was re-established. This is how Washington
became the Capitol, and the time-honored prac
tice of log-rolling
begun. To what mugnificent

proportions this practice haa since grown |
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with a deep sense of sin, and wietched-

«8, prays

earnestly

and

sincerely for

me. v, and is justified.
+

London

The readers of the Star have heard of
the doings of the Ritualists in the Church

I wished to see some of these
‘of England.
things for myself, and therefore, one Sabbath

forenoon,

I

went

to

St.

which

are

important truths,

the

following:

*‘Itis

no more shocking for a monk to dance than
for any one else to do so; for every Christian has. professed to renounce the world.”
« The world’s esteem does neither good
nor harm.” *¢ Every one believes a proud
man to be a fool.”
* The world does not

Columba,

Kingsland, a newly consecrated
RITUALIST CHURCH.

God

takes

ment.

bases his judg-

of

our

talent,

he

takes

into

there

were

two

three

and

four

teen smaller

large

candles,

feet long,

ones

in sets

between

and

eigh-

of three.

The

prayers,

yas either

the end of
mission of
the bell in
Then, an

this|service there was an
sonzk ten minutes, during
i
tower was
ecclesiastical procession

sung or intoned.

At

interwhich
tolled.
came

from the vestry, which, as is usual, was in
the north-east corner,near the
came
a man

with

a

cross

altar.
on a

First

staff; the

_eross having a brilliant at each corner, and
a ruby in the

followed;

cepter;

then

four

three

couples of boys

couples

of

men;

then four men followedin single file. All
in the procession
wore white surplices;

but I am not sufficiently posted in the ecclesiastical millinery of the present day to
indicate the official position of the various
persons.therein. I suppose, however, that
the boys were choristers, and that the four
men in single file were priests. The first
of these had a red hood hanging behind
him, and

the second

carried

a handsome

scarf with a gilt fringe.. The procession
passed down a side aisle to the other end
of the church, and
then
back up the
center aisle to the rails of the altar.
As

they passed along, they

mournful

tune.

sang

On

a hymn in a

reaching the altar

rails, two of the priests wens inside and
- ‘took their stand near the altar; a hymn
was then sung by the congregation, and

after this what is called the ‘ Communion
Service ” was

performed,

the

priests in-

toning their portion, and the respongés
being sung by the choristers and the i +

dgregation.

After this came the sermon by

MR.

MACHONOCHIE.

He is one of the most famous of the Ritualists. His own church is in Holborn, in
' “the West Central division of London, and
his practices there have involved him in a
long test suit in the Ecclesiastical Courts.
His text was Rom. 6: 21, 22. He spoke
of the universal desire for

liberty, and said

But

this is a mistake.

Men

were created to be in subjection, and in
becoming religious they . only pass from
one kind of slavery to another.
¢ His
slaves ye are to whom ye obey.’ Satan
promises liberty but does not give it. Jesus says, Take my yoke upon you.” You
belong to God by creation and by purchase. If you pass from the slavery of sin,
you pass to the slavery of God. Obedience to God is slavery; but itis also per-

Saint

as a Christian, but how littlecan I do eon-

did not attempt to copfirm his statements by proofs from that book,) superior

sistently with my Christian profession?
not, how great sacrifices ought [ to make
for the cause of Christ, but, after gratify-

to the

to,

Bible.

and

He

prima

also frequently

illus-

preached in chapels which I wished to attend because of éarly associations; and in
still others I went with friends to their
usual places of worship. From some of
these preachers I heard some good sermons; but I will not say more of them
Now.
WwW. H.

The

Widow’s

Offerin

The story of the widow and her

.

offering,

as related by the Evangelist, is familiar

to

all readers of the New Testament, And
the lesson is none the less obvious than the
story is familiar.
But, like all the teachings of Christ,—all the circumstances con-

nected with his individual history,—it
not be too often brought

to

can

mind, and

gave value to the widows offering.

services, a boy

not the largeness nor the

surplice

brought

in

surplice brought a wand
on the end of it, and

with a wax taper

lighted

the

candles.

Phese preliminaries arranged, the procession eame in from the ante-room in the
following order :—a boy in white surplice;
$wo men in white surplices-with red skirts;

two men in white surplices with black
skirts; Brother Ignatius, in a mook’s dress

of black serge with cowl, one cross hang-

ing by his side and another hangingin
front from his neck. One of the attend-

ants held up the Bible before the people,

for-

wer, a thousandfold greater than that of
the latter. In our doing for the
cause of
Christ, the question too generally asked
is, not how much is it possible for me to do

trated his statements by references to the ing myself svfliciefitly how much of what
I to contribute?. Such
doings and sayings of monks and nuns, remains ought
who, according to him, were the highest sacrificing secures no personal blessing
>
:
models of the humility, the importance of from evil.
And there will be multitudes at the judgwhich he urged upon his audience. -It was
sad to see a man of so much power, mis- _ment day, whose giving has been large in
using it in advocacy of a system of dreary, the eyes of the world, who, it will then
appear, have been rich only towards themunnatural and unscriptural monasticism.
:
We could wish that this system were alto- selves, but poor towards God.
This story of the poor widow, in the lesgether of the past; but history is repeatsons it affords, is suggestive, not only of
ing itself, and old errors are pushing themselves forward. We see by the papers the necessity of rigid personal examination,
that a party .of these English Episcopal but is well adapted to carry comfort and
encouragement to multitudes in the church
monks have lately come to this country,
and are to have their headquarters at~ of Christ. There are many in every Chgistian church who are able to do bint A ol
Bridgeport, Conn., and that they were to
commence their labors in a Boston parish ly little, and who from this fact, depressed
on Nov. 27th. They have also preached and discouraged, excuse themselves from
:
in Providence,R. I. These monks, as well active service in the church.
“I would be glad to do,” they say;
as the other ritualist, although Episcopal
in name, are really the efficient pioneers ‘ but my gift is so small, my means so
of the Roman Catholic church; for they limited, that it is of no use for me to do or
lead thousands to adopt the opinions and give,—the. little would effect nothing.”
practices of that corrupt” body ; and then it Now, to all such this story has its word of
That same Jesus ‘who
is but a step into her communion; and a encouragement.
sat,
1800
years
ago,
in the terfiple court,
very large numberiboth of priests and peoand observed, and approved with such unple, have taken this step.
;
The other preachers I heard while in qualified commendation, the offering of
| London were not men of particular note. weakness and poverty, now observes and
Some of them were the substitutes of the approves a like sacrifice. The Lord Jesus
men I hoped ta hear. In other cases they Christ never changes. Nothing is too lit-

When the time arrived for commencing
the
ina

its

It was

smallness ‘of the

gift,nor the fact, merely, that she was a poor
widow, or that she cast in all her living;

but because the motive which brought her
to the temple was pure and heaven-approved. From pure love to the temple of
God,—which temple was to her an outward

sign

of the Jehovah

of her fathers and

brethren,—she cast into the treasury the
offering of poverty. God owned and accepted the gift, from the purity of motive
which made the sacrifice. .
.
Thus it is now ; thus it will ever be; that

purity of motive gives value to the
For want of

pureness

of motive,

daily life to which we attach no importance,

are often very grave and serious matters in

Christ’s sight. Actions and deeds which
men are wont to think trivial and contemptible, are often registered as weighty and
important in Christ's books.; He lives today who marked the gift of one * poor
widow” as attentively as the gifts of many
‘‘rich men.”
Let those who feel that they
can do but little, be encouraged to do that
little. ¢¢ The acts of a poor believer have
as much dignity about them,” says Ryle,
“¢ as the acts of a prince.” The little con-

tributions to religious objects, which the
poor man makes out of his scanty earnings,

are as much valued in the sight of God as the
princely gift of the millionaire.
Be

encouraged,

to

do

what

you

can for Jesus. You certainly can do what
that poor widow did; your offering can
not well be less’than her gift. Hear Christ's
benediction. ‘Of a truth, I say unto you
that this poor widow hath cast 1n more than

they all.”

Thus it often happens now

by

a heavenly estimate, that the gift of poverty is more than the offering of abundance.
Thus it is that the ‘‘ broken testimony”
which would fain discover to the world
how much the heart is in love with Jesus,
has written over it, in the

Christ himself, ‘‘ more”

genius

and

hand-writing

of

than the effort of

scholarly’ attainment.

So

Heaven marks the estimate of outward action.
]
¢¢ If there be first a willing mind, it is accepted according to that a man hath, and
not according to that he hath not.”
P.

Seldom does

for

it fall to our lot to record

lack of zeal and effort,the Pharisees were de-

thé

nounced by the

and so deeply lamented as that of her
whose name stands at the head of this article; and to all who witnessed her prostra-

sung.

obtained the favor

At the close of the service, while a

for I am

meek

and

lowly

in heart.”

Theme,—Holy humility. The preacher commenced by stating that the Gospel of the

Saviour.

And

in

all his

teachings, we find that inward pureness
was that which

secured

his approval

and blessing

of

and
God,

“ Valueless” may be written upon every
moral act, whatever that act may be, whose

root of miptive does not reach the stratum

gift of a

Poverty, contributing its mite,

and attrac.ive speaker, and is in striking
contrast with Mr. Machonochie, He spoke

God.”

the language of
know that I am

$n01

holy religion, she. had so identified herself with the interests of the people with
whom she had lived for almost thirty years,
that when it became certain that the grasp

Pareness of mo-

shows

the

oontrary of which is humility. He then motive equally with the rich giving of their
announced the points of his sermon,— abundance. It is the inward soul at which
1 Neeessity for humility.
2. Reasons for God looks, and not at the outward action.
humility. 8. Need for speaking of humil- It is there that genuine goodness has ite
ly. 4 Gain of humility. 5. Peace brought seat. Itis enthroned in the heart, and not
in the acts of life. And the little we do
by. humility.

Brother Ignatins is a very interesting

and removal from the scenes of earth,

may well be addressed
Jehovah —*‘Be still and

tive may be shown as well inthe

the intention of the heart.

7isy is the

pride, the

one so universally esteemed,

Endowed by nature with n strong physical constitution, an intellect highly cultivated, to which was added the luster of our

cup of cold water as in the munificence that
endows colleges and ‘builds churches.

daughter of

tion

of

of purity and divine glory. Itis not necessary to do some great thing to discover

day contained the parable of the Pharisee
and the publican; and he said that bypoceldest

death

may attest to God our inward state, and
secure as much his gracious benediction as
any act of the largest charity,

of a deadly

disease

was upon her, a tide

of sorrow swept over the whole community,

and. every heart throbbed with pain, while
they were ready to exclaim,—‘‘How is the
strong staff broken and the beautiful rod.”

On the 11th of Oct. her spirit passed peacefully to its rest, and on the 14th, after solemn and appropriate funeral services, her
remains were followed to the grave by the

Sabbath

church and

school;

where

the

The sacrifice which is made in doing or
aif
he wanted the peopleto understand
ro said
and to impress them with its giving, is also to be taken into the account. choir, with the childrén whom she had
mance, He drews fine picture of the This, also, gave value to the widow's offer- taught, sang a beautiful hymn, and there

;

gazed
along

‘pitbylicun. The Pharisee,

crowds as he passed
temple, was so pleased

the

| withthe admirationhe excited, that when
He

gob into

) temple,

he forgot

what he

To gore ingly “began to tell God how
goodhe

was.

The

publican, scorned by

those: who saw him pass, and the boys

throwing stones at him, goes into the tem-

ph

ing. She not only gave with a pure motive, but her giving was self-denying and
sacrificing. *‘ Of her want she cast in all

that she had; even all her living.”
others it is sald,

Of the

they * cast in of” their

abundande ;" and with nothing of the

sac-

rifice we may well conclude, with which
the ‘two mites” were contributed. Thus
we may learn that the value of what we

with tears and heart-achings wé laid her

to rest beneath theflowers which her own
hand had planted, to await in hope the

glorious morning of the resurrection. As
a brief memorial of her life and character,
make

we

the

following extracts from the

sermon preached

at her funeral—founded

on the words,—¢‘She" hath done what she
could.” Mark, 14:9,
;
H

Its toils

and

sufferings

soul and spirit, no less than the

wear

away

body.” In

text suggests this lessoh,— that it is

half of this liquor is water, 150 gallons, and

practicable for human life to serve Christ
in an acceptable and satisfactory way; and

refreshment to your sonl,

they pay for this water $900, ‘while they
could get better out of any frog pond.

:

his

We

service,

The deccased,

when

companion

of Christian

very

women,
, and

to bless the

sound

us.

Her

apart for tbe church to work.

to the church was,

vineyard to work

tions of her life, a8 a wife and mother, perhaps none save ;those nearest and dearest
her

could

fully

appreciate

her

worth.

Yet it was evident to all who enjoyed her
friendship and visited’ her pleasant home,
that she made
we trust their

hers a happy. family, and
reunion will be perfect in

that better home where pain and death
shall never enter.
Finally,fare thee well, dear sister. Though
we

no

more

meet

thy smile and cheerful

greeting, no more listen to the music of
thy voice, we will comfort our hearts in
thinking

that

in

a nobler,

sweeter

song,

in,—that

Christ

should speak or pray in every meet-

fer.

is accepted,
but if we

whose robes have been

washed and made white in the blood of the
Lamb.
The following resolutions were adopted
by the Sabbath school :
Whereas, God by a mysterious Providence has removed from among us our
dearly loved sister and friend, Mrs. Sarah
J. Dana, in the midst of her usefulness,
therefore,
Resolved,

a
That,

while

social, moral

And if there be first a willing mind, it
stop

to confer

with

flesh and blood, we shall get cheated out of
our spiritual blessings.
Ww.

The

Shadow

of a Rock:

The Bible uses every event in nature and
history to teach the only lesson man should
pre-eminently learn—his soul's salvation.
It makes every season preach Christ. That

we would seek to

be submissive ‘to the divine will, we can
not but deeply mourn the loss of one who
has so long and faithfully labored for the

and religious improvement of

this community.
Resolved, That,

What is good for a tired soul?
‘Wealth and wisdom, and homage rare,

Gems from shores where bright sands roll,
And flash and fade in the sunset air ;—

The cup of song with its tempting foam,

Castle Hope, N. Y.

= Selections.
Suggestions

to S. S. Teachers.
EO —

. HAVE

A PURPOSE.

Teaching to any purpose is impessible,
unless it is directed to some purpose. A
definite aim is essential to a serviceable

method.

This is well expressed in the fol-

lowing, from an essay by Edward Drury in

the S. 8. World :

g

Every lesson should have, to the tear,

while we deeply sympa-

thize with her afilicted family, we feel ourselves unable to estimate the loss which

and

be made clear to the scholar.

DISCOURAGING COUNSEL.
B.

H.

Bayliss,

in

the

Sunday

School.

| Workman, spesks for a class of teachers

I'who feel that the models set before them at
| Institutes and Conventions are too ideally

| perfect for imitation :

:

The speakers are often guilty of sueh ex| aggeration that the strictness of their hon"esty, or the truthfulness of their memories,
| or the sanity of their views is questioned.
| To use'a very
common but very expressive
3
remark, The whole thing is overdone.”
We shall be told of the hours we ought to
spend in the study of the lesson. Perhaps
that threadbare superintendent who spends
from eight to twelve hours every week on
the lesson for the coming Sabbath, will be
again trotted out. Our heads will be made
to feel dizzy, our hearts sick, and our pock-

ets lean by the hundred
apd one lesson
sheets, concordances, Bible dictionaries,
harmonies, maps, and periodicals we shall
be advised to purchase. Beautiful pictures
will be pf 00, 1 portrayed upon the blackboard, in red, and green, and yellow crayon, before our
shall be shown

wondering eyes, and we
*‘ how e-a-s-y it is,” and ad-

vised to go and do likewise, when we
know that to us it is utterly impossible of
accomplishment. ** The model superintendent” will be held up to us until we shall
when and where the speaker
most fraitful, and, as usually treated, most wonder
dreamed up his original,
. for certainly he
foolish of all themes, the weather, in the
portrays no actual being, and the teachers
bands of the inspired penman, always be- are certain they can never find such a man
comes spiritually illuminated.
Does
it to take charge of their school.

snow?

they sustain, and we would earnestly pray
that this bereavement may be sanctified to
their eternal well being.

there be this the plans must be vague,

| indistinctly conceived by the teacher; and
| what is not clear to the teacher can mever

prayer-meet- |

ing, but he should hold himself in readiness
to take an active part as occasion may of-

before

throne,

a

ing is a place to get happy and not .a place
to labor for the conversion of sinners.
Every Christian should feel that itis a part
of his or her duty to help sustain the social
egg by taking part in its exercises.
He skould go there to work, not merely to
enjoy. In so doing he will find his truest joy
and most substantial comfort.
He should
be prompt, and not sit waiting to feel better
before he begins his work for God. I do
not say that every professor of faith in

thou hast joined that innumerable company
the

But only a

few appreciate the privilege and wisely improve it. They seem to feel that the church
is a coach to ride to heaven in, and not a

to be remembered in love, trust and hope,
and to all in kindness.
In the holiest rela-

to

BY REV. GEO. II, CHAPPELL,
—

a distinct and well-defined purpose. There
meeting is indispensable to his success; should be some one truth or lesson intended
and should go to it in the spirit of earnest to be fixed on the minds and hearts of the
prayer and deep love for souls. This will scholars. There may be many important
secondary lessons drawn and énforved
help him very much, but it will expose him during the course of the lesson, but there
to sore temptation if his brethren are slack should be always one main p
e or end
and will not improve the time. He feels aimed at in every lesson.
ithout this
‘that he must bear the burden of souls alone. there can be no true method at all; for
But he must bear it with patience. It will method is neither more nor less tham the
way or path by which we seek to reach
not do to fret and scold. That will only some desired end. But if no particular end
make a bad matter worse...
is sought, how can there be a method or
But the responsibility of sustaining a| path to it? The first matter to determine
prayer-meeting does not rest wholly nor in each lesson, then, is the main truth to be
enforced. -** Parpose is the first and main
chiefly on the pastors. It is the hour set | thing on which success depends.” Unless

in doctrine, unifgrm

last message

and

Good for a Tired Soul.

|.

after a little the tide would ebb, and the

this people she has begn the serene a
star,

rest

Splendor and rank in a palace home,—
These shall we give to a tired soul?

world with song, And to-day as we look
meeting become dull and drag slowly along,
into that orchestra where she has served Land prove almost a failure. Only a few
the public for more than twenty years, so take part in the exercises, the living memconstant, so faithful, so cheerful, and think bers are discouraged, and the pastor's heart
she is to fill that place no more forever, we is made very sad. °
cry out,—*Help,Lord,
for the.godly ceaseth
But how to remedy this evil I know not.
and the faithful fail from among the chil- There are some things we might do to imdren of men.” As a member of our Sah- prove our social meetings. The pastor, if
bath school, she filled 4 large and responsi- hd leads the prayer-meeting, should have
ble place, and I may say, she gloried in its a well matured plan in his own "mind,
labors as well as in its success ;—yea, more, though he need not announce it. This will
as a Sunday school we are largely indebted keep him prepared to suggest seasons of
to her for services rendered, which she of prayer or singing, which will serve to keep
ali others had the ability to render. Asa
the mind from wandering. But there is a
member of the church she has brought to preparation back of this that is still more
completion a glorious mission.
Among,
aie
He should feel that the prayersteadfast

find

Oh, give to the tired soul rest, long ress

sickness and bereavement, and how success-

remain

and

This is a most important means of grace,
From tumult, and doubt, and grievous pain;
and to lead the prayer-meeting is the most Bring back the dreams of: childhood blest,
difficult part of my public duties. Very
Fair, untarnished and pure again.
much depends upon the opening exercises. Give to the tired soul the key
If these be dull or inappropriate, it is diffiTo the boundless wealth of our Father's love:
cult to ‘recover the lost ground. Rat if Point out that path to all men free,
That ends at the foot of the throne abeve;—
these be marked with much feeling, it does
not follow that the best results will be se- A faith to labor with trusting hands,
cured. I Lave known a prayer-meeting to
And stem the tide when the billows roll,
commence in the spirit and give large A peace that cometh from heavenly landsy—
promise of a most precious season, but]. These shall ye give to a tired soul!

fully she has led and cheered us n in our
varied public gatherings of a benevolent
character; we will not forget how largely
she has drawn upon her time, patience and
skill in teaching the young to sing, some
of whom we trust are now singing in
others

Come to him,

A thornless path to ambition’s goal,

The Prayer-Meeting.

work,
which continued till the close of life.
Thus fully did she meet the suggestion of
the text: We callto mind the ready hands,
the willing heart, the sweet spirit she has
always brought into our homes in times of

while

Chris-

“grand, sublime, dark and benighted.”
Who says that we are not a free people?
i
A. DEERING.

secwred an intimate relation with Christian

heaven,

and

than poetry in & certain old minister's description of religion, who said it’ yas

young, enjoyed the public means of grace,
and was enabled to consecrate herself
to Christ in her youth. She made herself
the

are a brave, enlichtened

Christ.”

tian people. ' There néver was more truth

companionship with Christ, by an
and very intimate acquaintanee with

‘ Ho sendeth forth his snow like

WHENCE

morsels.” Does it rain? ¢‘ He sendeth the
early and latter rain.” Isit cold? Who
can stand before his cold?” Is it hot?
‘““He isthe shadow of a great rock in a
weary land.” Is itspring? ¢‘Hereneweth
the face of the earth.” Is it autumn?

TO GET ILLUSTRATIONS,

Professor Draper analyzed some liquors
in New York in the winter of 1869. Here
is a specimen obtained at the * Fifth Avenue

A speaker in the Illinois Convention
makes these healthy suggestions:
Good bank-notes ‘come from the banker ;
not from the counterfeiter. No one has
any right to have counterfeits ; so no teacher
has a right to use spurious illustrations.
‘‘ The summer is past, the harvest is ended, ‘Convey the truth by the simplest illustraand we are not sayed.” So should every tions possible, and with the least circumlocution. Instead of relying od encyclopeone attune the weather to the heart. He dias, etc., go into the street with open eyes ;
will thus make these varying hours an pick up the dead, broken branch which lies
Zolian harp that sings divine songs in this at your feet, and convert it into an _illustration of a fruitless Christian life. Be wide
devout spirit.
We have passed through a season of vio- awake, be discriminating; or, if the expression may be allowed, possess sanctified

Hotel, No.

the sun rises hot and dry,

Resolved,

Mrs.’ Sarah J, Dana,

deed.
not

then,

tire.

of this great Rock. Blessed Rock. Divine
Rock. Rak
of Ages.
‘This Rock
is

in her life and enjoyment, seeking peice,
hopeful of the future, firm in her faith in
God, always ready to give reason of her
tle to escape his observation. No'act is hope. We have been mourning her abtoo trifling to be noted down in the book sence in our weekly gatherings for prayer
of his remembrance. His eye that sees and praise, yet have been made strong to
the Council chamber of a nation, notices,
know it was practicable for God to make a
also, all that transp res in the cottage of human soul the medium through which
the laboring man.
¢ All things are naked others may receive the bread of life.
and open unto the eye of him wit whom
And now what a poor pittance are these
we have to do.” He measures lit.leness words as the offering of grateful hearts, for
and greatness by a very different u easure such acts ‘6% kindness, deeds of love, and
fromthe measure of man. Events in our so rich a lifé as the deceased has left with

and they stood up. The crucifix was then
held up, and they kneeled before it.
The Episcopal service was then performed,—the
prayers being intoned or
hymn was being sung, Brother Ignatius
went out, and returned adorned with a red
and green scarf. The sermon followed.
The text was Matt, 11: 29,—** Learn of me,

and when we are blessed

tation ‘beats upon you. The fashions of the
world weary you, Its pomp and vanities

10 cents per glass we should have the nice
little sum of $1,800. Deduct the cost, and
you have a balance of $1275. Now one

close
early

facie ( as he

referred

lessons too often repeated and enforced.
It is for our constant good to return again
feet freedom. The sermon occupied thir-- and again to the examples in which the
ty-five minutes. From the tone in which Saviour embodies his principles, and by
which he illustrates his teachings. They
it was delivered, it was difficult to understand it; but the foregoing shows the gen- are never exhausted, and there is no time
when we can not draw from them instruceral drift of it. It was a strange affair.
tion and refreshment.
BROTHER IGNATIUS.
Among the things embodied in this exThis is the monastic name of an Episco- ample, is the principle that genuine goodpel minister named Lyte, who has founded ness is in the inward soul and not in the
a monastic, brotherhood in England, and outward action; that the intention gives
who has attracted considerable attention value to the deed ; ahd that the measure of
during the last few years. Learning that excellence is not the amount of the gift, but
he was preaching on Sunday evenings in the amount of purity in giving and the
the Music Hall, Store Street, I went to amount of sacrifice_that is made to give.
was well filled. It was the purity ef motive in giving that
hear him.
The ball

severally a cracifix, two candles, and three
vases of flowers. Then a man in a white

worth,

in order,
to such a life, we should secure a

he

be, on the part of the

: How you cast yourself under its moist shadprepara- | ows.
;
Take 150 gallons of * high wines,”
So come to Christ. The hot sun of temp-

Now take a view of a common

$525. In each gallon are 60 glasses; at the stifling airs, how refreshing the*shadow

The

it.called for may

How
How you eling to its cool side.

of refreshing.

departed

manner.

Seneca,
of whom
he said,
¢ What
good there was in them ‘was of divine inspiration;” hence he appeared to
regard their opinions as ofequal importance and authority with the other saints

the chapter taught that men are naturally
in slavery. Men think that religion sets

them free.

Aristotle, and

investment

un

the discharge of Christian duaty,to commend

gressive.”

Saint

on

profit

tion.
at $1,00 per gallon, $150; and 150 gallons
of whiskey at $2,50 per gallon, and mix
them together, and you have 300 gallons of
whiskey at $1,75 per gallon, ' Total cost,

itis Christ-like to speak of it inla memorable

He - frequently

§177,50.

Ladies’

tell the truth.” ¢* A man must be a very | mate of Heaven, the larger gift,
“ Jus- | Weakness and timidity may in’ private
big fool to believe compliments.”
urge upon the attention of a friend she imtification is instantaneous,sanctification,pro-

Saint Socrates,

whole of the regular Episcopal service,
called—¢¢ Morning Prayer,” including the

the

with sucha life, we ave justified, yea, more,

congregation and tremblingly witness for
Jesus. It seems a small offering. In the
sight of ‘God it may be more than the effort
of learning and eloquence. The sacrifice

It

and

that is made in giving, may be, in the esti-

portance of religion, or may stand in the

of London.

school,

Benevolent Circle, the interests of which
were interwoven with her life. And the
language also very naturally leads us, in

confirmed his

north-east

Sabbath

account what we possess, the valug
of our
time and the largeness of our gift.
Poverty gives to the cause of Christ a
dollar ; wealth gives fifty times that sum’;
and yet the smaller gift, in the sacrifice

was immediately evident that I had not | statements by reférence to the opinions and
mistaken the place. Behind the altar was statements of the fathers, Saint Gregory,
an illuminated cross; and on the altar Saint Cyprian, Saint Bernard’; and also

This is in the

church,

good

very

friends, relative to the prosperity of the

If we contribute of our substance,

of our time,

you realize of clear profit, $2,497,50,—a hasten to it for coolness and shade.

We have selected this text because it is
one the deceased used repeatedly while
sick, ‘in’ conversation with her Christian

into account all our circumstances, in the
estimates upon which he

DOrotter I. stated many
a.

Preachers,

do is measured by our ability.

21, 1870.

That,

as a Sabbath school, we

will hold in grateful remembrance her
labors of love among us, and will seek to
emulate her many excellences of character.

Good

Profits.
dr

12, sample marked.

lent and unchanging heat.

Bourbon

Day after day

sweeps

through

gumption.

The Saviour preached the gos-

pel in the trees, in the fields, in the roads.
Why not we? An illustration is to be nsed
to gain astention, and to carry
home the
truth. Employ such as are witkin the comprehension of the child; Let Greek mythology alone. Take God's illustrations,

Whiskey : Water, 70 per cent; alcohol, 30
per cent; contains tannin,a little sugar and
fusil oil, sold at 30 cents a glass.” * May be
made for 60 cents a gallon, and sold
for $19.20. Profits, $18.60,—yery fair.
“No. 9. Sample marked Brandy; Wa-

arid heavens, and over a parched soil. Infants faint and perish; invalids pant and
die; laborers toil wearily at their tasks.
The whole head is sick and the whole heart

tains tannin, sugar and fusil oil ; and imitation of brandy, sold at 50 cents the glass.”

in prayer.

Cost $0.75 a gallon,sold for $30.

as one of instruction, He would lead us as bear upon any particular passage. After
through this burning, to the cooling shelter a while you will have a book which. money

ter, 64 per cent; alcohol; 36 per cent; conThese we

should call living profits. Fusil oil is a
very deadly poison. And these are fair
specimens of six different lots examined.
Do any of you want some nice Sherry
wine to give your invalid wife strength? It
is nearly equal to moonshine, but not as
‘healthy. I
can tell you how to make it.
Take 70 on
Sherry wine, $1.75 per
gallon ; 10
pounds of sugar, $15; 40 gallons of pure spirits, $40; and 200 gallons of

is faint.

Murmurs

against the

weather

scatteredon every hand, in the fields, the

climb the sky. God hears these complaints,
ardens, the lanes; Look at the flowers,
too often couched in oaths, rarely couched: Be grass, all nature, and pray Godto open

i

And yet he intends this very dispensation

our eyes.

An excellent

help is to have

a

Bible with a wide margin, in which to note
down, as you find them, such illustrations

of his side. He would instruct us by it ean not buy. Use always the best material
ou can find, and if possible, that drawn
of the greater heat that falls upon the soul from
your own experience, Do not labor

—=a heat that burns up happiness in the
destroying flames of death, that consumes
holiness in the more destructive flames
of sin, which burn unto the lowest hell.
He points us to himself as the only shelter.
He proclaims himself ‘the shadow of ‘a

to find great things.

Be
en

keep

Take the litrle things.

plain, consistent, concise,

Never use

illustration simply for its own sake ; ever

in mind the great object, and les the

truth follow the way into the mind and
heart which the illustration has opened.

great rock in a weary land.” How cooling
Those who look for faults find fault, and’
water, $000; and you have 418 gallons of such a shadow is! ‘Go into the treeless pas- become
fault-finders by profession; but

pure wine at the trifling cost of 42

gallon.

want at the town agent's price,

pint,

cents

a

Now you can sell what you do not
and

realize

of $5,98 per gallon.

the

80

nice little

cents

Or, on the whole

vestment, if you should prefer moon
oy
& ;' dl
PRoy
pi

LATE

a

profit
in-

shine,
|]

ture, or the dusty and shadeless highway. those who look for truth and good find that.
Let the blaze of heaven, as from a fiery Ang if, among all these masters, there has
furnace, shoot down upon you. The land been sent one to be a master on the highest theme of all, a teacher in the realm of
is weary. You sink under the shafts of fire. our
highest life, it seems to be
gyerave misBefore you rises the rock, huge, gray, rough, take to assume towards him the at itude of
an object far trom beautiful in itself. You a critic rather than that of a disciple.

THE

MORNING

STAR:

DECEMBER

21. 1870.
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; The Christian Lawyer.
promising

professional career,

wrote

Yjoisnpial Poverty.

painful. A dying brother, giving his testimony aginst a sin, of which I, his pas-

and which is, next 10 the withdrawal of the

gave it his.signature.

A gifted and well-educated lawyer, who
died in Cincinnati soon after entering upon
a

left his testimony in writing against this
sin. I wrote from his dictation, and he

to

tor,

am

guilty!

My reflections were

Oh,

then I called God

The calamity which I stand in dread of}

to

a friend, *¢ There is far more of honesty and witness that I renounced tobacco forever!
principle in the profession than I had been: The next morning I took my study, and
taughtto believe. At any rate, the Bar of the conflict was terrible. Hell seemed to
Cincinnati must, I'think, be freed from the be let loose upon my soul. I thought I
odium and reproach which are cast upon saw Satan enter my door, in the shape of
the legal profession in most places. There a negro-head plug of tobacco! I thought I
is here a very strong disposition to frown heard him say, ‘Come, why do youreject
down every dishonorable attempt to frus- me? 1 always do yon good ; try me again.”
trate she merits of a
good cause and defeat At this pointy: God gave me unwonted resthe ends of justice.
It finds no support. or olution, I remembered Luther's success-

sympathy, either among

the members of

ful conflict, and
slimy, nauseous

the bar, in the court, or with the jury. I
am much rejoiced to find; this state of
things; and

if ever I shall

sitll
to pervert

have

any

the power of the law, and defeat

The

the ends of justice.”
Considerable acquaintance with lawyers
in a number of places,” has convinced me

One of the most eminent teachers of law-

soul and body.
He
applied restoratives,

yers in our age, has expressed the opinion
that ** the Barof the future is to achieve
its success” in dealing with a class of quesboundaries

she was able to
hung in doabt, he
ness and freedom
her restoration.
After this lady

of

the law touch closely upon the domain of
morals and consciemce”—* the great ju-

diciary questions

growing

out of an

ever

purpose

mude.

to

Resolve,

trusting

in God,

community in which you live shall

that

it

will

have

opportunities

have

no

upon

doubt

that

Christian

my

as

with

He came and
with him. “I

blood to pardon.’

himself,
Constant success shows us but
one side of the world.
For, as it surrounds

concealing

husband,

‘know

how

good it did

seem to be going.”
How many of our believing friends who
cross the unbridged stream withont return-

ing from the bither side to tell us of the
activities within, may be finishing their

or

work

below, and entering on the heavenly

state,

in

obscure

a

like

conscious

manner!

The

more counterfeits of silver

even

unto

the

end

do

more of this than is known to the public.
It is not likely to be widely known among

Cong.

preserve us from rash and
tempts,

contrary

éxtravagant

to sound

principles,

"

Christian

This
“a

of

itate them with

the people against the social evils. The
Bar and the pulpit must co-operatein all
such endeavors,

to secure their highest

.

thanyoa.

Cultivate intimate acquaintance

with them. Encourage them to talk freely
with you aboutthe plans and strueture of
their sermons. Give them all the benefit of
friendly
criticism. Help
them
in the
prayer-meetings, in the Sunday schools, in
the parish meetings and counsels, Try
each of you to be such a friend to your pashe

wrote so affectionately to Titus—*¢ Bring
Zenas the lawyer.” "There are lawyers

§

In the

their pastors
I wish there

were more such.=I1, 4. Nelson, D. D,

A Good Fight.
}

rs

and

ard the account which the venerable Rev.
Dr. Colver, recently deceased, gave him of
his battle with and final victory over tobacco;
:

I rolled the sin asa sweet morsel under

my tongue for twenty years, Iigave me
great annoyance when a city pastor. Sometimes,

when

passing on the street, for ex-

ample, 1 would see a deacon of my church
with whom I must come into close quarters,
and in vo doing expose my abominable habit.
‘Chagrined and vexed, I would eject my
quid, resolving neverto resume its use,
cleanse my mouth and cordially greet the
deacon.
would Juss through the evening and night with little trouble, but the
morning would come with all its unearthly eravinge. I would take my study and
try to compose a sermon or lecture, but it

was all in vain.

In agony

John, and tell him to

I would call

get me some tobacco.

I would weizé it greedily, and soon would
be myseM
like Juha,

and

world

in, and drive on my sermon
short tyme would pass on,

a similar flare-up would occur.
see

before

me,

I

in my walks, some

sister of my church, who would expect a

few kind words from the pastor; but the
thoughy occurred, “Oh, she will see my
mouth, and detect the habit which I de-

spise and demounce.”

I would instantly

cast out the abomination, and, with the
apparent innocency of a child, act the pastor, resolving as aforetime, and with a sim-

ilar result. Oh, I abhor tobacco! It makes
Rypoerites of ministers ; it made a hyp@crite

of mie, At length the last battle was fought
With the foul demon, ‘I called ons dying
mana member of my church, He spi

‘that tobacco had brought him fo his deathbed, and he should die a happier man if he

So it is

singing

way

raise

she perceives

can

a

be

won.

I

on

the

fingers

touching

wooden

wandered

bar

the chords of an organ.

it muss have

been

when

and

heart

that, in

tesh

her

he

can think of no soul
less that can call
of a great psalm in
swers as surely true
and

hen-coops, strawberries,

I

believe

the

her

found

And

And

ordinary Christian differ from a man that

along; let’s lend him a hand.”

is not pious? If itis a mysterious something which none but a trained theologian
can explain, of course the laity would bet-

with the help of the two lads, soon got his
truck to the top of the hill, and then it

John

when

forsook

their

nets and followed the Master, then there is

something
all men,

to speak

aboui—something

to

The blind man of whony John tells us,had

very little to say, but he kept saying it with
wondrous power: ‘Whereas 1 was blind,
now I see.” And any simple-minded Christian believer can take these words as a formula,

Whereas I was—=—,

now I am——.

If the day have been begun with Bible
reading and prayer intelligently enjoyed,
in just the same way that a man says, “‘I
saw a capital story in the newspaper this

morning,” and proceeds to relate the story,

a Christian may say for instance: ‘I never
noticed till this Morning that Jesus almost
always cured folks by laving his hands on

them;”

man

or, ‘Did you ever notice thdt the

They

sake.

done for

them, are

the

who

Thatis

feel what
best

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH,

the true

Jesus

has

helpers.

He

:

+

of your
:

and

When

seem to blame

It

with-

All men’s
Y

'

be procured
at all principal
throughout the country.

pro

e

:

ourselves

we

of piety that thinks\
coming than of doing

® Lord's will.
Of all the created comforts,

offices

(Maya2d,)W.R.BARR;
1870
Gen’l Pase’r At,
.

CONSUMPTION FUSITIVELY CURED.

Ww

AGENTS

FOR

THE

AT-

Only50 cents
Splendid

premiums

HOME.
8

CHILD
wid

AT

164 TREMONT

HOW,
STREET, BOSTOW.

PER WEEK easily made by Agghts. Address

the

a

MANUFACTURYG Oo, Cromvell, Conn,

Wi

A YEAR!

of the same size and general character as THE
WEEKLY,
but with a greater variety of miscella-

of the

neous reading, and

furnishing

the

news

to

scribers with greater ireshness, because it
twice a week instead of once only.

its

sub-

comes

—————

THE

DAILY

SUN, $6 A YEAR.

A preéminently readable newspaper, with the largest circulation 1n the world. - Free, independent, and
in politics.

All the

news

from

everywhere.

Ivo cents a copy ; by mail, 50 cents a month, or $6
year,

|

a

TERMS TO CLUBS.
' THE DOLLAR WEEKLY SUN,
Five copies, one year, separately addressed,
Four Dollars.
copies, one year, separately addressed (and an

Ten

41tf

MASS.

extra copy to the getter up of

club).

.

CHILDREN.

Eight Dollars.

Twenty copies, one year, teparately addressed
an extra copy to the getter up of club),

(and

Fifteen Dollars.

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because
of Pin-Worms.
The only
known remedy for these
most troublesome and
dangerous of all worms im
children or adults is

Fifty copies, one year, to one address (and the Semi‘Weekly one year to getter up of club),

Thirty-three Dollars.

DR. GOULD’S PIN-WORM SYRUP.

Fifty copies, one year, separately addressed (and the
{SemlWeekly one year to getter up of club),

Purely vegetable, safe and certain. A valuable eathartic, and beneficial to health.
Warranted to cure

One hundred copies, one year, to one address (and
the Daily for one year to the getter up of club),

& CO.,

Thirty-five Dollars.

Boston, and all druggists..

:

:

Sixty Dollars.
THE
SEMI-WEEKLY
SUN.
Five copies, one year, separately addressed,
Eight Dollars,
Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and an
extra copy to getter up of club),
Sixteen Dollars.

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad
vantage of purchasers.
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OC
TAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for

SEND
YOUR
MONEY
in Post Office orders, checks, or drafts on New Yi
wherever convenient. If not, tnen register the letters containing money. Address
g
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher, Sun office, New York,

$65; same rents for $5 per quarter, and rents pay for it,
Address REV, L.
L. HARMON,
Portsmouth, N. H,

%-

Try HYGEIA

1yé

Sold

i ho)

both

A

11

El1836

1870

H

For Consumption.

WHOLESALE

$8,500

Sole Agents for the United States,

The

6m30

MWF’G

CO.,

313 Washington street, Bsoton, Mass,

AGENTS,

($20per

day)

MORE.

EMPIRE

of New

Family should have one.
Lend for SAMPLE STOCKING and circular showing
wherein the Lamb Machine is superior wn all points,
and cheaper than any other,

MACHINE

NO

MANUFACTURED

The only machine that knits circular, flat and
seamed work, narrowing and widening on eaeh, Ev-

ENITTING

RuNT

pall

BY

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
York,

And Sold by Agents everywhere,

ery

LAMB

:

11 BARCLAY

CORN & FEED MILL

LAMB KNITTING MACHINES
in
use, sold on their merits, with little ad-

veriising.

"

other.

DEPOT,

Smd3

i NELSON & Sons, 42 Bleecker, 8t., N. Y.

12

Use no

& RETAIL

°
STREET,
. Removed from Astor House after 33 years.
Prices reduced 10 to 40 per cent.

of Sizes

vi
and Styles.
All the respectable Book Stores keep them.

000

B

' SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS FOR
Coughs,Colds, Sore Throatidnfluenza und Bronchitis
RUSHTON'S
[F.V.] COPD LIVER OIL

Are everywhere celebrated for
BEAUTY OF TYPOGRAPHY,
QUALITY OF PAPER,
EXCELLENCE OF BINDING,
of Varieiy

.

4w48

OXFORD _
BIBLES
Extent

Fifty Dollars.

One hundred coples, one year, separately addressed
(dnd the Daily for one year to fhe getter up of club),

REMEMBER
L.
HARMON

i4 School Street.

_

Let there be a $30

EE
Nl
SEMJ.-WEEKLY SUN, $3 A YEAR,

THE

FOR ALL

THE

dl

Club at every Post Ofilce.

CLARK,

EDITION

BOSTON,

This mill is WROUGHT

IRON—not

CAST

IRON—

and is case-hardened so as to run for years without
injury,
It works with less power than any other,and

less expense, It has taken the First Premium at the
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been exhibited,
y
“BROCKPORT, N, Y., April 10, 1860.
J.D. WEsT—Sir: I worked my No. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat faster. 1 am perfectly
satisfled with it. Yours &o.,
R. M. PALMER.”
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869,
“J.D. Westin: I have used my No.3 Empirs
Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it abeut 108
revolutions and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
of corn per hour. Yours, &o,, ~ THOs. H. BATE.”

(now Empire) Mill is

Union Grist and Feed

«Phe

all that you represent it, It will grind with ease 6 te
8 bushels of corn per hour, It also makes exellent
Graham flour. I consider ita boon to farmers, an is..
it will be indispensible when once tested, There
be

t one

opinion--it

is a success.

JouN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. Univerfity.
NIOHOLASVILLR, KY., Feb. 18,
\

H. C. SANDUSKY & Co,:~The

(Empire)

bought of you gives perfect satisfaction.

Mill

I grind 7

ng for
Jn fact, it ja {ust the
vue should be without ene.
1SAAC BARKLEY,”
:
a Send for Clronlar.
AT, General Agent,
Jo
Yerk:
Now
St,
Cortlandt
40
21

per honk
bushels
or 8
farmers and eders.

PERKINS -& HOUSE'S PATENT

_

METALLIC KEROSENE LAMD
]
h
a
Toa
Thou x vos Toten nl
ight, no odor, und uses us oil, dad
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of all such.
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MACHINES, The best machinein the world. Stitch
alike on both gidess ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONRY.
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW.
ING MACHINE CO., No. 666 Washington street.
48
Boston, Mass,

Does cure Bronchitis, Consumption, all Lung
Diseases, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen
and build up the system to a healthy condition.
This has been tested by Prof. Trosseau, In twe
thousand cases, in the Hospitals of Parls, in
which it cured néarly every case; and in this
country Physicians ara daily ordering and com.
mending it to their Patients, It has made some
astonishing cures.
One Bottle will prove its

Biblical

simple

Boston,
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pride

Without ¢onsistency there is no moral

strength.

it other route

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
602 Arch Street, Philadel

* The body,—that is dust} the soul,—'tfis

mankind would perish, did
help each other. From the
mother binds the child’s
moment thai some kind asthe death-damp from the

A

motive.

a bud of eternity.
‘Endeavor for the best,
against the worst.

spect which men give to sincerity and truth.
~ Christian at Work.

out mutual help. ~All, therefore, that/ne
aid have a right to ask it of their
fellowmortals,
i

Fare as low and time as quick as ali

It is betterto be proud
than vain of your vanity.

It will be received invariably with the re-

brow of the dying, we can not exist

a comfort? Are you trying to lead any
one to God?
Or are you hindering ? Does your course
of life give pain to any heart? Does your
example lead any into sin? Do those who
are laboring for Christ find you a hinderacne?
Learn from these ‘lads. Help, and do
not hinder. Help the poor, the old, the
ignorant, the ungodly; help all you can.
Do not spend time and strength in sin, or
selfishness. Try to do good for Christ's

LD

discovered,

Also, for the NEW

BEST Se4146

tested by Scientific Theories of his Qrikin and Anti.
nity. By Josepn P. THOMPSON,
Pb. D., LLD.
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or,

THE

for view-

rn New York and Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points,

.

one that asks religious experience, however
slender and poverty-sticken, if allowed to
come out in words, will be found of profit
to him that speaks and to him that hears.”

affording a fine opportunity

Are you a helper?
Are there any
who are the better for you? Any whose

sake,
Yes, for Christ's

NEW

Room COACHES

ing the varied and neautiful scenery of this line,
while enjoying the comfort and retirement of & private drawing Room.
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ever
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time that the
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inventions. Address M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall,
Mich.
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are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A

went about doing good. He died to save
sinners. May you be led by the Spirit to
be a helper for his‘sake.

patriarch Job did n't have any comfort in
raying, because he could n’t conceive that
Bo
would listen to sucha little voice as
his? or, I have been wondering to-day how
any

the

load you lighten, any to whom you

boats aud
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so

and

slays

23d St., Depet at

if we

“Poor old fellow!

itself,

8.00 and 10.0C A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

heavy upon us, or the world beso dark
about us,

What do these
In what does an

reason

Four EXpRESS TRAINS daily leave New York from
Depot foot of Chamber St.. at
,

would sing when we pray, instead of praying, our burden would not lie nearly so

about religious

BROAD

Address

PATENT

impression,

NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 miles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER
885 miles,
AND IS
22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTE

I think

time,

of

Spaulding

National Bank, Erie, Pa.; James Calder,

USE THE “ VEGETABLE 1870
PULMONARY BALSAM.”
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ing physicians,

the execution

WEST
AND SOUTH-WEST.
THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM

quite forlorn and helpup and feel the power
its trouble. God ansinging as true prayer,

that, half

breath

postage.
New York,

AND

ATLANTIC
CITIES
AND THE

musi¢, God was the strength of her heart.
Somay souls still find succor, in their dire
need, in the trial of, and for, their life! I

lined consciousness in one's self of having

and

THE

refuge in some great melody that heard
% no soul save her own,—poor lady !—
lifted her up above her enemies, and helped herto keep that brave look at which
they. could not but wonder; and so,through

wishes his

the

Wanted.

Country, to canvass for
the WESTERN
WORLD.

for the cure of NERVOUS
ViFAL POWER, &c. Highly

be

"ERIE RAILWAY.

were
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may
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Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Geneseo, 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York oly,
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S. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co., VY .;
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Peony & Co.,
Albany, N.Y.; D 8, Heffron, Utica, N. Y.;
Keystone
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whele
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is init: for he who
to be cheated.

extremity,

failed,

sometimesa
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before

as if they

of homicide

immortality rather thin a life.— Milton.
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conversation is the want of a definite, sharps

aims

essence,

and soften human hearts,—to make us all
the more strong and high and true and

rested

deommitted,

Chicago;

his fellow sufferers on receipt of

ALUABLE

labors of public

ends not in the slaying of an elemental
life, but striking at that ethereal and swift

and goodness of music and singing

as

a kind

a kind of massacre,

to the human soul,—its adaptation to the
needs of men,—to lighten human burdens

sentence of death,

see

and if it extend to the

reason ; that is that which lies in the inborn

good,

we

thus

that reason neglect the same
but would give the brightand truest faith, as I belheve
the earth, at least an equal

her

living

BY PERMISSION.

will find it for the advantage of their S¢hools to send

he will send free to

the want of which

since

take

REFER

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago) 2d National

VOID
QUACKS.—A victim or early indiscreA tion, causing
nervous debility, premature decay
&c., having tried in vain every advertised remedy
has discevered a simyple means of self-cure, whici

the eye.

LaSalle and Madison Streets,

Chicago, Illinois.

ly made mn an evening. A liberal cash
;ommission is allowed, Send stamp
for
3pecimens and Prize Circular. Address,
JAMES R. ELLIOT, BOSON, MASS.

receipt of $1.

to

advantage, in this respect, with any other.
And yet, this should not be the great
beauty
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men; how we spill that seasoned life of
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of God, as it were, in

against
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N
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of a respected truth, for

:

clearly

image

MACHINE.

OOCLOCK

:

whole nations fare the worse. We should
be wary, therefore, what persecution we

transformations

are

would not for
great agency,
est and best
ours to be, on

and gone to the country to enjoy

not try to talk about it.

the

So

bending berself to the task, as she always
does, of winning the people by whatever

:

whom

I

of Books,

as

IMPROVED

SEWING

[ want a Local Agent in every Town and

Many a man lives a burden to the earth;
but a good book is the precious life-blood
of a master-spirit, embalmed and treasured
up on purpose to alife beyond life. 'T is
true no age can restore a life, whereof
perhaps, there is no great loss; and revolutions of ages do not oft recover the loss

great place. The Church of Rome, with
her marvelous sagacity, sees this, and is

sion be a positive revolution in one’s
tastes and affections; a -change in one’s

Rev. Geo. Trask contributed to the Stand-

Oe

ity must undergo in this

dwarf-pears, new miik, fresh vegetables,
plenty of yard dnd grass for the children.
He can talk an hour about his new life, and
do n't care who overhears him.

rer

—

—

great

her, her

he

a religious experience.
men more than others?

good

Music and Singing.

hands

no difficulty in

The real trouble, then,

are

there are perhaps no graces that have more

to receive

he

experiences,

of the like value

counterfeits

productive

Pittsbur

Local

teeth; and being
sown up and down may
spring up armed
men. And yet, on the
‘other hand, unless wariness be used, as
good almost kill a man as kill a good
book” ‘Who kills man kills a reasonable
creature, God's image; but he who destroys a good boo¥ kills reason itself, kills

counterfeits than love and humility; these
being virtues wherein the beauty of a true.
Christian does especially appear,
:
;
Edwards.

himself, finds no difficulty in expatiating
upon his pleasures when he visits his oldtime brother drudge. He can describe his
own

there is

teiting those that are in highest repute.

are usually reluctant

subject to them

the

It was noticed that when the hapless
Mari¢ Antoinette stood before the judges

in which

Life
i

are wont chiefly to be exercised in counter-

—

finds

The

GENUINE

FAMILY

8widT

1

with Christian virtues and grices; the subtlety of Satan, and men’s deceitful hearts,

A city merchant that has knocked off his

ple

now, in many churches, whom
feel that they coud not spare.

the

drudging

5. No men ean be more helpful to pastors

tor as was that lawyer to Paul, of whom

breaking

thing,”

to share,

Thus

for nothing when we have them.

would benétit.

suc-

cess,

good

anything

and virtue, and their

difficulty of speech does not attend

friends

heartless,

was going to say, as men who have had

the greaetst danger of being cheated in buying medicines that are most excellent and
sovereign, though iv be most difficult to im-

the offering of any other good to their {ellows.
If a man have a profitable venture,

and

so

ly

of tke

them to religious effort.

at-

is

SENSE

our pro
from
is,at DD
back the p
p>
annum, if the pur.

Real Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per &o=
num, the interest Jayable semi-anuually.
We invest on joint account, that is, in purchasing
property for others, we take half the pecuniary »esponsibility for half the profits.
p

Adve

of the outward appearance.

to speak of religion to their fellows or urg

sure of ultimate defeat. Your sagacity and
courage and fidelity must largely support,if
not lead, the steady forward movements

believers

world

We

or a commission from Which twice that amount can be
made.
Address SECOMB & CO., Boston, Mass.;

8

is all bright;

counterfeits be, and the more will art and
subtlety be displayed, in an exact imitation

Religion.

—

this

per cent, agreed

pay Agents from $75 to $260 per month and expenses,

©
=

fellowship in vice together.

than

virtues} yet the more manifold Will

;

Talking

our

Books are not absolutely dead things,
but do contain a potency of life in them
to be ag active as that soul was whose
progeny they are; nay, they do preserve
as in a vial the purest efficacy and extraction of that living intellect that bred them.
I know they are as lively and as vigorous-

men —but * your Father who seeth in secre, knows,” and will reward.
Trust him.

4, Tue public is largely dependent upon
you for guidance in all that legislation and
administration of the laws, by which temperance and charity, and the Sabbath, and
the Bible, and the family,
qn receive the
best protection, Your wise counsels must

gold,

or with

tell us only

Vice at the beginning

nothing in

of iron and copper; there are many false
diamonds and rubies, but who goes about to
counterfeit common stones? Though the
more excellent things are, the more difficult
it is to make any thing that shall be like
them, in their essential nature and internal

world.”
Where he is, there shall his servant be; and where his servant—the soul in
covenant
with him—is,
there will the
blessed Son of Man not fail to find him.—

1

and

others,

& CO.,

bind, braid and embroider in a most superior man=
ner. Priceonly $13. Fully licensed and warranted
i for five years, We will pay $1000 for any machine
} that will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or more elas"C3 tic seam than ours. Itmakes the “Elastic Lock
Q Stitch.” Every seeond stitch can be cut, and still the
cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. We

and so long as wicked men are prosper"ous they have no lack of friends; but when
trouble comes it begins to be dark, and
they become separated one from another,
and find themsleves without friends. For

the fox that

J. W. GOODSPEED

26t!

(This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,

<

ment in it. There is a joyous period that belongs to it. Then comes the period of beinning shadows. Then comes some ming-!
ing bitterness with the cup. Andthe two
elements change very fast: The bitter
‘more and more predominates, And by
and by the period arrives in which want
and fear begin to: come in, together with.
the consciousness which vice carries with

it.

'

87 Park Bow, N. Y., or 148 Lake street, Chicago.

£1 male, to introduce the

of a dissipated life. And there is excite-

It may be observed that the more excellent anything is, the more will be the
eouaterfeits of it. Thus there are many

recesses into which the soul, press-

always,

cleak

chaser then prefers that amount of money
property he
has purchased, we, of course,
property upo; paying the money.
The time

everywhere

There is pleasure,—that is the first step

Spiritual Counterfeits.

reach of him who said, ‘Lo, I am with

you

their

once,

2 $75 to $250 per month, eve rhere

merits, 80 it silences those enemies from
whom alone we can learn our defects.

gnaws at their vitals.—Dr. Guthrie.

ed by mortal disease, retires, are not beyond
the

under

with

us with friends, who will

education,

wife should frown upon his extravagance—-in
harassing fears of what will become of his
wife and children when his head lies in
the grave, a man of cultivated mind and delicate sensibilities has trials to bear more
painful than the privations of the poor. It
is a bitter cup, and my heart bleeds for
brethren who have never told their sorrows,

The plan of re-

I should like to have Nathan,” alluding

to her

of dis-

lawyers

senses,

demption, of saving a sinner by grace, was
opened to me as never before. I said to
myself, ‘Now I am going to know what
full salvation is; adding, **I do not know

the

the ‘‘ peace-makers.”

to

a good

over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.

A

adversity, is

expected to be generous and hospitable,

sinner, but my Saviour said, ‘Not too great
for

He that has never known

but half acquainted

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

GOD

The best terms to Agents ever before given. Our
new plan insures a sale in every family. Address, at

COMMON

is

FOR

We guarangee to purchasers of
12 to 15 per
ecént. per annum; that
of one, two or three years, we pay
and 12 or 15 per cent, interest per

ed constancy.

he

where

WANTED

IN HISTORY.

Believe that that is which thou dost wish
to be; cease to fear~for what is secure,
and have a certain assurance of undoubt-

it-

the pulpit.” I have
Genteel poverty, to
are doomed, is one
under the sun.
To

place a man in circumstances

saw,” she said, ‘‘that I was a sinner,a great

suading men from expensive, profitless, and
demoralizing
litigation.
These are precious opportunities to win the Saviour’s

benediction

her

the sweetest communion

her Maker and Redeemer.
supped with her, and she

woman to go on prospering in knavery, because they would
‘‘retain”
you
with
splendid fees—mnever! NEVER!

3. You

upon

object

to all around her, she had been

carrying on

be bet-

man

impression

insensible

and help to turn away from crime and vice,
be easily accessible to all such, and patient-

But help

no ‘outward

floor, to which she had slidden from her
chair, as the loss of blood epfeebled her,

2. Do not be the patron of knaves. If
any erring man or womsan—even any
wretched criminal—wants honest advice
them.

any

when

being applied for ber relief. - Lying on the

ter because you are a lawyer.

ly, bravely belp

so far recovered as to be

She heard no mortal voices, saw no forms
of friends, knew not that restoratives were

and will reward it with due honor and confidence.
May I venture a word of brotherly advice to young men looking forward to the
profession of law for their life-work ?
1. ** I charge you; fling away ambition.”
Do not value your profession‘as a steppingstone
to political positions. See in it nobler capabilities. Love its appropriate
studies. . Value its opportunities of usefulness.

speak. While her life
remarked that her calmfrom all anxiety favored

her mind
had never been more lively
or busy. Her soul was filled with holy
activity and pious joy. The Gospel plan of
salvation, to which she had been no stranger in health, hnd opened to her spiritual
vision with a fullness and glory sueh as she
had not béfore seen.
She knew no pain.

be a thoroughly Christian lawyer. Let his
brethren also help him with believing
prayer snd generous expectation. Let
every youth who enters this profession see
that public opinion demands as strict integrity in this as in any other—demands

stanched the blood,
and after some hours

what Had been going on in her mind when
she hafl seemed
to her attendants unc
scious
afd scarcely alive. In that season
of jprostration,

develop

in many daily mortifications—meeting, perhaps, some old aquaintance, whom he dare
not ask to his table lest his more prudent

permitted to converse freely, she confided
to a friend who had been with her in the
hour of; peril, the secret of that calmiegs
;

advancing society, and an ever ripening
civilisation.”
:
.I believe this to be an intelligent estimate
of the opportunities of the legal profession.
I can not think it wise to dissuade a young
‘man from entering it because it willbe difficult to withstand its temptations. Let no
Christian enter this profession without
honest and prayerful inquiry resulting in
the conviction that God calls him thereto.
With such eonviction let no one doubt God’s
readiness to uphold him in the

We

ence of what seemed the dying hour. ‘Having been seized suddenly with hemorrhage,
she bled until shg quite swooned away.
No pulse could be found, and the inexperienced attendants thought breath was gone.
Without help she would, doubtless, in ten
minutes, have been beyond recall. A skillful physician reached her before death had
completely unclasped the bond which yinites

necessary to true success, or consistent
with the highest distinction, in the practice
of law.
a
;

self in the poverty of
no doubt about it.
which some ministers
of the greatest evils

will

A grand theme, and the grandest book of modern
times, All History amalyzed from a new stand point,
God rules among the nations. An OPEN BIBLE in
every land. No other boek like it. Approved by

to bring them up in what is called genteel
life, and to deny him the means of doing so,
is enough, but for the hope of heaven, to
embitter existence. In the dread of debt,

ing at one of our public houses, went, as it
were, to the bounds of life, and was permitted to come back and relate her experi-

habitual dereliction of moral principle is

parsonage

80 there are blesced faces that lock at us
in our grief, though before, their features

open his hand a§ wide as his heart 40 the

Sometimes we are kindly granted a passage of life which chimes in exactly with
the words of the Apostle. Not very long
since, a lady from St. Louis, who was stay-

not peculiar, in these respects. While
doubtless there are lawyers everywhere
who pervert the opportunities and powers
of the profession to selfish and base ends,
such a course is abhorred by the really
worthy members of the profession.
There is great injustice generally in
sweeping denunciationsof whole classes of
men. Asamember of another profession,
I protest against all intimations that any

poverty of the

AGENTS

were fading from our recollection.
We ‘have had a great many translations
of the Holy Scriptures; the best of all
would be their translation into the daily
practice of religious people.

try of the gospel for other professions.
A.
scandalous maintenance,” Matthew Henry
says, ‘‘ makes a scandalous ministry.” And
I will give you another; equally true: “The

poor, to give his family

Secret of Calmness.
—

that, if the Cincinnati bar is eminent, it is

‘the

black,
That,

brother, was a finality.
I have not been
troubled with tobacco since.

influ-

as a professional man, that influence
be leveled against any-and all attempts

tions which, lie where

exclaimed, “You
fiend, begone!'

divine blessing, the greatest a church can
suffer, is that the rising talent, genius and
energy of our country may leave the minis-

lender; man is the borrower, not the owner.
’
Just as the stars shine out in the night,

Wy mon-explosive,

H

The lightis better than

is produced by any other lamp."— W. fi 8, C| tark, President
Massachusetts Agricultural
Collegs,
4
“Iti pesfeotly
on-explosive,
ven 0 better light and
18 More sconom hat than any other lamp in use.” —W,
H. Wells,
upe!
Public Schools, Chicago.
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TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
OLD ESTABLISHED:
MOY, N. X,—A large assortment of Church,
Academy, Fire Alarm, and other bells, constantly

on hand and made to order.

Made of genuine Bell .

Metal (Copper and Tin,) Hung with Rotary Mount
ings, the best and most durable ever used. ‘WamRANTED SATISFACTORY.
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| Jest be mutual confidence, esteem and
fellowship.
Each Christian may be welcomed to the meetings of worship. He may
| share the Christian labor and

21, 1870.

All communications

designed for publication

and

&c., be hereafter,

until

The Church

‘the

e

Christian
il

.

give place to the queries

fis

of all such eager and prac-

tical inquiries as this correspondent :
EDITOR MORNING STAR: I have read in No.
43, current volume of the Star, with pleasure, a communication from W. W. Hayden,

and your editorial remarks upon the same.
You have an important question under consideration, and one which I hope to see
further discussed with the same manifest
candor which you have

exhibited,

~ same intelligence.

If I understand you, as to the

and

the

church

of

Christ in its general sense, you regard it as

including all and only baptized believers.
This has long been my viéw of it. I teach

that there are two qualifications indispensable to such membership,—faith and repent‘ance and also two conditions appointed
and required to consummate that membersbip by an unmistakable identity with the
name and cause of Christ before the world,
—confession
with the mouth, and baptism.
Then, if I have become a Christian, by

heartily believing and repenting, and adding confession and baptism, I am under the
highest Christian obligation to all other
baptized believers, and they to me. In any
positive and practicable

sense,

this

broth-

erhood in Christ is ‘of very
little consequence, in a general application, if it, shall
not be allowed an immediate and particular application. That is, I live in the town
of Lee, N. H., and

recognize

believers as constituting
ehurch of Christ,

the

the

world

what results it will

all

baptized

one general

over.

But

in

Lee do I claim the right to form a church

union with«wonly as many as like my opinions, or those whose opinions I like, and

call that a ** Church of Christ,” refusing union with, many other Christians, denying
Christiaf?obligations and responsibilities to
them? Or are all Christians,—all baptized
believers,—equally bound by all Christian
obligations in the mutter of local churches?
‘I raise these questions because they

to me involved in the great question

appear

which

you are considering.

’

ion

:

Ministers have many trials, temptations,
discouragements. They are but men, with

He was rich, learned,

talented, capable of winning honors and
opulence, but he gave up all for Christ, and
counted it a joy to do so for the excellency

of the gospel.

He had a hard time of it.

Who of us would endure
so much?

“In

stripes above measure, in prisons frequent,
in. deaths oft.” “Of the Jews five times
received I forty stripes save dbne. Thrice
was 1 beaten with rods, once was I stoned,

thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night and a
day I have been in the deep ; in journeyings
often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in perils by mine own countrymen,
in perils by the heathen, in perils in the
city, in perils in the wilderness, in perils
in the sea, in perils among false brethren;
in weariness and painfulness, in watchings
often, in hunger and thirst,
often, in cold and nakedness.”

in

fastings

I venture these few thoughts, hoping not to
intrude.
A.G.C.

anything

Paul.

How bravely he faced danger!

Can

be more sublime than his final

words to the Ephesian elders? Acts 20: 24.
-Faint hearts should study them, meditate
A WORD OF REPLY.
upon them -until they shame every vestige
We are not quite sure that we under- of cowardice and lust for ease and luxury
stand our correspondent’s main question; from their hearts.
but we think we catch his - thought.
He
Did Paul overdo the -matter? Was he
asks if he may properly ¢ deny Christian more brave, unselfish, devoted, than he
obligations and responsibilities” to those ought to have been? Should he have been
Lee, N. H., Dec. 9, 1870.

do not accept all the special views and
ity of the local church of which he is

polpas-

tor.

We take it for granted that he

would

not and could not deny that such persons
have ¢‘ obligations and responsibilities” of
. the most vital sort, imposed by Christ himself, and which they cannot

lay

down

or

escape by standing aloof from any local
church. He probably means to ask,whether he is at liberty to deny them the Christian privileges, fellowship and ordinances of
the gospel on account of their differences
in opinion, and to deal with them as though

more

and
less
and
one

careful of personal ease and comfort,

less careful for ‘all the churches,” and
burdened with that ‘‘great heaviness
continual sorrow” for sinners?
No
will say that of Paul. But the enthu-

siasm

of Phaul is as proper, desirable, nec-

essary, ‘obligatery,

now

have

not?

it not,

why

as then.
Is

lower type than his?

i
g
i

¥
i

:¥
P

If we

our piety of a

Why should it be?

The gospel is the same. Salvation is the
same. The loss of the soul is just as terrible as in ancient days. The Spirit of
Christ is not less potent to move us to such
devotion. Why not then have the same

they were expected to be less faithful dispower and earnestness as Paul?
ciples and workers than if they were able
to endorse at once his own doctrinal and
ecclesiastical views. In other words, we
understand him to ask,—How shall a local
church, situated among Christians of varying denominational views and preferences,
trect these disciples of the common Master?
That is a practical question.. It is important, too. Itcomes home in a direct
way in many cases. Inthe rural districts,
especially, there are many local churches
in just that position, as they are, so to

An army

may

The

apostle

never

regretted

his ‘zeal.

When old, in prison, forsaken, poor,infirm,
suffering, his soul was brave, exultant,

more than satisfied with his experiences.
There was not a word of complaining, not
a whimper, not a regret over the ‘loss of

all things” for the gospel.

In his letter to

Timothy, his words were all aglow with
gladness, bursting with the spirit of triumph.
*‘I am ready to be offered. I have
fought a good fight, I have finished my
course,

I have

kept

the

faith.”

His soul

points of attraction for any true Christian in whurches take care of them, but do not
its
iborhood where it should have one devote themselves to the care of the
point
of repulsion. Its Christian character churches. They look to the cause of Christ

turesof the one great church that embraces

all who follow the common Master in love
‘and loyalty and service.

Eapecially should such a local church

seek to draw every Christian into . sympa-

hy and 0-perat on withit. If there be

rine

[

on points of doc

or practice
that a full membership in

~ some cases appears unfitling, there may at

for a support, not as a sacred work’ to
which they owe their lives, their strength,
their all.
a
y
It should be the constant prayer of the
churches that the Lord would raise up more
Pauline ministers. He has given us a few,
and they have done a great work for a lost
world ; they have brought heart and power
into the work,and sinners have been moved

to repentance, Such
the ministers
whom we need above all‘others. Talent,
culture,

opportunity, are of small value

can not

benevolence, coupled

personal

tonsecration and activity, ‘are imperatively

needed to develop the highest Christian.
life and lay the basiss of «future prosperity.
So long as these wants

test

each

assertion

pretty

are unrelieved, and

effectually,

realizing

large

profits,

as

well

trial;-|
a

hold special memorial services.
Dr. Storrs
is unable to deliver the address which has
been expected of him, but the virtues, the
work and the influence of those resolute,

hardy, God-fearing men will not be forgotten. Out of "the feeble settlement has
sprung a great nation; from the handful of

in the workings of natural laws, the other
But nei-

4

This is emphatically the case in accomplishing Christian work. Prayer, the gift
and use of which are man’s divinest blessing, implies more than the simple petition

self must be

Even our Saviour did not

about

his

Father’s

business,

but he sent out his disciples to every part
of the world, and told them tg work
as well ag pray..
It is not as though we
doubted God’s ability or his faithfulness
when we have

prayed

for a

improvement of the convicts. The example deserves and is likely.to get a wide
copying.

becometh

his

children.

more for us to do than we

dream

He

.

regretted, is

seen

in

State Course” are, so far, the

The

opera,

the

theater,

They prefer to do nothing rather

than engage in a hamble service, and they
will not occupy any sphere if it can not be
a sufficiently popular and agreeable one.
A soul whose body is clothed in rags and

fed with the coarsest fare, is just as pre-

cious in God's ‘estimation as one whose
person is adorned with the finest raiment
and lives luxuriously every day. And yet
multitudes of the children of poverty are
daily groping alongin the dark, and continually falling over into perdition, because no man cares for their souls. The
need of working among our own poor and
repulsive and vicious is just as pressing,

for Christian effort.

The surface of society

can never be pure and

stainless so long as

there are these pools of corruption at the
bottom. They are a continued rebuke to
the inactivity
coldness of the Church,

and a post i vr

idle Christian.

Our own denomination is brought just
now where its future strength and /usefulness depend very largg¢ly on the/ present

activity and sacrifice [ of its Individual
members. Oar educational interests have
waited so long for

libéral

bequests that,

not having received -these, the humblest

chief

offend-

circus,

the

that

has

distinguished the Sunday in Europe,

will

not be long in coming.

Every

Field and

ers; but if they succeed in breaking down
the sanctity of the Sabbath, they are likely
to have a wide and a mischievous following.

because they have not sufficient grace to
perform the tasks that come the readiest to

and a demand

and ** Sher-

Kate

and the promise for the future is not better,
but worse. The managers of the *“ Old Bay

has

military

to its influence.

that can not agree upon a definition of God,
the inspiration and authority of the Bible,
the nature and mission of Christ, the pro-

in despair, leaving their fields of work not
only’ unimproved, but unfit for subsequent
culture, as if the life and heart had been
taken from the soil. We have seen it so

prety of prayer, and the rule and reach of
rovidence? Can therebe union that is
fruitful okgood among men, some of whom
believe in @ God, and some of whom believe only in God ; some of whom believe
in the Christ, and some of whom believe
only in @ Christ; some of whom cherish a
vital faith in the divine origin and authority of the Scriptures, and some of whom

regard them as Jewish myths;

some

receive.

:

of

er

treasury to draw from, have

given it up

often that we are heart-sick at the sight.

The Congregationalist, in calling for
cleanliness, only utters imperfectly what
multitudes of travelers intensely. feel whenever duty calls them along our great thoroughfares. It is surprising that there sgems

to be so little of the sense

&

of propriety, so

little regard for the feelings

even the
whom believe that
s was in such a
not only
sense the Son of God that his nature was rights of those to whom tob
divine, and his words the spoken wisdom an annoyance, but to whom it¢ stands for
and will of God, and some of whom regard the very climax of filthiness. This rebuke
him only as a son of man who lived » pure is in place:
:
:
life, and made preposterous claims to powtraveling public does owe it to itself
ers and dignities that belonged to him no to The
be a little more cleanly. The filthy conmore than they did to Plato and Socrates; dition
of some railway cars after a day's
some of whom can pray to a personal Fa- -occupation,
is positively disgusting. Nog
| ther, as Jesus taught them to pray, with the * smoking-car,” do we mean, which is
faith that they shall be heard, and that the
bad enough, but the ordinary ear, which 1s
infinite Providence is infinity to the num- frequently far worse in its extraordinary
bering of the hairs of their heads, and some slovenliness.” The floor is a very sty,—
of whom breathe their prayers, as they puff littered, as it is, with tobacco spit, and oththeir cigar, into the void ?
er spit, and remnants of luncheons, and nut
shells, and orange peel, and every thing
under the sun that can be carried in one’s
Voice of the. Press.
mouth, (for some men will carry in their
mouths what we would not in our pocket
|.
From
the editorial columns of our ex- and thrown away. Atthe rate in which
our popular habits of neatness now seem to
change\ we clip some paragraphs that in- be deteriorating, we must presently have
dicate the topics which are publicly discuss- on every important train notonly a smoked, and hint at the treatment which they ing-car, a pest in itself, but a spitting-car
:

for those who spit without smoking,—and

The Ezaminer & Chronicle thus comments upon the effort making by American Catholics to secure a new lease of temporal power for the Pope:
It is impossible to be indifferent to this
extraordinary movement

of our

American

Roman Catholics. Itis a clear revelation
of their real principles, and a specimen of
what they are capable of doing when their
master at Rome may require. Their re-

their name is legion,—a peanut car,a crumb-

car, and an orange-peel car. Letus hope
that there will yet be left strength in thi locomotive to draw one more car which shall
be rigorously reserved for passengers who
have some taste yet remaining for cleanliness. And if, for a seat in such a paradise,
the corporation in
power chooses to levy an
extra tax, no complaint shallever be heard
from us.
:
SS

parade,—all

recreant to the spirit of our institutions and

of them, she declines to become the mother

form a part.

our infant daughters have the duties
men added to their own, what is to

laws; and of the civil society of which

the

indeed

they

They have fulfilled the worst

been made

of

¥ them.

v

of more than one
done?

Is the

or two children.

American

When

of
be

race to die out

altogether ?

of the

an hour to his not over-refined comicalities,

:

such ease is an opportunity

use

Curtis deal with * Dickens ;”” Nasby devotes

able one too,that many, who might be useful
Christian workers, are waiting in idleness

them, strangers

free

to ‘* Battles of the Rebellion”
man’s March to the Sea;”

The sphere in which we labor is not of so
much importance as the spirit that we bring
toit. It has become a fact, and a deplor-

hand.

the

Sabbath evening for lyceum lectures; and
the themes and the speakers are far from
being select. Kilpatrick treats his audience

of, until

we find it out by action.

What sort of abelief is that which ¢an

was permanently worth hearing, and they
could not say, ‘‘thus saith the Lord.” They
have worked bravely to spin from their
own brains, the spider-web of ethical instruction and metaphysical thought, until
it has proved.too weak to hold the attention
of their hearers, and then, having no deep-

predictions which have ever

Theother feature, which is not a little to be

blessing, that

we rely partially upon our own -efforts to
secure it; but it is as though we believed
that the blessing was waiting for us, and
we were only going to get it. Neither is it
as though we were taking the matter into
our own hands when we use our personal
efforts to secure what we have prayed for.
God has told ut in so many words, that we
must work as well as pray, and that diligence

of

Bewailing the physical debility cf our
ublican education has done little or nothWELL, AND NOT WELL.—The lecture ing to neutralize the wrong and dangerous due erjean young women, the Tribune talks
season i§ exhibiting two peculiar but quite ideas that underlie their system. The time in
this plain way :
diverse features in Boston. One is the se-- has come when the question of the temporal
Men
as well as women
are born into a
wer of the Pope is to be settled forever.
curity of a course of lectures, by the first
maelstrom of social struggle; but a boy
t is less 8
i
carries his body along with him. It has a
speakers in the country, for the benefit of
the convicts in.thg Massachusetts State Holiness strip)
of this power. They chance of fresh air and exercise as he pushin college or on ‘Change or
have always
be b, accustomedto see the es his way
Prison at Charlestown.
Gough, Phillips,
market; but the girl, at the very age when
Church
and
the
State
uniting
their
jurisdicAnna Dickinson, &o., are among the speakand making them tributary to each her physical frame calls for rest and outers. The audiefice is manifesting the deep- tions,
door training, is crammed, taught to dance,
other.
Not so, however, with the Roman
estinterest in
the lectures. Mr. Haynes, priesthood in America. They, if any in the to flirt, to dress, to Jook out anxiously for
the warden, has measurably prepared them
world, were able to comprehend not only a husband; when she is married, she has
her children to push on in their turn,
for such an entertainment by his own occa- the safety, but the advantages of his un- household drudgery, or a whirl of fashionasupported
ecclesiastical
sovereignty.
They
sional lectures, and by the manly, humane
were called upon, as American citizens, to ble engagements; or if she has taken the
and Christian way in which he has been be true to American ideas, and to advocate newer but no less. exhausting route, her
wont to treat them. This method of proced- the principles by which their Church has sex's wrongs to right. In any .case, her
ure does not by any means overlook the become 80 flourishing and powerful in the neglected body becomes a mere bundle of
But they
have done pre- nerves on which to hang diseases; and, as
idea of punishment
for offenses, but it United States.
cisely
the
opposite.
They
have proved the easiest way of ridding herself of some
does aim, and most properly, at the moral

ther the merchant could increase his wealth
while sitting idle in his counting room, nor
the Christian accomplish his proper work
while waiting for his prayers to be answered in his closet. Each must bring a proper amount of activity into exercise, or pecuniary investments and ifaithful prayers

would be barren of results.

continental

ble work.

in accordance with an unshaken confidence

of God's word.

a

forest. , “Itis a lesson needing to be learned
in these days of intense and superficial life,
~that great and permanent results spring
from the patient endeavor which keeps right
on in the line of duty, and from the faith in
God which vitalizes and hallows even hum-

as the

Christian who pays for large blessings and
receives the promised answers. One acts
in accordance with an intelligent belief

in the fulfillment

i

Forera THERS' DAY.——The Auniversary
of the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth
is at hand. Unusual interest will gather about
that event this year, asitis the 250th anniversary, and the Congregationalist churches

imperiled seed there appears

Conference

not be defined? How strong and how long
is that bond which unites a religious society

their work,

with

recent

names, thus indicates his lack of symputhy
with and faith in an undefined and undefinable theology :

these byways unvisited; the desire fora
e.
:
~The old Romans used to say that life field of labor is mere sentiment. Let such
without learning is death.
They would a desire be genuine, and there will be
measure a man by what he knew. Paul something besides the mere words that exdeclared that faith without works is dead. press it. Action will accompany -it, and
He measured a man by what he did. the Father can look down upon busy reapThe world has since had opportunity to ers in all his harvest fields.

' speak, providentially charged with the was just ready to grasp the crown. He felt
rich, honored, more than paid for trial and
work of building up the religious character
suffering. Suppose he had been a time- and the duty is just as sacred, as though
of the community.
What shall they do?
serving, self-seeking, ease-loving minister ; they held higher social positions, or were
Well, first of all, such a church is not
would he have felt as well satisfiedas he worshiping idols in a foreign land. We
,. called on to surrender sacred convictions,
did? This was the true model of Christian may appreciate this sometime, and woe
or fritter away what it believes to be vital
heroism. He came up to the true standard will be to ue if we realize it at too late a
truth, for the sake of widening its doors,
‘of enthusiasm, and won the glorious crown day.
:
of adding to the names on its roll, of eseapwhich the Master desires eyery one of his
We are impressed with the belief that
ing unfair criticism, or of winning more
y
favors and patronage. Itis put there to servants to wear.
there are great enterprises enough on foot
There
are
very
few
now
who come up to at present. What we need especially is
speak and enforce Christ's truth; for that,
quickened by the Spirit, is the only means this type of ministerial zeal; there were personal consecration and individual efby which it ia'to triumph. It disarms it- very few who did in the days of the apostle. forts. Let no one think that he or she ocself and paralyzes its whole moral system ‘Paul complained of this. The same com- cupies a too humble sphere to accomplish
when it ceases to echo what it firmly be- plaint is in point now. Timothy was un- any useful work. Do something, howselfish. He lived and labored for others. ever little, in sincerity and love; that will
* Heves to be its Lord's voice,
But it is not at liberty to insist with spe- But Paul sald mournfully of others, ¢‘I'have exalt any sphere, and make any life discial stringency upon mere minor ah unes- no man like minded who will care for your tinguished in God's sight. The alleys in
sential things, which tend to magnify the state.” We have few like Timothy. *‘For our cities reek with crime and wretchedpetty differences between Christians and all seek their own, not the things which ness, and there is hardly’ a neighborhood
They never forge
our whole country but its air daily echkeep them apart, to the neglect of those are Jesus Christ's.”
es the cry of despairing hearts. Inthe
which show their real oneness and draw self. They are willing to serve Ghd, i
case there is the reaching after a highthem into fellowship. To us, the things in good worldly pay is promptly rendered.
ife by those who know not whereto
which all genuine Christians essentially The ministry is their profession for a liveliThey seek first, comfort, ease,
fasten a hope; and in the other, there is
agree are far more numerous and impor- hood.
tant than thosein which they differ; and salary, and endeavor to add the graces of the flight from the very thought of purity
so every local church should have ten the kingdom. They plan to have the by those whose whole teaching has made

should signify ten times as much as its de:
_ nominational character. Its aim should be,
to represent, as far as practicable, the fea-

and

; the shock of battle . will test its met-

t is offered,

things would move us? They did not move

who

yield.

having in mind the

,Unitarians in New York, though he calls no

even of the little that will buy a tract er
forward a pagtion of Scripture. Not that
there is approaching bankruptcy in either
case, but because the spirit of enterprise

Can any of us muke such a catalogue of oh wholly upon his prevailing influence
sufferings? Have we a love for the cause
ith the Father for the success of his misso deep and absorbing that none of these sion. He not only declared that he him-

Confiding in your candor and intelligent
devotion to the great cause of our Master,

about him who are true believers, but

are in need of aid to prosecute

many infirmities
and besetments. David's | and-after-eighteen-hundred-years-of
feet well nigh slipped when he saw the finds no difficulty in deciding which utprosperity of the wicked; and ministers terance was inspired by the right spirit.
have strange feelings sometimes when they It recognizes the superiority of deeds
see other men abounding in worldly com- over plans, and never hesitates to indorse
the sentiment that promises a large return
forts, who have less talent, less skill and
of
the former.
?
:
less industry than themselves, while they
Faith is the prominent feature indeed in
are poor and perplexed. They ure often
tempted to complain, to leave the ministry the most of our work. It is not at all conand follow secular pursuits; and some, yes fined to those employments which are essenIt has a large place in
many actually do so, under the pressure of tially religious.
our secular affairs, and but few efforts are
want.
:
made’ without its prompting influences.
As a shield from assaults, the self-denial,
zeal, poverty and sufferings of Christ, our Faith is not belittled in its spirit and office
Master and example, should be studied. because it is made up of prudence and
foresight and venture. The merchant exThen, for a more human example, study
ercises it in making a shrewd bargain and

the behavior of Paul.

advance-

that press upon them only by the kind remembrance of the dollar and even the
dime contributors. Our Mission societies

be faultless in its drill while in winter
quarters, and garrulous in its patriotism
while reclining around its camp-fires; but
its firmness can be tried only when in ac-

Heroes.
ls,

are essential to their

Our charitable societies are already

relieve, and can hope to meet the demands

labor.
An assent to a theory is not
enough. Its real worth appears only when
its advocates put it in practice and show

otherwise

Door.

ment..

If the highest life is that which is inspired by faith in God, the most efficient is that
which is energized by a spirit of faithful

comfort,given by the one Lord and Saviour,

directed, sent to the office in Dover, N. H.

offerings

The Life by Works.

who prayed for the unity of his people
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on earth,and who waits to welcome them to
an business, remittances of money, &c., should be
a common home in heaven. .
addressed to the Publisher.
A church keeping such a spirit, and
working in such ways, will be something
.
Special Notice.
more than the representative of a sect or
the aspirant for supremacy. Its heart will
The close of the New York office of the. be the Lord’s temple, its experience will
Star renders it necessary that all commu- [aterpret unity of soul, its character will
silence or neutralize
skepticism, and, its
nications, subscriptions,
remittances of work will be quickening and fruitful.
money,

DECEMBER21. 1870.

pained by the suffering that they

the Christian

love, and take home the promise

this fire from the altar, this fervor

from on high.

sympathy and counsel of the body. He
maybe invited to the Lord’s table, where
the disciples sit down and remember the

GRORGE T. DAY,
GEORGE H.BaLL { Errors.
A

without

STAR:

—t

é) Horning Star.

MORNING

The Observer makes this direct and fitting
appeal to our city ladies in behalf of temperance-:
Women are already thinking of their calls
on New Year's Day. Now we have one
word of counsel and entreaty. Please do
not offer wine to your guests. It is vulgar
to load the table with refreshments, and it
is becoming vulgar to offer intoxicating
drinks. Some fashionable people still do,
but it is in better taste to have very slight
refreshments or none at all.
*‘The cup
that ‘cheers but not inebriates,” is the cup
to offer on New Year’s Day. Ladies, dear
ladies, do not oifer wine to young men.
They are tempted too often without your
adding the enticements that allure them to
intoxication on New Year's Day.

©

Deuminginal News al Note
Revivals,

&c.

LircurirLp, ME.—The Lord has visited
this and the adjoining town in ‘a gracious
work of revival. Pray for us that the blessed work may continue.
Wu. CUNNINGHAM.

MaNCHESTER,N. H.—The Pine St. church
is at present enjoying something of religious
prosperity. Some have recently been baptized, and of late several have been led to
Jesus. We contemplate making a special
effort for the salvation of sinners very soon.
Com,

Conventional religion is thus portrayed
—Quick Notoriety.
Mr. McCreery, _by the Christian Era:
MoINTYRE AND Fox CuurcH, PENN.—
dre
of Kentucky, was hardly known to the res- | Conventional religion can never make a | This church, in Sgllivan Co., has been enidents of Washington and the frequent visit- saint, but it may make a first-rate ‘‘society- joying a precious revival season. Oct. 9th
ors at the Capitol ten days ago; but he has man.” It may open wide a man's purse two sermons were preached, after which
three rose for prayers. . Meetings were congot the eye and ear of the nation all at for the erection of churches, especially
splendid ones.
It may inspire him with a
once. Rising in his place in the Senate, he great zeal for all the ceremonies of wor- tinued by the writer for two weeks, during
offered a resolution providing for removing ship, for quartette choirs, and whatever which time ‘thirty-three, including several
the remains of some 20,000 Union Soldiers else may go to make religion genteel. It backsliders, found the Saviour precious to
who sleep in the consecrated Cemetery at will also restrain him fromall unseemly them. Sunday, Nev. 6th, seventeen were
enthusiasm, from religious measures at
Arlington Hights, for the purpose of put- variance with established usage, which immersed by the pastor of the church, Rev.
ting the property into the possession of the infringe upon the fashionable proprieties of I. Thomkins. Prayer-meetings were also
family of the leading rebel General, Rob- life.
It delights in forms iy ceremonies. held at private houses, which were interest- ~
Up to "this
It
goes
its round of observances, but in ing sng spirally refreshing.
ert E. Lee, whom he eulogized most exDec. 4th, fifty claim to have found
travagantly. The astounding audacity of silver slippers, careful to keep clear of time,
places where its gentility might be soiled,
the proposal kept the floor and the gal- and hard work is to be done. Ithas its peace in Jesus, Eighteen have been imleries of the Senate silent and attentive for music, but it is artificial and soulless. It mersed, and twenty-six have united with
a time, through wonder and horror.
But never breaks out into a song of praise, free the church. The writer was remembered
It lifts its eyes in by a collection of upwards of fourteen dolthe reaction came promptly, and with only and spontaneous.
prayer,
and’
repeals
in gentle lars,and other gifts.
L.D. AyEgs. *
four dissenting votes, the Senate flung out tones, but so plebeianresponses
a cry as ‘“God be
the. resolution, rebuked its author, and merciful to me, sinner,” never escapes
Soutn Berwick, ME.—During the sumwarned his sympathizers wherever they its dainty lips. God save us from convenmer
and fall we have enjoyed some prostional elizioh,
Yet, alas, how much of
might be found. The Democratic memperity.
Fifteen have united with the
the
prevalent
religion
is,
we
fear;
of
no
bers, who at first seemed pleased with the
higher
character.
church
;—thirteen
by baptism, and two by
movement, found themselves obliged to
letter.
We
have
newly
carpeted and othdisclaim all sympathy with it,as a means of
The confession and the implied protest erwise improved the interior of our house
relieving themselves from the suspicion of
being ready to take the Rebellion to their of the Liberal Ohristian, over the work of of worship, and also painted the outside.
bosoms and christen it patriotism. Mec- its left wing preachers in the west, may The church is well united, and thé interest
‘
J. F.LoCkE.
Creery hoped to win a smile from the well be pondered by all classes of religious good.
Deo.
14th,
1870.
.
Senate for a rebel General; he succeeded men. It says:
only in getting an indignant rebuke from
All over the Western States where the
BRUNSWICK, ME.—A very pleasant religthe wholé loyal people for the Senator from call for Liberal Christianity has been so
ious
interest is being enjoyed at the present
often
heard,
little
bands
of
earnest
men
and
Kentucky. Seeking to be reputable,he has
women have gaxbered, with every hope of time by the 1st Brunswick FE. B. church.
It
only made himself notorious.
success, and for a time the cause of Christ
the
during
increasing
gradually
and liberty has promised well, but too often has been
Sept. session of the
——PLAIN AND Prray.
The Nation, that it has ended in dullness and décay and past summer. The
has never taken kindly to the Woman's death.. I could name many instances of Bowdoin Q. M. was held with us, at which
more that must soon be time we saw marked evidenceof the presRights movement, and that never fails to this, and many
added to the list. And why?
Because
put strong thought into plain English, fires neither Gospel Jronciing nor Christian in- ence of the Holy Spirit. Four at that time
for prayer.
this shot:
stitutions have
been the agency employed. presented themselves, publicly,
Since then the interest has continued to inThe work of the hour for women is not Dispensing with the Christian ordinances,
prayer-meetings, and Bible instrac- crease. We have not had any extra meetgoing about preaching that women ought with
to be lawyers, but learning law; not tions to the young, speaking of Jesus Christ ings, but have regularly sustained our usupreaching that women ought to be doctors, ag seldom as possible, and never, by any al weekly meetings.
Some twelve or four.
ut studying medicine ; and not declaiming chance, calling him Lord or Master, the teen have entertained a hope in the mercy
in halls on the intellectual equality of the pulpit has sunk into insignificance and the of a kind Heavenly Father, and are happy .
Young
men who
sexes, but buckling down in lonesome, dull pews into emptiness.
ave been educated for the Christian min- in the Saviour. Others are anxious and
studies and ‘chambers, where nobody is
looking on, and profing
it by thinking a istry without ever having professed faith inquiring the way to Christ.
/
few things out the wg men think them, in Christ and unableto profess it, with a
Last Sabbath (Dec. 11) I baptized 9 hap
This would not be half as agreeable as at- fair amount of talent, with a general good
converts, most of them heads of families,
tending a convention, but it would be vast- purpose, and with a vague impiession that
and
united them to the church, While we
the
whole
community
would
be
anxiously
ly more effective—and is vastly more effectwaiting to hear their (Gospel of deliverance, rejoice in what the Great Head of the
ive wherever tried.
have come to those western outposts with | (puroh has done for us, we still pray fora
«DIVERSE CREEDS AND WEAKNESS.
Dr.
Holland, in Scribner's Monthly, evidently

great

expectations,

to

leave

them

with |

reat chagrin.
And why? Because they
ave had nothing to say of their own which

larger display of his saving power. To
D. C. BURR.
God be all the praise, .
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“SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES
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Ministers and Churches.
Xtems

from

Rhode

Our cause in R. I., and

appropriate sermon was preached by Bro. Kirk.
Only two of the bodies have been found for burial. They were amongst our best and most relia-

Island

especially

: around Providence, is just now

in and

unusually

ble

pros-

The Rev. J. L. Rogers Trask who holds a Congregational charge at Holyoke, Mass., is reputed
to be the twelfth in descent from old John Rogers, the Smithfield martyr.

" desired in a pastor; Since the commencendent
of his pastorate, matters in the church have
greatly improved.
Last Sunday evening five
asked prayers ut the close of the meeting, and

donations,

sill

A sew

cheerfully, and with a determination to su
Real progress is being made.

a prosperous future for this church.

The new church on Greenwich St. is working
vigorously under the leadership of Bro. Mari-

§

seems

coming

to the

surface

ete.,to some publishing firm that will do its pro-

posed work.

Bro. Dunjee was last week installed pastor of
the Pond St. church. The sermon was by Bro.
Heath, and all the exercises were of an interest.
ing character. - Bro. Dunjee enters upon his labors with good courage,
and there is much to indicate

ature

Several leading publishing

In
Mr,
of
In

You can now get what is EQUAL to

A

Plymouth, Me., Dec. 10th, by Daniel Stone, Esq.,,
Nathan Rogers, of Troy, and Miss Sarah Loud,
P.
?
Rumney, Nov. 15, by Rev. Thomas Wyatt, Jr.,

Mr, Frank

Fox, of Woodstock, and Miss

houses

are willing to make such an
arrangement.
Should such a movement be carried out it would
no doubt be a good investment, the society be-

more valuable Journals

are

than Hearth and Home

8nd the American Agriculturist,

anywhere

to

The Advent Herald says that Rev. Mr.Adams,
of Holyoke, Mass., recently immersed 44 candidates for baptism in 22 minfyes ; and that Elder
Pike, of Newburyport, once baptized 97 persons.
in less than 656 minutes.
With these examples

DOLLAR BOOKS for

ed

iy

bY

$12,000

Peasley, of Thornton.
In Ellswor th, Nov. 10th, by David R. Buzzell,
.Kaq., Mr. William Y, Buzzell, of Medford, Mass., and
Miss Francis H. Wells, of Rumney, N. H.:

for |

At Wholesale

BOTH

schools at as low, rates as they can be
OF THE ABOVE for...... gfe- bought
elsewhere in New England

*
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In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
$3
are not excelled by any other books <

G00D

aE

$23,000

kk

x

Boon for

OF ENGRAVINGS for

of their class. In amother column, see
list, and retail prices. From these pri-

$3

ces we make

Yes,

BOTH ' OF THE ABOVE pred)
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A LIBERAL DISCOUNT
to Sunday schools. -

kk

*

DOLLAR BOOKS for

$4

ri

$|

TQ PASTORS OF CHURCHES
AND

Special Notices.

$37,000

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,
Sumner

Arrangemensg.

Prices,

‘We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

be found

FREEWILL BAPTIST
REGISTER.

ing greatly the gainers thereby.

00D

Nancy L.

In Canterbury, Dec. 11, by Rev. A, Chesley, Mr.
James Sargent and Miss Maria P, Brown, both of C,
In New Hampton, N, H., Dec, 11, 1870, by Rev. A,
B. Meservey, assisted by Rev. E, H. Prescott, Mr.
They are most beautifullyillustrated, and are filled
Alden P. Jaques. of Haverhill, Mass.,'and Miss Marwith choice, carefully prepared, reliable information,
cia L. Avery of N. H.
:
suchas ig needed, and willbe highly useful in every
In Gilford Village, Oct. 8, by Rev. G. M. Park, Mr.
family, and by every person, youngsand old. The \\Geo. we Ugston and Miss Nellie Elliot, both of Gilford. By t the same, Oct.22, Mr. Frances O. Sanborn,
Household and Children’s Departments are exceedand Miss Sarah KE. Fish, both of G. Octi 30, Mr.
ingly interesting and instructive. Orange Judd &
William H. Lamprey
and Miss Anna 8. Weeks, both
Co. are veteran publishers, and their Journals and
of G. Sept. 19, Mr. John Colby and Miss Amy Pickering, both of G. In Dabmingicn, Dec. 10, Mr. Chris:
Books have long enjoyed an unsurpassed reputation
topler C. Crosby amd Mrs.
Lois M. Edgerly, both of
for reliability and sterling value, Inthe advertisement referred to, the publishers take occasion to
Nov. 24, by Rev, Wm. Cunningham, Mr. Samuel
Hodguu, of Wales, and Miss Emma Jordan, of Lewshow that a single volume of either of these Journ.
}
:
nals contains Illustrations and reading matter equivIn Brunswick, Dec. 6, by Rev. D. C. Burr, Mr. Benalent to what would be found in good books costing: jamin ¥. Holbrook, of Harpswell, and Miss Hannah
L. Stanwood, of B.
Yr
twenty times as much money.

in regard to the American Tract Society of Boston, in the shape of selling its stock, eopyright,

ns
ved.

The Park St. church is still bearing its bu

.

Married

obtain

¢ 28 Good Dollar Books ”’ for $1.50.
We
call particular attention to an Advertisement under
this head on our fikh page, Perhaps no finer ot

Dr. Cuyler, in an article on systematic giving,
states that Mr.
James Lenox, of New York, has
during the past thirty years contributed a larger
sum to various beneficent causes than did Dr.
Peabody, by his half dozen single and very large %

there are hopeful indications of an extensive
revival.
There seems to be an increasing interest in the

for and

the sanction of physicians generally, and testimonials from eminent men throughout the eountry.—
Western World, Boston,
i

The loss to our little church and con-

gation is very grept.

perous and hopeful.
The Roger Williams church,after waiting lon
has at last, in Bro. Heath, all that could
Je

meetings of the Olneyville church, which
enjoys the faithful labors of Bro. Howe.

people.

As there are many imitations, ask

“BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,” ‘which by long
experience have proved their value, having received

Demme

Bm

August 6, 1870

for

TO

Superintendents of S. 8.
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab
ishment. These Books are now ready for sale

OF THE ABOVE Totummmnent]

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
Trains leave Doves for Portland at 10,10 A. M., 2.40 and
ner. The hall in which the meetings are now
on
delivery. In accordance with the vote of General
held is full to overflowing, and already work has
Conference, it has been
largedto a 13mo,in size, |
as
a
basis
of
computation,
the
editdr
argues
that
|
been commenced on a church edifice. There is
A.M. 140, bd,
85 pow.
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it conFor Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P.M
the difficulty sometimes felt in understanding
a good degree of religious imterest; there have
tains a large amountof information respecting the
Tor Lawrence
and Boston’ at 5,50, 8, 10.55 A. M., 5.06
how 3,800 people in the Apostolic period could
been several conversions withifl a few weeks.
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40,
various demominations of Christians in America,
Leave Boston for
Dover at 7.30 A. o.,13 M,, 3, SP, M. HEARTH AND HOME,
Bro. Hyatt is still working faithfully and suc- have been immersed in a day, can no longer be Missionary Operations, Educational Statistics, &e, and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 8 P, M.
issued every week, is
regarded as of valid weight.
‘| Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been decessfully at Pawtucket.
one of the most beausided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
Special Notice.
tiful Journals in the
A movement was made some days since on the
Our churches generally in the State are supsingle copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
Brethren making application for admission to the
world. It has twenty
part of a number of Evangelical gentlemen of
plied with faithful and able pastors, and are
hundred copies, $7.00. Postage on a single copy,
F. B. Mutual Beneflt ‘Associatiop, are requested to
large newspaper pages,
Boston,
to
see
what
could
be
done.
towards
putsend
their
admission
money
WITH
THEIR
APPLICAprospering.
We hope to do our ‘part towards
cts. ; on a dozen copies, 24 ets,; on one hundred copand contains a great
TIONS,
ting
a
stop
to
the
secular
lectures
in
theaters
the greater success which we believe our denomies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers. Ornamber of splendid EnIf not accepted, the money will be promptly reand public halls on Sunday evenings in that city.
ders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
ination is yet to achieve, and especially towards
turned, Those whe have sent applications to me
gravings, finely printed,
Address
LR BURLINGAME,
‘without the money, and have received no reply, have
the glorious triumphs which the general cause of At first, it was thought that an injunction from
and of a highly pleasing
been
accepted
on
condition
of
the
payment
of
the
ad
at this Office.
the Supreme Court would cover the same, but
and instructive characChrist is to win.
8.
mission money.
y
the opinion of solicitor Healy was decidedly to
>
[4
Any who have failed to reeeive a copy of our Byter. A single volume of
GLU-ENE
|The
family
pet
GLUE
POT,
and
a
peerLaws,
will
be
supplied
on
application.
Hearth and Home, con
“Rev. J. M. Brewster has declined a call to be- the effect that the lectures were not illegal, and less CEMENT too. ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED. Kv~
D.R.
WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.
tains about $25.000
. Providence, R. I.
come paster of the F', Baptist church at Water- that an injunction could not be sustained. Act- ery family should have it, Only 25 cents. Try it-—
worth
of such engrave
ing upon this, these gentlemen have decided to
bury Center, Vt.
"
QLU-KNE MAN'F'GCo , 34 Water street, Boston. Send
A
CARPETS. —Wehave placed in the market
ings.
It has, also, a ;
address a remonstrance signed by prominent
u your orders.
4w4s
this day, Deg. 3d,
vast
smount
of the
clergymen and others to the proprietors of the
Rev. I. F, Smith and wife, of Wheatvillé, N.
choicest reading, careA YouTH® PUBLICATION.—For nearly half a cenX., gratefully acknowledge donations from their Boston Theater and other places where such
Beal English Tapestry Brussels, for $1.12 1-2 per
* fully prepared, interestif
lectures have been held, asking that this style of tury the Youths’ Companion, of Bosten, has been pubard.
parishioners and friends to the value of nearly
ing, and packed full of
lished. It was started in 1827, and is to-day one of
1812 1-8 cents less than the prices of the same beSunday
evening
entertainment
may
be
discounte$50.00; including parlor fyrniture and carpet,
fore the war. NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., at instruction. With a monanced by them.
A the brightest and most vigorous papers with which
our new Warehouse, 70, 78, 83 and 82 Friend Street,
derate amoumt of rural inbesides other useful articles.
we are acquainted. Send for sample.
Beston.
3wbe
formation for the FARM
Not less than one million of the freedmen have
See advertisement in another column.
and the GARDEN,it contains
The new church edifice, built hy the 2d F.
IF YOU
HAVE
THE
DYSPEPSIA,
been, to a greater or less degree, receiving eleexcellent Editorials on the
Baptist church in Poland, will be dedidated on
Headache, Dizziness, Costiveness, Piles, Oppression
mentary education.
1,094 night schools have
various topics of the day,
ie
after eating, Sour Rising, or any Indigestion or BilThursday,
Dec. 20th, services to commence at been sustained by the. freedmen themselves.
which:
give the reader
iousness, if you do not thank us after using DR.
10 1-2 o’clock, A. M. It is expected that Rev. J.
ey now own 584 school-houses, The average
practical and useful inforHARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES, we will
atjendange of pupils has been 78 per cent. of the
8. Burgess will preach the dedicatory sermon.
mation, and render him
Notice.
forfeit the price of the box. Also, warranted to cure
nuipber enrolled. They have paid tuition fees to
PER ORDER.
intelligent. Nothing of a
There will be a revival meeting held with the first every kind of PiLEs. For sale at No. 1, Tremont
ehurch, commencing Wednesday, Jan.
Sectarian or political bias
ount of $61,000.
They have deposited in Barringten
Temple, Boston, by E. A HARRISON & CO:, Propri4th, 1871, at 1 o'clock. Revs. J. F.Joy, D.L. Edgeris introduced.
Hearth and
vings bank nearly $13,000,000; the number
A numberof persons holding F. W. Baptist
1y, Ww. Rogers, G. M. Park‘ will preach and take etors, and bo all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents.
Home has a most. capital
charge of the meeting, The ministry and
laity of
2mb0
views met to-day for the purpose of considering
the Q. M: are invited to attend.
OUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT,
the propriety of organizing a F. W. Baptist from theix, savings banks, to be used for their edG. 8. HILL, for the Com.
ich will delight and
ucation,
$70,000.
And
there
are
now
among
church. Rev. R. T. Peden and Jas. W. Martin
greatly aid every Housethem 11 colleges, 48 high schools, and 3,823 ordiNsw DURHAM, Q. M. will hold its next session
were selected as council, and Rev. J. E. Thomas
keeper.
This Department
The
Commentary
onthe
Gospels
by
with
the
church
in
Gonie
Village,
commeneing
Jannary schools.
of the Baptist church was chosen advisory memis alone worth many Doluary 10th, at one o’clock, P. M.
i
1nisters’ Conference at ten o’clock, A. M,
‘ber. After due consideration the council decidRev. JohnJ. Butler, D. D.,is now
lars every year, often every
The Sunday school of the First Parish (Unita
PAR ORDER,
Weekes The [Children’s
ed to organize a church, . consisting of eight rian) of Cambridge, Mass., has a flower commit~
ready for delivery to our customers.

and delivery.

It will pay to read through the following

a

Explanation of the above:

ONE

THOUSAND

Andy

persons, to be known as the Ewington
Baptist church, in the following order:

F.

Reading of church Covenant, by Jas. W. Martin; Prayer, by Rev. J. E. Thomas; hand of
fellowship, by Rev. T. E. Peden.
The Spars
then elected Bro. Wm. R. Denny,clerk; Bros. E.
A. Drake, J. C. Grass and J. J. Peden, Deacons.

May God bless this little wine.
!
Jas. W. MARTIN.
Ewington, Ohio, Dec. 5.
Ordination,
Bro. Austin Jefferson was publicly set apart
to the Gospel Ministry at Dickinson, N. Y.,
Dec. 10th, 1870, in the following order:
Sermon
by Rev. R. Parks; Consecrating prayer by Rev.
J.D. Waldron; charge by Rev.J. D. Waldron;
Right hand of fellowship by Rev. 8. Newell.

- D. 8. SMITH, Scribe.

Quarterly Meetings.
BELKNAP

Q. M.—Held

its

last session

Nov.

8-10, with
the church at Lower Gilmanton.
The weather was unfavorable, but the delegation from the churches was quite full.
All the

business was transacted harmoniously, although

some of the discussions were sharp and pointed.
Sermons
were preached by Brethren Davis,
Prof. Meservey,
Park, Smith, Henderson and
‘Osgood.
The social meetings were interesting,

the Holy Ghost

being especially present.

The

Q. M. passed the following resolutions :
In view of the great want of ministers to sup-

ply our churches, therefore’
Resolved, 1, That we request

the churches

of the Belknap Q. M. to set aside the evening of
the first Sabbath in Jangary next to ip _espe<jally “The Lord of the
harvest, that
he will
send
forth laborers into his harvest.” . . -i
2d. That the churches of the Belknap Q.
‘encourage lay preaching.
:

Any church Slesiring the next session

M.

of the

. M., which is to be
held the last Tuesday in
anuary, is requested to correspond immediately with Rev. A. D. Smith, Lacenia.

G. M. PARK, Clerk.

RIPLEY, IND., Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Pierceville church,Nov, 26—27. It was an
Anteresting session. Business was done with
despatch.
The Pleasant Grove church, formerly
Separate Baptists, of 22 members, united with us.
v. M. R.
McKee, a minister, had previously
united. Preaching
spiritual,
social meetings

interesting. Next session with Union church,
Frida} before fourth Saturday
in February, at
e, P.M.
WM.
RISINGER, Clerk.
WOLFBOROUGH,

N. H., Q. M.—Held its

Nov.

session with 1st Alton church.
Parsonsfield and
Belknap Q. Ms. were represented by Delegates.
Corresponding Delegates were chosen to other
Q. Meetings : New Durham, E. G. York;
Sand-

wich,

Parsonsfield,

H. F.

Dickey; Belknap, D. I. Quint.
Next
at Effingham Falls, Feb. 8-5, 1871.

A.

D.

Fsirbanks;

session

:

J. CHICK, Clerk.

LAWRENCE,N. Y.,Q. M.—Held its Dec. session
-at Dickinson.
Bro. Austin Jefferson, from N.
H., and Bro. Franklin Jefferson, from the Jeffer-

son Q. M., were with us and preached

the

word

acceptably. The address to the Sabbath school,b,
Rev. J. D. Waldron, was a decided success, bot

tee, which, during the

last season,

distributed

eighteen hundred bouquets, and ten bushels of
fruits. Three hospitals of Boston were supplied

fourteen weeks, and fifty different individuals
Cambridge received
four’s remark about
flowers?
The Greek Church
rious directions for
missions in various

of

Revival interest reported at Ellenborough

under

Waldron.
Bro. Austin Jefferson was
to the Gospel Ministry.
Conference

set apart
requested

the several churches to each send a-Delegate to
the next Q. Conferenee to consult in reference to
Habbath schools, J. D. Waldron and D. 8.

Smith appointed to

present Resolutions ;10

next

* Conference on Sabbath schools. Rev. E. B,
uller appointed to address -the Sabbath school
‘on Friday evening of next session.
at Parishville, Jan, 27—20.

'

Next session

D. 8. 8M1TH, Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
GENERAL,
Rev. N.C. Brackett, of Harper’s Ferry, states
that a very remarkable and solemn funeral serv-

ice was attended at the F. B. chapel

on the 4th

inst. A large congregation from all parts of the
county assembled in memory of the twenty-one

persons drowned by the great flood, Sept. 30th.
Their names were, James P. and Nancy A.
‘Bateman, with their children, James, Julia Ann,
Emily, Eveline, and Joanna E. Bateman. Also
Adam W. Bateman, Benjamin and Elizabeth
Bateman, with their children,8arah Ann, Walter,

Maliome, James C. and Benjamin P. Bateman.—
Also Jonathan H. Myers and Mary Jane, his
wife, with Philip, Hugh Thompson and Carrie,
their children: Also Jonathan Q. Brady and
Rebecea Harris. They were all members of our
congregation, and several of them members of

. the church and others
1

[0

'

of the school.

A very

its next

Rainy

y

‘

V. R. CARY,

Clerk.

flowers. Does not the SavOTSEGO Q. M. will hold its next .session with the
a cup of cold water apply to] church at Otsdawa, commencing on Friday before the
2d Sabbath in January next, at 6 o’clock,
P. M.
p
D. M. MILLER, Clerk,
seems to be moving in vathe opening of chapels or
THE LAWRENCE, N.Y, Q. M. wish to engage, as
soon as may be, an Evangelist to labor in the Q.
parts of Christendom,
Dr.
Meeting.
Anyone sound in the F. Baptist doctrine,

Overbeck is to open a chapel in London, Mr.
Bjerring in New York, and another priest in
New Orleans, while San Francisco has become

and who

feels “ thus saith the Lord,” can address

D. 8. SMITH, Dickinson Center, N, Y.
;

the seat of the Greek Aranda.

Committee on Itinerancy.

our

RENSSELAER Q.'M. will hold its winter session with

Mrs.

Boy's

There is a single missionary/( Episcopal) laboring on Terra del Fuego.
The first missionaries
perished by starvation.
The second company

the Stephentowa and Nassau chureh, commencing
Friday, p. M., Jan. 6, ’T1.
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

were murdered by the natives.

to meet at Harper's Ferry, W. Va., at o’cleck, A. M.,

The Trustees of Storer

>

The Brattle St. Church corporation,Boston, have
procured plans and specifications for a new house
of worship which it proposes to erect upon a lot
of land at the corner of Commonwealth Avenue
and Clarendon Street, now owned by some of
the members ot the Society.
The committee
having the matter in charge are expected. to re-

port at an early day, and there is hardly a doubt

This

Cooper, May 23. 1716; Samuel Cooper, May 22,
8.

Buek-

minster, Jan. 80, 1805; Edward Everett, February 8,1814; J. G. Palfrey, June 17, 1818; and the
present incumbent, 8. £. Lathrop, D. D., who

was installed June 17, 1834.

Lyndon

Institution.

The Trustees of the Lyndon Literary and Biblical
to meet at the Free Baptist
Institution are requested
church at Lynden Center; on Wednesday, Jan. 4, "71,
at 10 o'clock, A. M., to consider important interests
connected with the lastitution.
The Building Committee will present a report of
their doings since the annual meetimg; and other
important matters to be considered, render it neces-

sary that a full board be in attendance.
All others interested are cordially invited to be
1. W, SANBORN, Sec,
present.
2150

Lyndon, Vt., Dee. 7.

No HUMBUGGING | NO CHEATING |—A pint bottle
full of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy is prepared from
one fifty cent package, and the proprietor offers $500
reward for a case of Catarrh which he can not cure.
Sold by druggists, or send sixty cents to Dr. R.V.
Pierce, 133 Seneca street, Buffalo, New York, and receive it by mail. A pamphlet free. Beware of connterfeitsfand WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. The genuine
has upon the outside

Dr. Pierce’s

wrapper,

private

Government Stamp, with his portrait, name and address. and the words “ U. 8. Certificate of Genuine:
ness” engraved upon it.

Sod

Moss

food, which we

Farine.
take

This

pleasure

1s a new
in

article of

recommending

to

our readers. We have used it in our families and
have found it to be the most nutritious, delicate and
palatable article for table use we have seen.
1t18 a lizht and agreeable farine, very pleasant to
the taste, easy of digestion, and hence specially
adapted to the use of the sick, the thousands of
dyspeptics among us, and for young ehildren; besides, the Sea Moss, its principal ingredient, has
many curative properties and is highly recommended
for pectoral and scrofulous affections, and is perfectly harmless.
Here, then, we have an entirely new article of food
of the most delicate and inviting character, adapted
to the use of the table for Blanc Mange, Puddings,
Charlotte de Russe, eto., and almost invaluable for
use by the invalid. It is simple, delicate, nutritious,
harmless, remedial and esonomical, as it can be furnished for one-third to ome-half the cost of Corn
Starch, Maizena, Farina, eto., for all of which it is
more than a substitute.
It is made up without trouble, and will always Ye
good, Try it; and our word for it, you will continue in its use.—Independent.

BROWN'S BRONDHIAL TROCHES are widely know?
as an admirable remedy for Bronchitis,

are

designed,

and

it

should

be

known

that

while they are pleasantly efficacious, they contain
no hurtful ingredients, but may at all times be used
with perfect safety. We speak from personal experience when we commend them to persons afilicted
with irritated throats, as thousands are, particularly
at this season of the year.
“

t

Poss

J. J. BUTLER,

Sec’

,

G Ankerman—2 Allison—J Ashley—A G Abbott—Mrs
M F Brewer—J Burrill—A E Boyntom—O Blake—Wm
Boulter—J A Brown—L P Bickford—J Bailey—D W_Beamer—R R Bascom—J Boyd--Mrs 8 I’ Blanchard—J M C—

R Clark—J W Carr—A Coon—L Colburn—E E Clough—D

Cheney—Oynthia Copp—I Coombs—T
H Crowel—J F
Campbell-G H Damon—F Darte—Mrs J E Davis—R B
Easton—W Elwood—J Elliet—S Farrar—Betsey
C Frost
—T H Fernald—L L Gove—Mrs M Gwin—J Given—D D
Halstead—S Green—S B Given—J J Hoag—W A Harris—
H H Huntress—M Hall—B F Haley—Annie H Hill-K W
Hale—RM Harwood—Howard—S Irish—J 8 Ingalls—D
W Jones—A O Jenne—Wm Jefferds—S 8 Johnson—G W
Knapp—-Mrs Laura Kent—L Kingsbary—D Knapp—O
Lee—L
C Lathrop—Mrs I J Lanbers—W H Littlefield—H
H Luers—A H Morrell—S8 Millett—Nancy Mowry—Mrs
Eliza Moulton—A
P McFarland—R
McFarland—A
8
McLean—J G Moshier—F P Newell—J Newhall—] 0’
Connell-W Olmstead—G & Page—H B Prentis—W A
Potter—A B Posten ~8 Pease—John M Pease—R V Pierce
Mrs L M Richardson—A 8S Rice—J R Reynolds—8 E Root
—8 Ruggles—Mrs H Smith—J B Swain—J Spooner—
Phebe Scovil—Mrs Z Scheles—F W Straight—L
Stone
P Search—J C
—L B Starr—A Stoddard—AJ Swegle
Tucker—E W Taft—8 SThompson—A WTrue—E Tibbetts
—J Whitcomb—N Woodworth—Mrs K Wakefleld—G C
Waterman—J Warner—W Wilson—J M Woodman—W
‘Warner -M A Walters—D R Whittemore—8 Wheeler—

Mission:

Mrs A G Brace, N Winfleld, N Y,
A Friend in lowa,
Oh in Contoocook, N H, per G 'W Knapp,
Mission Boxes in 5 SR eatford., Vt, per M Atwood,
Miss Dora Chase, Mission Box, Cooks Prairie, Mich

FREEDMEN'S MISSION.
NY,
Mrs A G Brace, N Winfield,
Friends! in ib

N

H, to

pay

i

freight on box of

iH

270

Eduoation Bociety:
590
5,00
13,00

Rev J B Higgins, Northfield, N H, on note,
Olneyville, cu, RI, perJ A Howe,
Augusta ch, Me, per O F Penney,

23,
Treas.

Concord, N, H.

Foreign

use

them

Mission,
by

Mrs

4,00
5,35
5,00
1,06

THE MORNING STAR

JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.
A new Steam Job
has just been put into
Morning Siar Office.
best in use, and is, of

the

The Job type is entirely new, and

‘has been selected with great care from

each!

type made by first-class manufacturers
in New York, Boston, and Philadel-

phia.
The Pressman has had an experienceof twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the largest cities
| of the country.
p
It is believed,

IT...

Orders are solicited from all parts of
the country. Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
.

other

CHRISTIAN

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance. It should be in
every Baptist family. Let every pas-

of

of ' any

journal

in

the

world, it is supplied
to
regular subscribers
for only $1.50 a year, or

7# tor and church-member have a eopy of
this newly revised amd

four copies for $5. More
than a Million People con-

so

reliable,

so

full

of

useful ;information, that it
is hardly possible for any
one to read

THE NEW QUESTION BOOK,
“The Wonderfil Works if Jesus,”

the

dmerican

N.

B.— Hearth

and Home,

Agriculturalist are sent together a year for only $4.

just completed.“The Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Estab-

$37,000 worth of excellent ENGRAVINGS, and

to pas-

patronage.

Orders may be sent at any

time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)
4 cents.

:

The two papers contain

during a single

to UBB Books

of the

seriber, we will sends a copy of Mr.
Kennedy's volume,—#*Close Commun-

year about
a

ion, or open Communion?
An experi
ence and an Argument,” —and will also
send a copy of the same work to the

size

of those

$122 in Books!!!

invited to examine

these Journals—to

ba

the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from

but

,the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

THEM

York

Or, if it is preferred,

we will send any unbound volume of

one

JUDD & CO., Publishers,
245 Broadway, New

new subscriber.

one is

give them a

not only greatly pleased,

greatly PROFITED. —.......s PRPEIN TRY

2wbl

Every

The publishers feel sure that every

who does so will

ORANGE

soldat $1

the,nyou get for $4, 00 as much as you

could in spending
year's trial.

average

Premium,

To any person who will send us a

careful estimate shows that their contents are equal
| each, s@Here,

Large

year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new sub-

and American

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have

lishment, and is recommended

A

Agriculturist a year without getting hints and snggestions that will pay back
many
Dollars!
It you
have it not, try it a year.
It is just entering the
30th Annual volume, and
now is the time to begin.
N.B.

useful book.—

Price, in eloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
covers, 15 cts.
Postage extra ; on the
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

stantly read this Journal
with profit and delight, It
is

BAPTISM,

This little book has been revised by
the author, has: been clothed in an en-

circulation,

that

similar

“No. 39 Washington St.,

Dover, N. H.

immense

surpassing

all

and upon reasonable terms.

Agvicul-

28 BOOKS, costing $1
each! Yet on account
its

therefore, that

kinds of Job-printing, ineluding the
printing of cuts and printing in colors,
can be done in good style at short notice

and
a careful
estimate
shows that it contains as
much
printed
matter
as

to

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

TRY

Printing Press
operation in the
- This Press is the
course, capable

of doing most excellent work.

ter,and hag less of current

DISBASKS

tors, superintendents and teachers as
being in every way worthy of thelr

24,45
C. 0. LIBBY, Treas
Dover, N. H,

SPEAKERS

$3

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

news,
It is full of useful
information for every Man,
Woman and Chilg, in City,
Village and Country. Each
" Number has 44 great pages,

2,50

Concord, N, H,

Deerfield, N H,
8 Parsonsfield, Vie, Col on monthly pledges
Jas Burnham, per ¥ W Towne,
Tuscarora, N Y, ner | W Brown,
Mrs A G Brace, N Winfield, N Y,
O F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,

and PUBLIC

Address,

Hearth and Home, though

s

THROAT

at

the

Sabbath schools in Libraries; at wholesale prices

entirely different in its engravings and reading mat.

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
will most invariably give instant re
lief.
For
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA

Ne

SINGERS

2,00

CURTIS,

Lung Disease.

CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE and
they have a soothing effect.

40,90
SILAS OURTIS, Treaswrer,

BILAS

oH
C

Al

Mrs Melvina A Maxham, Worcester, Vt,

’

CHI rt

RON
’%n

1

%

AW Ensign,

Sitch, per

fr

our own publications, or will be filled with

tariss, issued monthly,
is of a similar character to

Requires immediate attention, as
neglect often results in an incurable

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
'| Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are of
fered, which are good for nothing. Be sure te OBTAIN
the true
\
:
BROWN'S BRONCHIAL. TROCHES,
2,50
SOLD EYERYWHERRE.
.
1998

HF Smith,'Waterbury Cen, Vt.
Rev A KE Wilson, Oswego, N XY.
Jehn Given, Lewiston, Me.

Cooks emis

A COUGH, COLD or SORE THROAT
8

sold

Dollars.

No percentage is allowedon money sent

us for the Myrtle
’
Sample copies will be sent free on appli
cation.

:
iA fj

those

Sabbath School

books of other publishers,and will be furnishedto

contains

American

o

QW

Parties designing to get new

Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with

You should ¢ry it. Considering its real value, it is
the Cheapest Journal
in the World!
It is
»
impossible for any person
to read this Journal a year
without
getting
useful
hints and suggestions that
-will repay him scores of

=

ed.

:

,60

is my’ Neighbor ?ececeeiceaccescsess

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of poste
age, on receipt of the price.

four copies, at $2.75 each;
ten copies, at $2.50 each.

Pograce.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,
or any number between one and 10, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of de
livery.
The
volume begins with the
firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicit

BY MAIL.

56

this

Yet, owing to its large cir.
culation, the Publishers are
able to supply it at the
low price
of $3 a year ; or

Do-

vange.

x
* EC Cook, Brownfield, Me.(2
#% Wm Cunningham, Richmond, Me.
~
* “M Atwood, Se Strafford, Vt.
W H Yeoman, Springvale, Me,
A
“ PClough, Ka Weare, N H.
% N H Farr, Kennard, Pa.
* 8 E Root, Natick, Mass. (2)
Dea Chas R Gardner, Woodhull, Steuben Co, N'Y.
Joseph Kinnon, Seeley Creek, Chemung Co, N Y.
Elizabeth Allison, Shellsburg, Bedford Co., Pa.
H B Prentiss, Chelsea, P
R B Easten, Ann Arbor, Mich.
B R Kinney, Columbus, bhio.
N F Beede, Prairie du Sae, Wis.
L P Bickford, Northwood Cen, N H.
Joel Spouvner, Eranconia, N H.
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me, (2)
LD Pinneo, N Duxbury, Vt.
C W Horne, Union, N H.
L Cenna, Warren, Me
Albee Parsons, Eustis, Me.
RO Bickford, Bo Deerfield, N H.
E Toothaker, F't Fairfield, Me.
J Trueworthy, Sherman Mills, Me.
D H Adams, Underhill Cen, Vt,
EXPRESS.

Home

of

TerMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in ad-

Books Forwarded.

Willle Maitland.cccceeecececcccnccconces

‘Who

When we Were YOUNG eeseescccsessssss 100
SybilP8 WAY ceeessscctesecscccecacacess.
1,25
I clumps over Jidinm eran
2
scued from
Egyptececcececccccecsnens 4
€laudifieeceseesessscocascscseccscsasacss 90
Child Life.ece esses cescansosasssssssens1,00

same
amount of first-rate
reading
matter
as
9 &
Books of the average "size

ver, N. H.

¥ L Wiley.

Strawberry Hilleeeees cocvesceacencences,1,50
Overcoming
cesses essccssecccscoscsccassl
Perfoct MAN. cosievaccsececccascsccssesl,00

The

HOME

1,00

Glencoe PATSODAZE cevees covese®***sannesl,00
Early Choice.ceececesscssccascessanssess1,75

Reliable
News from the
Crops, the Markets, etc., is
of great value to all pros:

AND

Series.

Bloomfield. csseesscssssesnsssesessessnss

careful estimate shows
that
a single volume of HEARTH

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sentto L. R. BURLINGAME,

material.

Haniilton,.ceeesesescacsccecseel2b

Miscellaneous.

ducers, and all who deal in
produce,
etc.
N, BB.—4

firstof April, 1869. Itis printed on paper of
a very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of anyother paper of its class.
All communications in,
tended for publication should be addressed
to ** Tae MyrTLE,” Dover, N. H.

Received.

Rev F H Bubar, Alva, Me,

*

of

cssene

Anecdotes of AnimalS.ececsseccsscesces
1,50

reader intelligent without
wading through a great
.gmass

ieseeecssesccoscsese

Starlight StOTIeB..seesseescesisassasasess TB

what is goingon
in the
world, so as to make hs

Establishmens,

15
10
S18.
cocccesscscosces HIB

Brother and SiSter.cececsccccescecscscess.
70

are made, etc., etc. The
NEWS Department tells in
a clear, condensed way,

the

Heaven

Starlight

of interesting and instryg-

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the

Office Addresses.

Archibald

tive miscellany, full of

Postage,

published by

Freewill Baptist Printing

Hoarseness,

Coughs and other troubles of the throat and lungs,—
They are of great value for the purposes for which
they

‘This semi-monthly,

Theological School.
The next term of the 1heological School will begin January 5, and close March 22, 1871.
;
Lewiston, Me,, Dec. 15, 1870.

$2,00.

Series.

Bofipei! and Herculafieum,.ceeccecscsseel,35

useful information to all
classes, inclnding Art, Science, Literature, descriptions of how various things

THE MYRTLE.

N. C. BRACKETT. Sec’y.

Harper’s Ferry,W. Va., Dac. 12, 1870.

Letters

society is one of the oldest in the city, having
been established in 1699, the present house of
worship dedicated July 20, 1773. Benjamin Colman, D. D., was the first pastor, being installed
Aug. 4, 1699,
He was succeeded by William
1748; Peter Thatcher, Jan. 12, 17856; J.

December 31,

Price

Child’s

‘Bright Day Series.

paper. It is hardly equaled
in the world. Then the
paper has a great variety

ders are solicited.

called

Rev M C Henderson, Tilton, N H.
* W A Potter, Monticello, Wis.

that the decision will be favorable to the new
movement.
In the event of the erection of the
new edifice, the present house of worship will be
offered for sale, the probability being that it will

then be demolished to give place to stores.

College are hereby

hands.

jo (

Home eeeeesecee

Bright Days,ccecccccccccceccccsccssecceel
Bright BEI08 uvevress vers Sabine: |

interest to all the little peo.
ple. Indeed, every Parent
better pay $10 or $20 a year
than not to have his child-

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more.
Or-

3
210

The ChristChild,s
«ee.
.
Good Little Mittie,...
Making Something, e .
Jamie and Jeannie,.eeece

Assistants, is of surpassing

with

at

Rainy Day

5

eae JIS

New Yearcseesa.cessces
Fireside Angel.ceee..

MARY E. DODEE, with many

supplied

Series.

Birth Day Present,.e.«se

Department, Edited by Mrs.

ren

Day

A Rainy Day at 8chool,eeecccesccasscess

Ready,

\

HOUrSyeeseseoscescsccscescesseesl,BO
and Pupil,eesccecccescscsecssaces1,00

May Bellieessesoscossescscccscocsscasessl,il
Babrina Hackett,ceseesseecsccscenscecsesl,Bl
Aunt Mattie,cecscececesscccessscsscesseslBl
Light from the Cross.cecesescecssssessss1.50
Contradictiens, or, High Life in Edgertonl.50

ROLLS

Fifteen hundred copies of this the |
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be off

session with

6th and 7th, commen¢ing on Thursday evening.
=»

dn the subject presented und the effect produced.
the labors of Rev.
R. Park and KE. B. Fuller.
Also at Lawrence under the labors of Rev.J. D.

Brix, N, Y,, Q. M. will hold

the West Falls church, on Friday and Saturday, Jan.

ng

Master

Notices and Appointments.

Now

Luttrellyeesccescesscessesoncsssessl,b0

Shi

Clty.

!

the same terms.

The postage—whi

is twelve cents,—must be paid by th
who order the books.

2
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THE

.

Poetry.
Wayside
BY

Musings.

HERBERT

HORTON.

of ten, but with an’ exquisitely. rounded
figure, perfect hands, and feet that the slip-

I wandered once where lilies grew,
In all their fragrance sweet,
And on the bank the daisies ran
Almost beneath my feet.
There stood,
The pretty
I softly said:
Hus never

pers of Cinderella might have fitted. Her
features were irregular, and noi pretty,
but the fair brow, under its bands

beside, the violet,
primrose, too.
‘* a lovelier sight
met my view.”

hair, had a charm beyond

of

soft

prettiness, and

the large violet eyés, with their long lashes,

*T was morning, andthey budded
At noon I came again,
-

were beautiful beyond the power of words
to express.
. I had some curiosity to see what effect
would be produced upon my family by the

out;
;

The dew had quickly fled away,—

introduction of this new

They blossomed sweetly then.
1 came once more;

MORNING

teen. She was in delicate health, and her
physician having prescribed change of air,
{ and a life as unlike as possible the one to
which she had been accustomed, she came
to me.
.
A more fairy-like creature could hardly
be imagined.
Scarcely taller than a child

element.

Had

’t was evening now,

The moon shone full and bright,—
Shone full and bright on withered flowers,—

A sadly mournful sight.
So *tis with us; at morn we bud,
At noon the blossom shows,
At eventide the sun has fledy—
We’ve withered as the rose.

seemed altogether unconscious of the

Childhood

est she excited, and before

Land.

over,

the

inter-

meal

had established comfortable

between

—

There is a beautiful far-off land,
Lying in the sunlit seas;

was

relations

herself and the little boys

together, witness an

boys

and

experiment

girls

like

that

which was then tried under my eyes—the
influence of a single young girl upon a
house-full of noisy,

tive boys.

skies

opinionated and

posi-

The softening of asperities,

improvementin dress

Snowy clouds comé nd go;

and

the

manners,

the

gradual development
of considerateness
and true courtesy. And this change was

Through every valley that dreaming lies,
Musical rivers flow.

Mountain, and forest, and glen, and glade,

not confinedto a few individuals, but like
a subtle leaven quickened the whole mass,

By the soft south wind are fanned,
Birds and blossom that never fade,
Brighten this fairy land.

and made the daily life of the

family more

beautiful, and better worth living.
Every vanished, forgotten day

It would be difficalt to define the secret
of her influence. It began to be felt on

Scatters its sunshine there;

Buds unfolding that passed away,

the day of her

Are living more fresh and fair.

Men have sought it fop weary years;
Yet ne’er to their yearning eyes

Each heart the calm of its joy once knew,
And the sweet of its deathless flowers.

Its stretches of pearl-white strand;
The bloom and beauty that, dwelling there,
Make heaven the Childhood Land.
— Little Corporal.

The Fuomlp Crcle.,

to us, and

of

“ ROBIN.”
« I wish I could do something to make
the world better I” and ** How I envy those
who have the ability to work for humaniand

no

sentiments

of

And yet

it is the

lives that are lived, rather than thé words
that are spoken, that tell upon the age,
and, while only a few are conscious of

be-

ing instruments in the achievement of any
great reform, many have
unconsciously
given te it the strength of ach day’s . endeavor. The wave that rises in resistless
power and sweeps away some old landmark of evil, is composed of many drops;
but only a few sparkle in the sunlight at its
_crest. It isnot only by doing, but by being, that the great lessons of life are taught,
and whoever has lived truly and ‘unselfishly, has advanced the noblest interest.

Sitting under the maples a few days ago,
listening, half drowsily, to the rustle of the
leaves, I was

startled into full

conscious-

ness by having placed in my hand, one of
those thin lettered envelopes, which so
become associated in our minds with unlooked-for events, and. sorrowful. experi-

ences.

A telegramin this quiet summer

world seemed an incongruity, almost an
. impertinenee. I held the missive in my

soon ceased

to think

of

spring.

The

shadow

upon

her

rotind

day to ¢¢ a full completeness”

that

only in a nature free from selfish

senior, but

fa-

He seemed, sqmehow, to have gone quite
beyond us all, and the door through which
he had eseaped

was closed and bolted,

and

though we might call never so loudly, his
ears were stopped, and his eyes only looked straight ahead into the darkness beyond.
As I said, mother believed in prayer,
prayer seemed to be of no avail now.

her

deed, I
for her
“Do
said to

but
In-

should hyve given up entirely but
sake.
v
you think God really hears us?” I
her one ‘bight when twelve o'clock

had come without bringing our boy.

¢ Though he slay

but

every

in him,”

me,

shefanswered,

yet

will I trust

solemnly, and there

and

loves.
us tenderly,

and he will save my poor child yet.”
‘ Why does he wait, then, until all our

pre-occu-

pation, a sensibility that was quick to detect every shadow and heartache in those ‘hearts are broken!” I asked, bitterly.
«Hush! Shall we not bear ‘our cross
about her, and that knew how to administer to it with a touch so tender that the pain when we can lean upon his strength ?”
Wili’s stumbling steps broke in upon us,
was almost
cured
by
being
shared.
and
we went to bed again with our heavy
‘ Where's Robin ?” was the first question if
hearts,
but
felt a litule more deeply after
one had met with a disappointment, or had
that
what
it
was
to be a real Christian, and
news from home, if a question was under
discussion, or an entertainment was to be what comfort even in the deepest afllictions
planned.
She kitew it if any one had a to have a Christian’s Hope and faith.
Our lives and our trouble went on
beadache or had missed a meal, and had a
‘Will was twenty-two, before there
knack of sending the cup of tea and slice of
much change. Our greatest fear now
toast just when it was most needed.
that he would desert his home entirely,
And did all this lead to no love-making?
Were no romances more tender than those

we felt if he did that,

there

until
was
was
and

was little hope

left.
The winter came, and in January father
went South to be gone several weeks on
business. One night while he was away,

of friendship woven into the web of this
daily intercourse of young manhood and
womanhood ?
fancy that the feeling a woman inspires
is apt to be in a great measure the reflection

we had waited until two

o'clock

for

face looking like the face of the dead,

never talked of herself, nof of

gomething so strained,

the affection

was

unnatural

and

and ‘aw-

and they could not fail of being better sons,

ceive them. Are we ever prepared to learn
that the world has been impoverished for us

brothers and husbands
Every member of the

« What is it?” T said. <‘ Tam ready, mother, only tell me at once.”
:

any that was unwelcome.

saddened

As I feared,

by
it

proved to be a sorrowful message. * Robin
is dead,” were the few words

it contained,

.»by so much as the withdrawal of a *‘ heart
that loved us?”

beloved by the whole household—but I do
not believe she ever had occasion to say to
any one of

those

young

never marry,” though

they

with a devotion so tender

she had

her

chivalrous,

a

bet-

known

her,

her influence, and honored it

a8

largely

year requested to try the
making up my family of an
of boys and girls.

personal friends, and for ¢ yoars

regarded
and

for good, and I believe it was
ing to that influence, that

“soarcely known outside the circle of her

shall

for that memory.
Faculty recognized

* Who is Robin?” does the reader ask ?

could be galled remarkable, who had none
of the qualities that the world prizes,
neither wealth, beauty, genius, nor the
freshness of early youth. Her name was

“I

that all womanhood was exalted to

A ‘woman who never did

anything that

men,

a power

ow-

+ William believes that he has murdered

a man

to-night. ‘He is here, and nearly

the next frantic,
I dare not leave him, but you
experiment of must dress at once, go to the place and
equal number find out the truth, You are not.afraid ?”

I was

Robbie disappeared from among us—
went hom@'to an invalidism more and more
confirmed, which at length shut her in from
all the world save only

2

a few tender

and

“No,” 1 snswered, hurrying on’ my
clothes. Afraid! What had either-of us to
fear after such a blow ?
In five minutes I had left the, house, and
though it was twentv blocks away, it seem-

been shut within a sick chamber, seen only’ devoted friends. . But it did not extinguish «d but a moment more before I was standwn funy. dud the beautiful, unselfish spirit, that glowed ing before the horrible door. - I rapped, and
the members ot her own
by
e all the more
roug
}
brightly as the. slight form some one came and cautiously asked who
, 88 Mm .thoug
‘have known of wasted, and the beautiful eyes grew more was there. “ A lady,” I answered,and they
Town, rolling ghte go 1 back
Jo
i
her,

i

has been a life, rich

in good influences, beautiful in its minis-

tration to all who knew tor.

and more luminous.

let me fin.

tinue

the

must

have

in

this

recommended me, sir,” calmly

conversation.

He

said,

friends who could

“You

aid you

in

woman was the embodied spirit of home,
Robbie was that woman:
With her every-

1

My

APiNGI KINGDOM:

With life in the great

Sahara, and sketches of the Chase of the Ostrien, Hota, &
By Dal Hi Chaillu. Nu-

———

Brothers.

Yor

New

gravings.

IY

0 men, I will tell you a tory;

12mo. pp. we
Harper &
Once there was a-young man, and he had | Du Chaillu 1871.
is never dull and never uninstructayoung wife and a young: child, and a ive. His pluck and persistence as an African ex-

small purse, and

no house

at all.

found a secluded place where

So he

plorer, his. acquired power Qver the natives, his
success as a hunter in all sorts of operations, and:
his rare faculty of making the story of his exploits attractive in spite of his égotisms and ex--

they could

board, and yet be quiet and by themselves.
Thus his wife ‘was iree from the cares of
housekeeping, and had only to tend her
baby. But this young man, inspired with
wisdom from above—or with the instincts
of a long line of gentlemen, which amounts

travagances, render all his volumes especially.
welcome. This new contribution to the literature of exploration and adventure is full of entertainment, stirring stories, and pictures that

intensify the work

help to impress the facts and

to the same thing—said within himself, «It

The wide-awake boys will
of the imagination.
Pore over it eagerly, and then go to bed to dream

is too much for a woman to be constantly of exciting chases
after wild ‘birds and beasts,
with a baby. Patience and nerve can not and hair-breadth escapes from the desperate sav.
stand it. She needs variety and freedom.” ages ‘Whose loquaintance they have made.
So he committed what ninety-nine men—
and women too—out of a hundred would BATTLES AT Hox.
Mary G. Darling. Boston:
call Superdunetty) exiravagants. With a
Sold Horace
by E. J. LAFulalr. 1870. 16mo. pp. 829.
small

salary,

out - fortune,

without

The story of the Stanley boys, during the vear
of their parents’ absence from home, While they
battled at their grandfather’s with the difficulties
-and evils that beset boys generally, is one of real

household cares, he exercised the most rigid
personal economy, but—kept a nurse to
help his wife take care of the baby.

What is the result?
Well, they have been married a dozen

excellence, It has character without audacity,
religion without cant, and living examples of no.
ble doing without a stilted

years,and have, I should think,about six dozen children, Atleast, the moment you step

unnaturalness.

Miss

Alcott was. exercising her usual 800d judgment;

when she selected and gave it her commendation,

foot in the front entry, children swarm over
the baluster and pour through the doors, and
you can hardly tell whether it is because

and Merry’s Museom, in which it appeared as a
serial, was setting forth the general high character of its contents when it gave it to its readers.

there are so many

It is a live, wholesome, bracing book.

of

them,

whole

brood

is,

or there is so

But the mother of
at

this

moment,

a

How couLD HE ESCAPE? A Temperance Tale.
By Mrs. Julia McNair Wright. New York:

They

Nations) Temp. Society and Pub. House. 1870.
16mo. pp. 324,
Mrs. Wright is devoting herself to the preparation of juvenile temperance literature as to. a
sort of specialty.
It is a worthy cause, and she
serves it with a high purpose and a fair ability.
But she writes quite too much to write always
with vigor and skill, and looseness, thinness and

behave jerfectly well in company,

haste are apparent on the face of her volumes,

and a stranger might be with them a great
while and not suspect the state of things;
but once you get familiar with the house,
you are in constant danger “of surprising
them making love to each other in sly corners, and you have to put on as much
blindness and deafness as if they were ‘“‘engaged " only last week.
| Let alone that, a happy home has given
them such light hearts and clear brainsthat
they have fared like Solomon, and received
not only the happiness they asked. for, but
the riches and honor which they did not ask
for.
Go and do thou Jikewise. — Gail Hamil:

They are fairly good, but she weuld improve the
quality by lessening the quantity.
She has given
us a fearful picture in Guy Davenport,~all the
~more fearful because itis a sample of what is
gone
on about us every day. Itim-

prestes the truth that liquor-drinking is ruinous
to some of the finest characters, that total abstinence is the only safe policy, und especially that

religious principle

and the

grace of God

needed to fortify the strongest human
and make parental teaching adequate.

are

purposes
No other

The quick flash of the deep blue eyes
House has issued so fine a supplyNof popular
was quenched in the overtaking wave of
temperance literature as this. It ought to go
freely into the family and the Sunday school, for
dness, as he said, though halt musingly,
our youth are by no means free from the lability.
¢* My mother said it would be useless to try
to be mastered by the cup.
without friends;” them recollecting him
self, he apologized for the interruption, and
4
‘was about to withdraw, when the gentleman ton, in Harper's Bazar.
Lost IN THE FoG.
By James de Mille, author:
of the “ B. O. W.C.”, &c.
Illustrated. Bosdetained him by asking why he did not retou. fee & Shepard. 1871. 16mo. pp. 316. Sold
main at school for a year or two, and then
J
ane,
Yhdokns.
For overflowing animal spirits like what apenter the business world.
FROM THE GERMAN.
‘pears
in Dickens's Pickwick, for intense sympa“1 have no time,” "was the reply. “I
—
E—
thy with the young America element in boyish
study at home, and keep up with the other
Wishing to prove the sincerity of Yod- life, for ability to tell stories of adventure that at
boys.”
okns’ faith, the Lord, poorly clad, came to once minister to imagination and mental ingenu*“ Then you have had a place already,” his door begging for bread. Yodokns bade ity, the aathor of this series of books has few
said the interrogator. ** Why did you.leave his servant feed the poor man.
** But,”said superiors, And so, with all his ludicrous and
it? on

“I have not left it,” answered the boy,
quietly.
‘4But you wish to leave; what iis the matter ??

For an instant the child hesitated; then
he replied,

with

half-reluctant

frankness,

*¢ I must do more for my mother!’

*

Brave words! talisman of success anywhere, everywhere. They. sank into the
heart of the. listener, recalling the radiant
past.
Grasping the hand of the astonished
child,

he

said,

with

a

quivering

¢ My boy, what is your

name ?

have

for

the

first

vacancy

You

am

voice,

shal

appredtice

‘ If meantime

you

startling extravagance, he is interesting, and, if
not taken in excessive doses,he supplies a healthful mental tonic.

the servant, *‘ we have but one loaf. What,
then, will become of you and me and the
dog?”
“Give,” said Yodokns, ‘‘ The Lord

will provide.”

THE TRON AGE OF GERMANY.
By Franz Hoflman.
With a Historie Sketch of the Time, by
C.P. Krauth, D. D.
Phila.: Lutheran Board
of Publication. 1870. 16mo. pp. 236.
The historical narrative that is here brought

The servant took a knife, and ening the
loaf in four pieces, passed one to the beggar,
saying: ‘‘ Une piece for .you, one for me,

one for Yodokns, and one for our dog.”
Not long after came another ragged,hungry beggar.
“Give him my piece,” said
Yodokns,

outis an installment of what is called the *‘ Fa-

therland Series,” and presents much that is interesting and valuable in German History during
the seventeeth century.
It will of course be especially attractive to the children of German
parentage now growing up in America, and for
them it was very largely designed; but the period and the events have important lessons for
our youth generally, which the author neither
The book is pleasforgets nor fails to impress,
ant apd instructive.

‘“ the Lord will provide.”

Beseeching

for

bread,

the

Lord

again, in the garb of a still more

came

wretched

man.
‘Give him your piece,” said Yodokns, ¢‘ the Lord will provide.” The servant obeyed, and the beggar went away.

But now give

Lame,
blind, and naked appeared the
me your confidence. Why do you wish to Lgrd the fourth time begging for bread.
domore for your mother? Have you no ‘¢ Give him the dog’s piece,” said Yodokns,
father ?”
“ He who feeds the ravens will care for us.”
The servant gave the last piece. As the
Tears filled his eyes as he replied, ¢ My
father is dead, my brothers

dead, and

my

mother

to help each other.

and

sisters are

and I are left alone

But she is not strong,

and I wish to take care of her. It will
please her. sir, hatyou have been go kind,
and I am much obliged to you.” So saying, the boy left, little dreaming that his
own nobleness of character had been as
a bright glance of sunshine into tbat busy
world he had so tremblingly entered. A
boy animated by the desire to help his
mother, will always find friends.—Selected.
ok

The

*

poor man went

foot-print, my

that some

one came

yard

last night.”

;

son,

into

and

there were no men to be seen.

heard

text-books covering the several branches of Natural Science which this author has been preparing.

words:

‘* He who feeds

the

now

show

me

press and illustratiens deserve special praise.

four ships, one for Yodokns, who to-day
fed him four times, one for the servant, one
for the dog, and one for the poor of the

Munn

:

SYNCHRONOLOGY of the principal events in Sa.
cred and Profane History, from the creation of
man to the present time,
Compiled from the
Joost Subentic Joutees, Jaird revised edition,
oston :
Lee
Shepard. 1371.
octavo.
.
820. "Sold by E. J. Lane,
.
0: PP
' A large amount'of careful and; [painstaking labor has been expended in the preparation of this
volume, and the results of it are very valuable to
the student and the general reader.
All the most
important events that are taken note of by the
rsecular and sacred historians are here collected,
classified, arranged, indexed and exhibited so as
to muke them available for ready use, The best
authorities have been consulted, and: the whole
work of the compiler appears to have been done

some of the foot-piints of : the Creator !”
Benny looked up in surprise.
*“I don’t understand you, father,” Benny
said.
‘ Well,who made all these beautiful flowers; these splendid trees; the clouds up
in the sky; the great sound earth, and sey
the mighty sun flaming in the heavens, with great conscientiousness and fidelity.
It
and started the bright moon to rolling will prove an immense labor-saving apparatus to
almost every one who has occasion to refer to
round the world P”
¢ Oh, God, to be sure!”

‘‘ Then all these things are but foot-prints
of the Creator. They are a sign that there
is a Creator, and that he has been here.
See this ice-plant that I hold,—man could

never have made it; see all the glistening
grass,—hear all the chirping birds,—man

did not, nor could not make

them!

God

made them, and they are all simple * footprints ? of the Great Creator, to prove to us
that there is a good and great God, whom
we Jove, worship and obey. Da Jou understand P”
sir, I understand very

well now,

authorities in order to locate events, or exhibit
the marked characteristics of any special period
or people. It is one ef those useful volumes
that make little show, but yield a very ample
service to the possessor. The publishers have
put this edition into a substantial and astractive
form,

VAGABOND

ADVENTURES.

By

Ralph

Keeler.

Boston: Flelds, Osgood& Co. 1870. 16mo.

0s PP p.

974. Sold.by E. J. Lane.

More or less of the material worked
this volume has appeared in the shape

zine articles, and was relished.
ography of a vagabond, who
while young, traversed the

up into.
of maga~

Itis the autobibecame a runaway
country as a negro

minstrel and
various other capacities, studied
and I thank you for teaching me that les. for a year fm inCatholic
institution, went abroad
sop. ”.

and made the tour of Europe, besides staying for
a time as a student in Heidelberg University,—
accomplishing this whole last mentioned thing at
an outlay of less than three hundred dollars, It
is an interesting and suggestive story which he
tells in somewhat the style of Mr. Barnum,though
his method of life is by no means such as a dis-

creet man would suggest as a model for boys and
young men generally. The style of the book is
simple, plain, cultivated and taking,

method,

us with the idea that the author has here achieve
ed one of his most signal successes, The leiter-

sends

Literary RReview.

are thoroughly scientific in

alike in what they tell and in what they omit,
and there is never a forgetfuless of what is really wanted in the school-room.
A partial examination of this work on Geology impresses

But a white
ravens,

They

equafly clear and exact in statement, admirable

flag was waving on which gleamed these

it isa

our front

‘It must be,” replied Benny, * for there
could not be a foot-print without somebody
had been there to make it.”
‘That is true, Benjamin, and

was.

shalt thou receive.”
i
They looked from the window fa, behold, four ships were approaching in the
river, loaded with bread, fruit and wine,
The servant hastened to the shore where

———

“It is a

a voice

saying, ‘‘ Greatis thy faith, thou true disciple of the Lord. AS thon believest, so

¢¢ What is that, father ?”- asked Benny.
sign

away,

Tae frony OF THE ROCKS. A Fourteen Weeks’
Course in Popular Geology,
By J. Dorman
Steele, A. M., Ph.
D
ew York: A. 8S.
Barnes& Co.
1871. 12mo. pp. 280.
We have been glad to commend the series of

Lord. §

Foot-prints.

Stone's sister. Is the man dead ?”
‘* The docter is just here. We shall soon | It is not required that a man shall ways
tye "Christian,
“ Will you bé perfect in orderto be a
thing
was
for
use,
and
to
everything
she
know,”
one of them answered.
boys
of
head of a large family
oh
But
itis
required
that
he
should
be a sinng men, Both sexes were associ- touched she lent something of her own sit down, Miss P”
4
cere
seeker
after
perfection.
It
is
requirI
sat
down,and
the
four
or
five
men
there
ated ia the school, butit was not thought grace. Such a comfortable disposition as
ed that he should be moving forward, and
slunk
back
into
the
corner
and
kept
silent.
she
could
make
of
chairs
and
footstool,
to have them domiciled together
advancing up the straight and NAITOW Way
: in the house. Into this household came, such a knack as she had of making a few I can not say how long [ waited, the tinie’ of life.
seemed
neither
long
nor
short,I
was
in
such
of wae plants in pots do duty fora whole conserv{Young ey ta Seg

Fourteen years ago, I was associated
schoolin a certain western town,

Story for Husbands.

bank

obtaining a situation ; have yau told them?”

‘Yes,

I could see that my white face frightened
A year ago last fall she came to me for a
last visit, and spent the winter. If ever them, but I said at once, ‘1 am William

4

much offwhat there are.

answered the boy.” I only Shoughs I would
see.”
There was a straighiforwardness§ in the
manner, an honest determination in the
countenance of the lad, which pleased .the
man of business, and induced him to con-

Will,

and then I went to bed, thinking mother
would soon follow, and was lost directly in
an uneasy sleep. Mother’s touch and call
awoke me. - She was standing over me,her

of her own ; that if she stirs the sensesit is
because she is sensuous ; if she isthe heroine of a romance, itis because she has already been dreaming of
hero.
Robin

which she inspired—and certainly she

‘“ No one

place

need a friend, come to me.

us,

As

healthy, happy, handsome, charming womwhich I could fill?” was the inquiry of a an; as dignified as a queen, as fresh and
boy, as with glowing cheek he stood be- werry as.a girl, and just as fondly and foolishly and—if you will pardon the word—
fore the manager.
. *“ There is none,” was the reply. ‘ Were spoonily in love with her husband as she
you told that you could obtain a situation was the day she married him. And he is
as deep in the mud as.ghe is in the mire.
here? Who recommended you ?"”
there
a vacant

that occurs in the bank.

bears

A

;

the
‘“Is

that God

ter definitipn, for their having

peculiar reluctance to being

felt a

A Mother's Boy.

seemed to be such a glory shining in her
face, that it half frightened me. * “I know

should

leave:nothing to regret.
' She had that fine sensibility that can exist

my

I could net help or influence Will an atom.

future

present,

yeafs

and though the tidings had been long expected, I did not feel quite prepared to re-

I was too content to

care mueh for good news even, and

©

Will was four

ther and mother
both leaned upon and counseled with me, $6 that it made me woman:
ly young. 1 was proud and glad that I
could help them to bear their burdens, but

fal in her voice that I was wide awake in a
flash.
“Can you understand me, my child?”
she said, trying as well as she could not to
alarm me.
“Yes,” I answered, trembling. “ What
is it P”
:
God help us both! Be strong,my dear.
The very worst has come.”

hand, loth to open it.

©

we

{never seemed to darken "her
‘rather to make ner eager to

ty!” are exclamations often heard,

knew and felt was anchored upon the ever-

lasting rock of love. Will had a kind heart
in one way, but he was reckless, unmanageable, utterly given up to his own selfish
pleasures, and as he grew older he grew
worse, until dear mother’s patient face began to get white and old with anxiety, and
father’s eyes seemed to look around for hel
It was the skeleton which never k
hearts, which weighed down our
banished happiness from our ho
day we knew that the very worsyf disgrace
might come upon us; we wgfe
sure of
nothing save that the devil had our darling
in his awful grasp, and that we loved him
too well to give him
p.

by any cther name. To the domestics and
the little boys, she was *¢ Miss Robin;” to
| the rest of us, simply
Robin. Welcome
“| always and everywhere, as the
(firsh robin

People Worth Knowing.

these who utter them.

beautiful,

Mother believed in prayer, and so did I,
but'my faith was as a drop in’ the ocean
compared to hers. I used often to wonder
how it happened that she should have had
so wild a boy as Will, ‘for there were only
we two. We had been brought up with the
greatest strictness, though that rigor we

Predestined to feeble health, almost certain of an early death, she resigned the
hopes and anticipations that make the
haven of a young girl's dreams, bravely
: accepting the present, living’ out of herself,
and contributing to the happiness of all
she met. How she came by the name of
Robin, I doubt if any one could tel. It
became a part of her shortly after she came

Yet we may find in the great Somewhere,

Saved.

This story will moisten some eyes which

ized by the most unsullied purity, the most

The light of its tender dawn.

Man

have looked on like cases of wayward boys
before:

refined taste.

shore,

Our feet have journeying gone;
And days that have faded cau know no more

honest

increased

was always simple, but of the finest material, and .most exquisite finish. It expressed and was a part of her, and, like
everything belonging to her, was character-

‘Where the land of the beautiful lies.
Yet all have wandered its bright vales through,
In the quiet of peaceful hours;

the

it

most perfect embodiments of pure womanliness that I have ever known. Her dress

The glow of the mystic sky appears,

doubt express

and

neither was she brilliant nor scholarly, ang
she was as free from coquettish arts as a
saint or a Madonna ; but she was one of the

‘Work unfinished that souls begun,
Made perfect, there live again.

But hour by hour, from the hidden

arrival,

steadily till the day she left.
1 have said thatshe was not

Loving deeds that the hands have done,—
Sheaves of life’s ripened grain;

DECEMBER21. 1870.

——

the propriety of educating

And guards it with sentry stars.

°

A Young

who

I would like to have any one who doubts

‘Was wafted by fitful breeze.
For where her radiant shores unfold,
Night stretches her purple bars,
And fastens it in with her gates of gold,

STAR:

atory, and getting a whole Christmas out of a fearful whirl, but atlastthe doctor came
a few sprays of evergreen !
out of an ante-room and beckoned to me.
If little ‘Brown eyes” was missing at ‘¢ He has come to. He was only stunned,”
bed-time, she was sure to be found in Rob- he whispered,
bie's room ; if an exquisite poem or a choice
‘“Thank God! I will never doubt his
sentiment was met in the day's reading, it ‘love again,” I said, in a burst of gratitude.
must be shared with Robbie; everything
“¢ Will you let me see him with my own
that was best and sweetest in the home-life eyes?” I went in with him, and found the
gravitated to her. Robbie's room was the man so that he could speak, and he began
center of the home, the rest was circumfer- to tell me that he didn't ‘blame Stone.
ence. . And itis hers still ;. she consecrated ‘‘ They had both taken a little too much,”
it to tender and touching memories of and then the doctor said he would take me
patience
and resignation ; she filled # with home if I pleased.
her presence and made it ever after the
I knew what it was to be thankful that
shrine ‘of our loving remembrance, the night, when I was hurrying back to mother
Mecca of our best aspirations.
and«Will. How we did pray? It was as it
"And has this life done nothing forhuman- we were saved from a fiery furnace, a hority? Is the world no better, that such as rible pit which had well nigh swallowed us
she has lived and died? Is Robbie's life a up. Whatever our boy was, he was not,
failure, because she went all her days at- thank God, a murderer! Three weeks later,
tended by the angels of sorrow and self- when father came home, Will was ** clothed
sacrifice? Because she could never know and in his right mind.”
the romance of love, or enjoy the sweet
You will not wonder now, that, years
satisfactions of wifehood and maternity? | after; we bade our boy .good-by, and saw
There is nothing that fills my hearst with a him sail away a missionary to foreign lands,
deeper gratitude than the conviction that with glad hearts, for though half the world
no true life ean be a failure either to its rolls between us, and we may never look
possessor or tothe world ; it is rich in frui- upon his mortal face again, we are all go-tion, rhythmieal with divinest harmonies. | ing together towards heaven, and after our
— Woman's Journal.
past, what could we ask more than this?—
Advemoe.~

sat near her.

But never a ship to that magic strand

Over the fathomless summer

I

not known my friend’s purity and sweetness, I might have felt some anxiety. As
iv was, I had none, and gave myself unreservedly to the enjoyment of this experiment of spiritual chemistry.
‘My friend's arrival had been expected
with no little interest ; and there was a visible stir as she took her place beside me for
the first time,in the long dining-room: She

4
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& Co., 37 Park Row, New York, have -

prepared a neat little volume, containing the
United States Patent Law, and full instructions
| touching the method of obtaining patents for new
inventions, besides a good deal of information
such as mechanics would profit by mastering.
3
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By J.
Co.,

New

Well designed, tastefully executed and im every
respect suited to interest children in
read.” Price, 50 cts.

learning

to.

Pamphlets: Magazines, &oc.
. Messrs. Hoyt, Fogg & Breed, of Portland, Me.,
issue a neat pamphlet entitled THE Two MONU=
MENTS, contrasting heaven gained and heaven
lost, by various exercises, readings, recitations
from Scripture and the peets, by tbe use of
blocks, &c., prepared for use in Sabbath School
concerts.
It seems calculated, when skillfully
managed, to render the lesson taught impressive; though we doubt whether exercises of this
sort are just the thing for Sabbath evenings, But

this exercise has its place and may serve
purpose.

a high

a

THE LIVING AGE, which deserves all sorts of
good words, promises

for the next year

a No. 1

Serial story from the German author Reuter,
one from Maedonald, &e. These will add to its
general popularity, we have no doubt; but the

solid ‘merits of this weekly magazine, growing
out of its admirable work in epitomizing our no-

ticeable foreign literature, makes it in its own
department supreme and unapproachuble, Be.
ton: Littell & Gay:

Harper and Brothers issue No.
lect Library of Novels, It is’
THISTLES—GRAPES, It is from
Eiloart who puts brain, art and
her productions,

352 of their Seentitled, From
the pen of Mrs.
character into

THE OLD FRANKLIN ‘ALMANAC for 1871 fis
unusually full and varied in its information, giving an immense number of arranged events
which have distinguished the year that is just
ending, and so epitomizing for us the story of
the world’s life for 1870. Itis published by A.
Wineh, Phlila., who onght to sell immense odi-

‘tions,

A

THE MORNING STAR: DECEMBER 21, 1870.
eT

Thropph this forest, and by the side’
magnificent body, Generals Grant and
had been

riding

together;

this
Ord

and their well-

mounted staffs and escorts formed a large
and sprightly cavalcade, winding in and
Mr. Carlyle has had his s¥y on the Euro- out between the trees, here comparatively
pean war, and brought out his idea of the free from undergrowth. Their rattling satwo national combatants, His old love of bers, and their greater 'vivacity, the more
quickly-moviag horses, and the occasional
German vigor and toughness appears in change of pace or direction, gave more of
full force, as well as his hatred of show the notion of mobility than the monotonous
and bluster and finesse which belong to the tramp, tramp, of the infantry. The swift‘:

r—

French as a people.

He has not forgotten iy mlling sun in the clear heavens threw

to pile up epithets, nor how to fashion

shadows that magnified the originals into

force, and the tyranhieal will/that tramples

move ahead at a livelier gate; the mingled staffs had said good-by, and were
again gathered into their proper . groups;
the escorts had closed up in their respective places,—when from the right and

an army of giants; while. its direct rays
his grotesque and jagged and plunging glorified all they touched. Ord had just
sentences. He has a) intense Jove of sheer fallen back; and Grant was beginning to

ruthlessly down what it can not attract,
wears the old royalty in his eyes.
But

even the most infense partisan of Germany
will hardly thank him forthe extravagance

rear, two

troopers

in

the

rebel

uniform

for he is so manifestly un- dashed out of the wood on literally foamflecked horses. They were only two; but
severity is likely to react and induce sym- to the outward eye their dusty gray clothes,
their long hair and wild aspect, and their
pathy for France. But we print his latest general appearance,indescribaole, but typiword as one of the literary curiosities of the cal of the Southern cavalry, marked them
as unquestionably rebels. But their bold
times :
No nation ever had so bad a neighbor as and rapid advance directly up to the col‘Germany has had in France for the last umn declared them, - although personally
Inquiring for
400 years; bad in all manner of ways; in- unrecognized, as scouts.
Grant, they fairly pushed their
solent, rapacious, insatiable, unappeasable, General
horses to a run, in their eagerness to overcontinually aggressive.
And wow, furthermore, in all history take him when the squadron that followed:
there is no insolent, unjust neighbor that nim was pointed out. Just as our party
game up, Grant, who had halted and
ever got so complete, instantaneous and |883lLin
apatch, imperturbable as ever,
ignominious a smashing down as Fran®&Tc?
;
Wo of hiz==stafl:
‘‘ Col.—and
has now got from Germany.
Germany
, I wish you to go
‘With’ me.”
after 400 years of ill-usage, and generd¥fy Col.
ill-fortune, from that neighbor, has at last While a led horse was being prdpared, he
the great happiness to see its enemy fairly spoke a few words to his adjutayt-general,
of his cursing,

in

this manner;

and Germany,

I do

and, before

is worth
hei :
ng 8.—1'r sl use.

remounting, wrote a line or
saddled horse as a desk.
ceaseless stream of infan-

to

consider

fell over the coop of a skylight. '
\
Presently another old
entleman ' was

projected from the same
oor with great
violence. I aaid:
¢¢ Calm yourself, sir—there is no hurry.
It is a fine day, sir.”
He also put his hand on his sgomach and
said, ‘Oh, my!" and reeled away.
Ia a little while another veteran was discharged abruptly from the same door,
clawing at the air for a saving support. I
said :
;
- ¢ Good morning, sir. It is a fine day
for pleasuring. You were about to say—"
6 Oh,

my

nm

I thought so. I had anticipated him,
anyhow. [stayed there and was bombarded with old gentlemen for an hour, perhaps, and alll got out of them was ‘‘ Oh,
my

Among
velous

which

attract

the

traveler's

of the snake-charmers.

atten-

home was the resting

the

house—a

very

previously

of

God’s

Stevens.

er

into the interior of the house, ledt they may
have snakes hidden either inthe folds of

their *‘caftans,” or long flowing robes, or
in those of their *‘libas,’’ or baggy trowsers.

y
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HE FALL TERM of this institution will 0;
Aug. 23. Its courses ot study are as follows:
emale Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
Painting.
In Male Department—Clagsical, English
and Scientific, Commercial. Superior facilities are
furnished to Young Men Fitting
for College. Its
Commercial Department is one of the Most
88.

His

servants.

Funeral
Rev. J,

ful in the state,

"CoM.

Terms

moderate.

mation, send for Catalogue.
Fh

For full infor-

¥
ad
J. 8. GARDNER, Prin,

Whitestown, N. Yi, July 22, 70.

N. H., Oct. 20d, very suddenly, of neuralgia of
the heart, aged 66 years and 4 months.
Mrs.
Bartlett leaves a large family of children, who,
with their father, and a large circle of friends
deeply mourn their loss. Truly “a mother in
Israel basfailen.”
Mrs. B. made a public professionof religion when but a child, and then
united with a’ Baptist church, but afterwards,
when it failed to sustain itself, she felt that it
was not meet for her to be an idler in the “vineyard of the Lord,” and joined her hand and efforts with any, who were trying to build up the
church of Christ.
She was a member of the K.
Baptist church when she died.
Her
house
was a welcome home for any of God’s servants.

to their being introduced

ni

ras
WiNEER TERM of Lebanon
Academy will
commence on Tuesday, Nov.
2 , and co
nse
ten weeks under the followimy instructors:
G.
" Pearson, A. B., Principal; Miss M. H, Feinald, Preceptress, and teacher . of Instruwental Music; Mx
E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawmg;T. A. Stacy, téae!
ér ‘of Penmanship and Vocal Music; Miss Ay, V.
Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.
Hof

NANCY F., wife of E. G. Bartlett, died'in Hill,

common occurrence

in the warm climate ot Egypt—and, if
there be such snakes, to allure them from
their hiding-places.
The first ‘measure usually resorted to by
the wary spectator is to cause the performers to be thoroughly searched in the courtyard

place

He lived,in faith and died in hope.
sermon on the 6th ‘ult. Sermon by

wi

Ten mires west of Boston. Instruction thorough,
careful, complete. Advantages for Music, PaintingFrench and
German, unsurpassed. Particular atten,
tion paid to common and . solid branches. Teachers
chosen with great care. (Combines the advantages
and cemforts of 4 school and home.) Number
lim:
ited to 40, Next year begins September 15.
Address
CHAS. W. CUSHING. «

endeared

maintained his profession without wavering.

These men belong

to the order of Riface Dervises.
They
profess to discover the presence of any
venomous snakes which may be concealed
in

kindness had

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS:

|

him
to all their hearts, and whose example in
life was safe for all to follow.
Bro. I. experienced 4 hopein Christin June, 1823; was bap~
tized by Rev. John Stevens in the early part of
his ministry, and united with the F.
Baptists in L. at the time of his baptism, and ever

tion ‘in Egypt, beyond even the mysterious
proceedings of the Cairene magician
who
professes to summon the dead to lifg,
may
be mentioned the interesting performauces

hd

1 went away, then, in a thoughtful mood.
I said, this is a good pleasure excursion.
1 like it. The .passengers are not garru-

whose faithfulness and

the sights bordering on the mar-.

407

LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY.

MARTHA, widow of Chase Wedgwood, died in
and not the slightest
shame appears to be
years. She
felt by any party to
transacuon. Thus Sandwich, N. H., Sept. 28, aged was.90 baptized
in
was born in Lewiston, Me.
also the mad cap frolics of Mr. SBawyeit 1538
9
by Rev. H. Webber, and united with the F',
and Mr. Allen in the post chaise during Baptist church in 8.;of which she remained
their journey from Bristol to Birmingham a member until removed by ‘death. Six sons
At Set.
Se
Ep
—frolics which ‘in our times would call and two daughters mourn their loss, with: the
satisfaction that'it is her. gain. Her life was
By some happy fortune I. was not sea- for the interference of the police, and rich in Christian experience, and her end was
sick. That was a thing to be proud of. I inspire the writers of sensational leaders peace. Sermon by Rev. C, H. Kimball.
!
OM.
had not always ese
re. If there is in the penny papers .to tremendous out- 5
one thing in the world th\t will make a bursts of virtuous indignation—are looked
MARILLA, only daughter of Granville and Betsey
man insufferably and peculifrly self-con- upon in ‘Pickwick’ as thoroughly every- Guptill, died in Berwick, Me., Sept. 8th, of searJet fever, aged12 years and 6 months,
She inceited, it is to have his stom
behave it- day occurrences ; and equally as a matter of dulged
a nope in Christ last winter during a reself the first day at sea, when nearly all his course does the author take the drunken vival interest in the community. Owing no
comrades are sea-sick. Soon a venerable episodes of the Eatandwill election— an doubt to a retiring and diffident disposition, she
fossil, shawled to the chin, and bandaged electiof which, in this pure and upright never went forward in the ordinance of baptism,
but maintained a life of prayer and devotion,
like a mummy, appeared at the door of the age, would lead to a grave judicial inquiry,
and we . trust bas gone home to dwell with
after deck-house, and’ the next lurch of the aud 8 Blue book as heavy as a cart load of | Christ.
Services by the writer.
ricks,
:
i
.ship shot him into my arms. I said:
JN ABON.
“ Good morning, sir. It's a fine day.”
JonN EpccoMs died in Limington, Nov. 4th,
He put his hand on his stomach and said,
aged’ 76 years and- 11
months,
leaving a
The Snake-Charmer.
¢¢Oh, my I” and then staggered away and
wife and 5 children, to mourn the loss of one
—

just in his extreme speech, that his very

down

rs,
nee

at

'
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LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Carlyle on the Belligerents.

“how
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EVANSVILLE

SEMINARY.

TEE WINTER TERM of this Institution will open
Dec. 6, continuing 12 weeks,
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,560.

Board, $3,00,

For further particulars. address the Principal,
REV. G. S. BRADLEY, Prin,
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Evansville, Wis., July 21, 1870.
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HOUSEHOLD
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i
contains in eveny number one complete
RATA
+ prize story valued at $100. Forty pages
of other matter. Yearly, $1. Sold by News-dealers at
10 ets. per copy. Splendid Premiums.
$500 eash to be
awarded for prize clubs. Specimen copy free, Address
8. 8. WOOD, Newburgh, N.Y.
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lous, but still they are sociable.
like Sometimes they are forced to deposit their The poor and needy will miss lier helping hand
those old people, but somehow they all voluminous garments in some corner of the and her words of sympathy and comfort. G
court-yard, and as an additional precaution
OM.
by his side; the lower and seem to have the ** Oh, my!” rather bad.
BRISTOL SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE.
greater shadows from the
I knew what was the matter with them. they are made to tuck up the loose sleeves
DEA. CORNELIUS MILLER died very suddenly
$25,00.
of
their
‘‘kamis,”
or
shirts,
after
these
have
of apoplexy at his residence in Harmony, Wis.,
There is no law of nature that I know of, huge trees, and still brighter beams from They were sea-sick. And I was glad of it. been as closely examined as the rest of Nov.
This is a First-class Machine, has the Wnderfeed,
26,1870, aged nearly seventy years. He
the
polished
barrels;
the
great
clusters
of
We
all
like
to
see
people
sea-sick
when
we
no heaven's act of Parliament, whereby
makes the Lock Stich,-and for family use is warangwas born in Columbia, N. York, and was among
Hi
are not, ourselves.
Playing whist by the their clothes.
ed equal to any $60 Machine. AGENTS WANTED.
France, alone. of terrestrial beings, shall horsemen again coalesced, full of chat and
the early settlers of this country ; having resided
Address,
:
:
5
When all possible precautions have been
conjecture
;
the
hard-riding
scouts
at
first
cabin
lamps
when
it
is
storming
outside
is
in the immediate
vicinity of his death about
not restore any portion of her plundered
taken,
the
snake-charmers
are
allowed
to
J. W. Bristol, 131 Pear] st., Boston, Mass, |
looseried
and
then
tightened
their
horses’
twenty-five years. He was eminently a Chrispleasant; walking the quarter-deck in the
gouds when the owners they were wrenchpleasant; smoking in the enter the house. Immediately on admission tian, highly esteemed by an extensive acquaint1
ed from have an opportunity upon them. girths and their own belts; and then, just moonlight is
ance for his manly and Christian virtues.
Death
as
the
sun
went
down,
the
lieutenant-genVINEG AR
How madé from Cider, Wine,
Mo
breezy
foretop
is
pleasant, when one is not they assume an air of mystery, strike the came
To nobody, except to France herself, for
so
suddenly
that
he
had
no
time
for
unusu¢ lasses or Sorgham, in 10 hours w
walls and floor with a short palm stick,
the moment can it be creditable that there eral and the two aides, with an orderly or afraid to go up there ; but. these are all fee- whistle, make a-chuckling noise with the al preparation; still, his friends are assured that out BSR drugs, For circular address F. I. Sage
1y33
is such a law of nature. Alsace and Lor- two and the mysterious strangers, started ble and common-place compared with the tongue, 2nd spit on the ground, exclaiming, his work jvas well done. He was" found as he Vinegar Maker, Cromwell, Ct.
lived, with
his lamp trimmed
and burning,
raine were not got, either of them, in so off on a long trot directly through the dark- joy of seeing people suffering the miseries “I adjure ye, if ye be above or" below,
He
was
a8
well
as
usual,
and
enjoyed
a
family
Mark Twain.
PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
divine a manner as to render that a prob- ening forest, at right anglesto our line of of sea-sickness.—
that ye come forth;” *I adjure ye by the visit with his children on Thursday, and. on Saturday
crossed
over
the
‘‘silent
river”
ahd
comability, The cunning of Richelieu, the march, and into a country, which, if it
HE
FALL TERM of this Institution will
most great name, if ye be obedient, come
They were
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under the permeneed Thanksgiving anew with the wife and
grandiose long-aword of Louis XIV., these held anything, held rebels.
forth, and if ye be disobedient, die! die!” mother of his children. Funeral services were sonal supervision of
oing to the column; for Grant had news
are the only titles of France to those GerHooker.
However close may have been the previous conducted by the writer, assisted by Rev. R.
We had had a glimpse of
MADISON K, MABRY, Principal,
man countries,
Richelieu screwed them in Sheridan.
Cooly, of Johnstown.
R. W. BRYANT.
search in every corner of the apartment,
the
romance
of
war.—0ld
&
New,
loose (and by happy accident, there was a
assisted
by
J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
and
in
every
piece
of
furniture
and
hanging
His capacious soul was lodged in one of
EDMOND RAND died in Deerfield, Oct. 20% in Natural Sciences
and Vocal Music; Miss M. A. Pike
Turenne, as General, got screwed along
the feeblest of bodies. Physiologists are drapery, in about ten minutes, generally the 69ch year of his age. The deceased embrac- Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Drawwith them.)
ed
the
Saviour
in
early
life,
was
baptized
and
‘Winter Fashions.
never weary of tellifg us that masculine speaking, after these exclamations; a snake united with the church of God, and ever sustain- ing; Miss J. B. Stanley, Teacher of Instrumental
»
[]
*
.
»
»
Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, Teach»
health is necessary to the vigor of the is dislodged from one of the projecting ed an unblemished Christian character. Ee was Musie,
—
GW
er of * Spencerian
System’ of Penmanship; Miss
The French complain dreadfully of threatcupboards with which most rooms are an every-day Christian. He loved the family Abbie Mabry, Primary Department,
mind;
but
the
vast
mental
strength
of
“We shall be compelled,” say the auened “loss of honor,” and lamentable byTuition:
Common
English, $3,00; ligher English,
lined,
or
drops
from
the
woodwork
of
the
altar,
the
Sabbatn
and
the
sanctuary.
He
devotLanguages, $6,00; Music, $8,00; Use of Instanders plead earnestly, ‘Do n't dishonor thorities among our milliners, ‘‘to import Hooker was independent of his. physical ceiling.
The result of any incredulous ed his earlier years to the business of teaching in $4,00;
constitution.
His
appearance
in
the
pulstrument,
$2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; Penof
France; leave poot France's honor bright.” our Winter styles from Berlin instead
public schools, and was also during most of manehip, $1,50.
conveyed n6 idea of a great man. expressions on the part of the spectator, the
his life a teacher or superintendent of the SabBat will it save the honor of France to Paris.” In our admiring ignorance of our pit
Board, $3,00 per week. Wood and lights extra.
Small in stature, with a low voice, using who may imagine the snake to be harmless bath school. As a man of business he was capa- Rooms
for those desiring
to beard themselves.
refuse paying for the glass she has invol- wives and daughters, we always supposed no gesture, never moving his person or is to make the snake-charmer excessively ble, scholarly and upright; as a citizen, widely Books furnished
by the Principal-at Portland prices.
untarily broken in her neighbor’s windows? they only submitted to the dictation of Eu- lifting his eyes from his sermon, he seemed indignant. He generally seizes one of respected and beloved—and often elected to
A Teacher's Class will be formed for the purpose
The attack upon the windows was her genie !n their dress from the indolence in- the very impersonation of clerical incapaci- the snakes by the neck, and after displaying offices of responsibility and trust; as a father, of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
coming winter, Especial attention paid those
dishonor. ~Signally disgraceful to any na- duced by old-established custom, and would ty and dullness; but soon the ‘thoughtful his fangs, tears him to pieces with his kind and affectionate. During his last illness he the
students preparing for College.
;
tion was her late assavlt on Germany; gladly now bestir themselves to show how listener found his mind fascinated by the au- teeth, spitting out the bits on the ground seemed to be ripening for heaven, and often ex,
M. E. SWEAT, M. D., Sec. of Trus,
|
pressed a readiness and wish to go home. -He
Parsonsfleld, June 27,70.
equally signal has been the ignominv of much more picturesquely their own artistic tomaton speaker; a still, devout ecstasy with an exeited, defiant air.
died in the . triumphs of faith. One less thére
its execution on the part of France. The eyes and skillful fingers could set off their breathed from the pallid lips; the proThe only solution of this mystery is that is on earth, one more in heaven.
THE
honor of France can be saved ouly by the beauty. Why they should wait orders from foundest thought and the most extensive as these dervises make it a practice to tame
deep repentance of France, and by the ser- the stout Prussian Frauens and Frauleins as learning found calm expression in the low snakes, live habitually with them, and are
Suan
CHOOL
ORKMAN.
Academies, &ce.
ous, determination never to-do so again to what hats or petticoats to wear, is inex- accent;
not very cleanly in their habits, their bodies
and
more
surprising
still,
the
But
—to do the reverse of so forever henee- plicable tb the dull masculine mind.
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~CHOOL
ORKMAN.
somewhat rude mother tongue'of English- and clothes become deeply impregnated
HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
forth. In that way may the honorof France they knaw best what théy can do. If they men was heard for the first time from the with the pungent oil which collects on the
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Term
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College
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on,
Live
Paper
for
8S.
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Teachers,
again gradually brighten to the hight of its write down their own taste as nil, doubtless lips of a master of prose-composition, dem- surface of the snake's skin, and thus the Tuesday, December 6th, 1870.
;
And all others interested in the cause of the religious
old splendor, far beyond the First Napole- they have reason. Far be it from us to con- onstrating its capacity for all the purposes latter reptile, being gifted with strong
Catalogues will bé sent on application to the Seceducation of our children,
>
retary.
onie, much more the Third, or any recent tradict them.
olfactory nerves,is immediately made aware
of
the
most
refined
and
most
enlarged
philL.P. REYNOLDS, Sec.
JAMES
CALDER,
Pres,
REV. ALFRED TAYLOR, Editor.
But why, if we borrow our basques and
sort, and offer again to cur voluntary love
osophic
thought.
Indeed, the “serene of an odor which appears to indicate the
3w33
Price $150 a year, in advance.
Liberal reduction
and grateful esumation all the fine and bullions from the Germans, should we not might of Hooker's soul is perhaps most ob- presence of members of his family,and comes
to Clubs.
To Ministers only $1 a year, in
advance.
are
there
if
graceful qualities Nature has implicated in go a little further, and look
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lesson
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from
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to
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them.
be viously perceived in his style—in the easy — Harper's Ba. ar.
leaves on the two great popular series, the National
the French.
Kor the present, 1 must say, none of their customs which it would
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his
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the
Berean.
Only
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cents
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@omplete courses of study - THE SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKMAN is issued Every
France looks ‘more and more delirious, mis- worth while to import? Where the present purpose a language not yet trained into a
for both seXgS,
*
erable, blamable, pitiable and even con- American idea of fashionable life and code ready vehicle of philosophical expression.
Week, G.
H. RICKER, Principal.
91 Broadway, New York,
temptible.
She refuses to see tho facts of etiquette had its origin, it would be hard
North Scituate, R. L., Oct. 10, 1870.
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if
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writer
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time
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power
in
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the penalties she has brought upon herself, worst French and worst English; nothing construction of long sentences—those senwill commence
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A France scattered into anarchic ruin, with- more hopelessly bad it is certain, can be tences in which the thought, and ‘the atNov. 28, 1570. For particulars apply to the
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distinguishable from feet, or rabble; min- Fashionable life in New York and the other tions of the thought, are all included in one
Waterbury Center, Vt,, 1870.
can Catarrh Remedy cannot cure. Price ‘per pack
isters flying up in balloons ballasted with large cities is as dissolute and frothy as that sweeping period, which gathers clause ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
age $1.25, (two bottles.)
For sale by all Druggists.
nothing but outrageous public lies; procla- of Paris, withont its wit, and as Bervile as after clause as it rolls melodiously on to patronize it, must accompany them with cash THE LYNDON LITERARY AND BIB.
CARRUTHERS
& DEMERITT,
“ LICAL INSTITUTION
mations gf victories that were creatures of that of England, without its rank. By the its foreseen conclusion, and having the equal to five cents line, to insure an insertion.
120 Hanover Street, Boston.
Send for circular and
the
mean
course,
of
not,
altogether
do
,home
testimonials.
Brevity
is
specially
important.
Not
more
than
a
we
subsisting
fashionable
government
a
;
fancy
general gravity and grandeur of its moduILL ‘open its First Term at Lyndon Center,
y
‘best
and
highest
society
of
the
cities
;
‘‘there
bloodshed
horrid
that
single
square
can
well
be
afforded
to
any
single
on mendacity,&illing
Vermont, on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for
lated movement pervaded by an inexpresthe Academical year 1870-71.
should continue’ and increase rather than is as much difference in their bloods,” quoth sibly sweet undertone of individual senti- obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
or
CALENDAR
Pal) term begins August 23; ends
ivory,
that they, beautiful, Republican creatures, Salarino , ** as between jet and
ment. And the strength is free from every
ov. 4.
0SCAR
K.
GRANT,
of
South
Berwick,
Me:,
¢ guidance of it; I red wine and Rhenish.” But Fashion is a
should cease to ha
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
fretful and morbid quality which commonin Washington, D. C., Dec. 5, aged 45 years Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14, 1871.
know not when of whére thére was seen a power the strength and firmness of whose ly taints the performances of a strong mind died
and 9 months. rule
Com.
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871.
by
understood
little
is
If,
minds
weak
dishonor.
over
rule
nation so covering itself With
lodged in a sickly body. It is as “serene,
The Institution will be under the charge of
For
1871,
\
MATIE, aged 17 months,died in St. Johnsbury,
among this muititude of spmpathetic by- those who are above it. The mandate of wholesome and comprehensive as it is powMR. GEORGE W. WORTHEN, Principal. ,
3
:
¥
Vt., July 22d, and
THE FIRST EDITION OF ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY
Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.
:
standers, France have any true frivnd, his the woman of fon in New York has its in- erful.—Atlantic Monthly.
MATTIE, aged 21 months, died Dec. 1; daughcopies of Vick’s Xllustrated Cata-"
be: To abandon fluence in every. village in Nebraska, or in
MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial De-" - THOUSAND
advice to France would
ters of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Batchelder.
Two
logue of Seeds and Floral Guide, is pubthe
partment, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Half
himself.
Brigham
of
more.
it
harem
the
resume
to
little lambs safe within the fold.
Com.
lished and ready to send out—1¢0 pages, and an Enall that, and never

clearly believe, would be a foolish nation two, using a
not to think of raising up some secure boun- Meanwhile, the
dary fence between herself and such a try was rolling
lower sun cast
neighbor, now that she has the chance.

Obituaries.

$500
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T
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wretchedness,

and

half

the

crime,

too,

Considerable misconception as to Herr among American women, arise from the eavon Rismarck is still prevalent in England. garness to be in the mode, to keep up apall of pearances on scanty means. Now, all the
The English newspapers, nes
tgwards sham and plated ware which form the rethem, seem to me to be only getting
et
lia, as we might say, of fashionable socia true knowledge of Bismarck, but
Ly, these cheap and nasty ideasof caste,
gotto it. The standing likeness, circu
s substitution of pompous and meaningeverywhere ten years ago, of demen
kobtooing to each other, instead of the
Bismarck and his ditto King to Strafford °
genuine, yet reserved intercourse of
Parliament’
Long
simple,
our
versus
I.
and Charles
«(a8 like as Macedon to Monmouth, and not more ciltared: people, are things utterly
and un-Ameriean, Nervous,
liker). has now vanished from the earth, foreign to U8,”
|, we nny be as a peono whisper of it ever to be heard more. greedy, and fi
we are not. There is
ical
vioreft
hypocrit
but
ple;
Denmark,
of
Niobe
pathetic
The
among us which is
humbug
stolen
or
were
sham
a
not
(which
children
lently of her
value.
children, and were dreadfully ill-nursed by not weighed and held at its true
Why should fasionable society belie us,
Niobe Denmark), is also nearly gone, and
naturalwill go altogether so soon as knowledge of then? New England social life is
the

matter

is had.

Bismarck,

as

I read

ly sincere and

nnpretending; the Western,

frank, and ruled exceptionally by cemmon
sense ; that of the South, still hospitable and
Why should we not
generous to a fault.
weak imitation
;
spurious,
&o.
this
with
done
be
dmbition,”
‘vulgar
with
tormented
is
extending its
is
which
;
sphere
abroad,
life
that
fast
of
beyond
far
very
aims
but has
the minds,
ng
narrowi
with
cities,
our
striving
be
from
to
me
rule
to
seems
and in fact
patient, rand and sue- and making vulgar the manners of our sons
strong faculty, by
cessful steps towards an object beneficial and daughters? If our women of fon must
to Germans and to all other men. That jmitate foreign manners, let them take
noble, Jusicut deep, pious and solid Ger- some hints from the social life of Berlin.
many should be at'length welded intoa Or let the reform begin lower down.
Continent, Jones, the butcher’s daughter, whose fathnation and become queen of the
market, with a di«
instead of vaporing, vaia-glorious,; gesticu- r cuts up beeves in the
over- ‘amond in his dirty shirt bosom, is going to
lating, quarrelsome, restless, and
She
sensitive France, seems to me the hopeful- marry Smith, the saddler, next week.
oh public fact that has.occurred ia my has been ¢* educated,” waltzes, reads the
reviews, criticises Nillson, Let her be
me.
married in a muslin instead of a silk; in
her house-furnishing let simplicity, harmon‘A Glimpse of War.
izing colors, ivy growing here and there, a
good print on the walls, hint to Sirabpors
————
taste snd culture and suggest ennobling
of
looked
sun
western
_ A few hours later the
for her own daily life; instead of tawideas
column.
full in the face of the moving
and cheap brocatelle, which oncarpets
dry
The road, which there ran by the side of a
larger house over the way of
the
suggest
ly
forest,was filled with troops, who swung which this is a mean imitation, Let her
men
of
stride
full
free,
the
along with
and real
whose legs kept time to the quickstep of substitute a plain good table,
ordinary
the
for
guests,
frequent
as
friends
the
earnest hearts. The well-closed ranks,
ball; let
showy
annual
and
menage,
stingy
ood condition,
the
© aoeoutrements
In
on and teacher of ber
square shoulders, and serious but hopeful her be the companiof their sempstress; let
instéad
children,
marked
forage-caps,
the
{aces beneath
take the place
them veterans; and the fairly-reflecting the walk and sail with dethemalong the avenue;
ess-para
dailg.dr
her
of
steel of the arms shone like a glory over
are grown, let her hold her
the entire array. That magnificent mass and when they firmly as house-mother
and
position
own
but
end,
without
apparently
of infantry
not su¥render it to
and
society,
in
leader
wherpresenting the same effectiveness
d girls and boys. American
ever viewed, looked the incarnation of re- raw, unfledge i< quite us earnest and tender
feeling
family
sigtless power, As far asthe eye could
that of Germany; but the Ger
reach, the curying country road was vivid in ides as.
that earnestness nnd tenderoess
carey
ans
and
blue
boisterous,
not
with the ively, but
life. By as much as it is
social
their
into
cultifields,
steel, On the lefo were green
tional and simple
unconver
genuine,
more
On the
him, is not a person of “N apoléonic” id eas,
but of ideas quite superior to Napoleonic;
shows no invincible “lust of territory,” nor

vated and refreshing to the sight.
ours, it is the finer and higher in rank.
right, the road was bordered by a torest than
e imported manwhose trees were full-grown and old. If our women must imitat

Dickens Reaction.
|

ti
There is a marked reaction in the English
press from the high tone of eulogy which
immediately succeeded Mr.Dickens's death.

CHARLES
A., son of Ira P.
York, died in Loudon, Nov. 27, of
aged 18 years and 9 months.
By
providence the parents are called
loss of a loved and only son, and a
over the grave of a kind and good

Mr. Sala talks thus freely:
There are some intoxicated characters

in most of Dickens's novels ; but*‘Pickwick” |
absolutely reeks with alcohol. Everybody
gets drank.’ The first club-night described
18 an orgy. The famous duel at Rochester
arises from a violent debauch. Mr. Pickwick,

his

club-friends,

Wardle,

Mr.

Mr.

‘Stiggings,Mr. John Smauker and his fellow
the

flunkied,

stage-coachmen

Mr. Weller—all are repre-

round . the elder

sented

at

rally

who

various

times in a state of more

or less violent or stupid intoxication. Mr.
Bob Sawyer and Mr. Ben Allen are in a
tremens,

chronic state of deliram

associates

their

of

medical

the

and all

student

class get as drunk as they. The two ghost-

stories in the book are both connected
with inebriety. Sam Weller and his father
drink deeply, but they are only saved from

making themselves ridiculous through the

’

and Julia A.
tyohoid fever,
this afilictive
to mourn the
sister weeps
brother.

J. B. HIGGINS.

and

died

Huckins,

Abigal

40 years. Mrs. Ames commenced
Oct. 2d, aged
a religious life when a youth, and united with
the F. Baptist church in New Hampton, and
sustained that relation till death.
SALLY, widow of James Gordon, died in’ AshMrs. Gordon was
land, Oct. 14, aged 72 years.
Nearly all the famthe mother of six children.
church; one
Baptist
F'.
the
ily were members of
daughter, Sarah P., preceded her mother to the

died rejoicing

spirit world three months. Both
in the faith they had lived.

ANN F., wife of John Carr, died in
Oct. 23; aged 80 years. Mrs. Carr was

Ashland,
a mem-

F, Baptist church in A.; she was a
superior hardness of their heads. The ber of thewife,
a devoted and kind mother, DurRev. Mr. Stiggings represents only so faithful
ing her sickness of two years’ duration, attended
about
floating
hypocrisy
much detestable
with unusual suffering,she was paient and resignrum and water. ed. A deeply afflicted husband and three young
in- so much pine-apple
‘
of
state
children mourn their irreparable loss.
Mr. Job. Trotter is in a continual

vinoys thirst.

is

As for

Mr. Pickwick, there

no end to his bibing; and when

he is

WARREN W. DALTON died in New

Oct. 29, aged 27 years.

Sam, he steps into the nearest public
house—in the middle of the day—and
orders

a glass of brandy

and

water, hot.

and

at a coffee-house, the ‘‘bottle or two”

resolve themselves into ‘‘a bottle or six.”
It is extremely noticeable, also, that not
the slightest disgrace seems to attachto
anybody for getting tipsy. In these duys,

a gentleman

who takes too much wine—say

at a Temple *‘call-party,” or on Derby day
—is more or less ashamed of himself the
next morning; but when Mr. Pickwick,
becoming intwxicated at a picnic, is found in
a state of insensibility by Captain Bold wig
and his gardener, and is put into a wheels
barrow and trundled to the village pound,
where he tasovers consciousness under
the stimulus of rotten eggs and cabbageis
stomps flung ut him by the mob. he
s,
only amicably ‘‘chaffed” by his frignd
a
he
1
A

the time of her death was a member of the Freewill Baptist church of Bethany, N. Y., and was a
firm believer in the doctrines of that denomination. She was a faithful wife, an affectionate

mother and a humble Christian.

She is missed

by a large circle of friends, but our

gain,

| MARY, Wife of Eben

Baker,

loss

is

her

| 8

of Ashland, N.’

H., died in Lowell, Mass, Oct, 28, at. the residence of her son-ih-law, aged 83 years and 6
Sister B, was converted some 55 years
months.
0, and united with the ¥. B. church in

Holderness village, now Ashland, where she remuined a worth member ill called to join the
church triumphiagt.

Mrs. LoviigA
Mass., Nov. 20, u

J. Parker
d 23 yeurs,

died

in Lowell,
Com.

Dec.

given to'those fitting for College,

to those preparing to teach.

Board, and rooms to those wishing to board

them.

at reasonable rates.

THOMAS

TUTTLE,

NEW
TE

HAMPTON

M.D,

cost.

SCHOOL.

THE WINTER TERM of this Institutioh will commence Thursday, Nov. 10th, 1870, under the instructiyn of LYMAN G. JORDAN, A B., as Principal,
Tne

principle

object

of

this

school is to fit young men for College and no pains
will be spared to make it a first class school. Its
connection

with the Bates College gives its

students

many advanteges not to be had at other schools.
A. M, JONES,

RIDGEVILLE

Miss JORLE

Mgrs.

|.

REED,

SUMP ION, Teacher of Primary DepartTeacher
ADKINSON,
1
:

Floral

Address

JAMES VICK,
Rochester,

N. ¥,

BY ACTIVE MEN AND WOMEN.

Getting subscriptions for the great religious and
erary weekly the Christian Union, edited by

lit-

Having in its corps of Editors

the

HENRY

WARD

ablest talent of the land.

BEECHER.
and

contributors

A new and

charming.

se-

rial story by the world famous authoress of ** UNCLE

Tom’s CABIN,” just begun.
Kvery subscriber for
1871 receives the paper free for eight weeks, al£0 & copy of the people’s favorite, MARSHALL'S
WASHINGTON, alone worth $5. This mew and unegualied combination is taki
like wild fire.
ive Agents must act quickly or lose a
All are doing well, many making from

rare chance.
#10 to $30a

day. There is positively nothing that will pay you
so well. Send »t once for terms, circular, copy of
paper, 2nd chapter of story, FREE, to

GEO. a OLEAN, 3 School

treet, Boston.

Yeuse FOLKS RUR &K. lisgest and hand-

COLLEGE.

Professor of Mathemat cs.

ment.
J. E.
MARY
mental Music,

instructive

Sec,

y
REV. J. L.COLLIER, A, M., Prendent.
REV.I D. ADKINSON, A. M., Professor of Ancient
8
*
Languages.
WILLIAM

most

MONEY QUICKLY MADE.

The Trustees are glad to inform their friends that
the present faculty, — Principal and Assistants—will continue their connection with the School next term, and the
public may be assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage as at any period of its history.
For further infor nation, rooms, &c.,-apply early to
REV.A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
E, C. LEWIS, Sec.
New Hampton, N. H,, Oct, 18th, 1870.

with three Assistants.

beautiful and the

3t50

INSTITUTION.

LATIN

bi

PLATES.

Guide published.
A GERMAN
EDITION
Published; in all other respects similarwo the English.
Sent fréeto all my customers of 1870, as rapidly as
possible, without application. Sent to all others who
order them for Men Cents, which is not half the

Pres,

WINTER TERM will commence Nov. 14, 1870,

NICHOLS

beautiful

COLORED
The most

Principal,

Preceptress.

E. 8. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H., Oct. 18 1870.

father, John

age
with the
in Jan., 1826, at which time she united
Freewill Baptist church of Alexander; and at

ings and Two

Tuesday,

Apply to the PRINCIPAL, or to

was

death after only five days’ sickness, this family
are again in the midst of the deep waters of
cL
He leaves a wife and four small chil
affliction.
dren, a widowed mother, and other members of

SAVAGE,

selves, will be furnished

‘By this sudden

Dalton, deceased one year ago.

R.

graving of almost every desirable Flower and Vege.
table. It is elegontly printed on fine tinted psper, illustrated with
Three Hundred fine Wood Engrav-

SEMINARY.

O. TUTTLE,

Special atteation
and

of the

If an attorney's clerk be. wanted, he is
fetched from the Magpie and Stamp. If the family who share largely in the sympathies
an affidavit has to be filed, the document of the community.
can not be executed without all the partivs
"'Brrsey, wife of P, K. Tinkham, died in
to it “liguoring up" and if a party of gen- Batavia,
N. Y., Nov. 25th, in the 73d year of her
of
two”
or
bottle
‘‘a
to
down
sit
tlemen
. She was baptized by Elder; iui Cheney,
wine

ANNIE

Hampton,

He was a member

Free Baptist church in Ashland,
tired with wandering about the city, with gettled
on the old Homestead of his

NORTHWOOD

The Winter Term will commence
6 and continue i3 weeks.

ALBERT

MRs. SusaN, wife of Henry T., Burt and
daughter of Dea. George and Hannah Wells, of
Sugar Hill, departed this life Aug. 15th, aged 40.
She was a worthy member of the church
Jinears.
Franconia, the beloved of her household and
friends for her universal kindness and constant
attention to their wants.
Husband,
children,
mother and sisters deeply mourn, but not without hope, for they who knew her best believe
she has gone to be with Jesus.
CoM.
DEBORAH, widow of Sylvester Ames and

daughter of Robert

Miss I'UELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Music,
with such other assistance as may be required.

GUIDE

of Instru-

Calendar for 1870-71,—Fall term begins Sep‘
tember 6, and ends November 25,
Sprirg term begins March7, and ends May 27,
Summer term begins June 6, and ¢nds August 18.

A
somest young tolks’ paper. (kreatest suocees !
Best stories-and pictures. Splendid Cash pay'to Agents
ur Whole Suu returne Fs watches, us
in.
ments,

Jewelry,

etc.

r

year,

samples

100,

Address HX'F. Views, Pubs Westen Rurod Chica,
4

60,000 COPIES SOLD.
F.KNAP’'S

86

MAINE
HE

CENTRAL

WINTER

G. B. FILES,

TERM

INSTITUTE.
will begin Nov. 17,

of

M148 NELLIE KNOW LTON, Preceptress,

aided by

competen:

dents.

Term, 12 weeks;

p

:

4

SCHOOL.

IT CONTAINS MORE MUSIC,

IT CONTAINS MORE NEW TUNES,

IT CONTAINS BRTTHK TUNES,
IT IS BETTER MADE,

Than any other Sunday School Book published at its
price, EVERY ONE that has tried it is PLEARFD WITH
IT.

WE SUMMER TERM commences Sept. 7,
1itiong—comimon branches and incidentals—
to

ai

SABBATH

dearly 1530 Original Pieces, now
published for the First TIME,
With Opening,Closing and Musical Concert Exercises

Trust.

Sec’y.

WILTON SEMINARY,
WiLT N, [0OWA,

$7.00; extra branches, each, $0.75,
Boarding and room rent ab. terms

vind

Containing

teachers.

Normal department will be under the care of.
The
by Miss L.
BE. B. WADR, A. B., who will be assisted
M. SIMONS,
For particulars address the Principal, or Rev, A,
Li
RISH,
N. F. WEYMOUTH,
Sn
Pittsfield, Oct. 25 , 1870.

|

FORTHE

A. B,, Princinal.

favor

i

stu-

vacation through holidays.

0. BE. BAKER,

Supt,

Price.

Send

§30,00 per hundred.

£ ra 8 ecxmen

Single copios 85 cents.

Copy.

Wh. C, PALMER, Jr. Publisher,

Ateowdd

14 Widle

Ronse,

New

Work.

N GENTS WANTED-($23% A MONTE

A

wy the

American

i

OSTON, MASS, or 8ST. LOUIS,

Machine

MO, ~~ '0m®8
-

Co

;

¢

THX

408
of the duchy.
carrying-out

\

CONGRESSIONAL.

On Monday, in the Senate, Mr. Chandler introduced a bill to give the President the power of

House of Representatives, there was a warm debate on Mr. Logan’s bill abolishing the office of
"admiral and vice-admiral. No one attempted to

attacked by several.
member from. South

defend Porter, and he was
Reaney, the new colored

schools

establish.

to

and

in Oregon,

The tenure-of-office act
Mr. Banks introduced a
against

sition of San Domingo, which,

hundred.

and means committee the issue of three

Supreme

The

cent.

per

of five

more

millions

replaced

Court will adjourn on the 22d intsant, until the

5th of January.

been nominated and confirmed as chief justice of

the court of claims.

created

On Tuesday, in the Senate, there was an exciting scene during the debate on McCreery’s reso-

. the hearty indignation of the whole Senate,
and one Senator after another rebuked Mr.

MoCreery in scathing words, after Which the resolution was refused admittance—b9 to 4. In the
House the postal bill was taken up, debated,

4.

amended, and passed without a division; and
among the new business introduced was a memorial from the people of Gloucester, on the seizure
of American fishing vessels by the New Dominof
Bowen
Representative
jon government.
GenSouth Carolina is charged with bigamy.

eral Pleasanton was nominated to be commission-

represen-

A republican

er of internal revenue.

the expedien-

tative caucus was held to discuss

;
cy of a general amnesty bill.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, resolutions of
inquiry concerning the New York Central scrip

dividend tax, the expense of collecting the cus-

manufactures

at Philadelphia in 1876. The general amnesty
bill was again taken up and debated by Messrs.
Butler. Lawrence and Bingham, and substitutes

were offertd by Messrs. Farnsworth and Beck.
Congress

has

decided to recommend Mr. David H. Mason
the Massachusetts district attorneyship.

for

delegation

The Massachusetts

in

On Thursday, in the Senate, a bill was introduced to aid in the construction of levees ou the
Mr. Chandler reported favorably
Mississippi.
on his own resolution allowing the President, at
with
his discretion, to suspend on

ed up

Sehator Schufz

the New Dominion.

his resolution and made his long-expected speech
which was to explain the reasons for the split in
He says that
the republican party in Missouri.
a general amnesty bill is necessary to prevent a
farther decline of the republican party majorities.
The general amnesty bill was also debated in the

:

House.

replied

Drake

* On Friday in the Senate, Mr.

to Mr. Schurz. charging him with the intention
to take the German vote over to the democatic
party. He then delivered his valedietory, his
The genresignation taking effect on Monday.
eral superintendency of the cavalry recruiting
The Senservice is to be removed to St. Louis.
Pleasanton as commisate confirmed General
English
Seventy
sioner of internal revenue.
have given nearly $5000 in aid of
subscribers
disaster. In the
the sufferers. by the Oneida
House no business of importance was transacted.
On Saturday, Congress was in session.

by injecting the veins with sugared or

by

the discovery.

The

tunnel

MISCELLANEOUS.

There is no prospectof a Speedy termination
.
.
of the Crispin strike.
season
the
Bangor.during
The potato trade of
The price
just closed has been 330,000 bushels.
paid averages seventy cents per bushel, which

amounted to $231,000.
impeaching

The resolutions

Carolina have

and,

Governor Holden

the legislature,

passed

unlike the late Andrew

he

Johnson,

was

at once suspended from ofiice.
There is no truth in any of the rumors about
the resignation of Secretary Boutwell.

The Crispins of New York
manufactory

a co-operative

going to start

are

their troubles.
The fall of 8 building in New York
the

caused

$100,000.

out

a way

as

of

Thursday

death of four persons and the loss of,

The premature explosion of a blast

in the same city killed eight men.
portion of
Nearly one-half of the business
Wiscasset, Maine, was burned Friday, involving
a loss of 60,000. The Waterbury high school

was burned Friday, loss $75,000.
Berwick

The North

on Thursday

robbed

open the door

with

Me., National

Bank

was

night of $8,000 by prying
iron and steel

wedges.

No

clew to the robbers has been found. An unsuccessful attempt was also made to enter the
Wickford National Bank in Rhode Island, and
the building was burned. In addition to this

there is & $10,000 robbery reported in Hallowell,

Me.
Attorney-General Akerman has given a long
decision sustaining the position of Secretary

to dthe Pacific Railroad comBoutwellin regar

panies.

cramped

tion and slavery.

y

taps a

that sassafras oil is a good remedy for the bite of
a rattlesnake.
How far this oil would act as an
antidote to the alkaloids is not stated, but it
ought to be tried. It has long been used to prevent the fermentation of mucilage and inks.

a dress may be done up in different colors, as the
owner may wish,thus obviating
new articles of clothing.
A
crimson, made by mixing three
with water, so as to form a
rubbing it in a mortar with

glycerine.
and

This

fifty

the necessity for
favorite color is
parts of fuchsine
thick broth, and
twenty parts of

is stirred up with one hundred

parts

of finely-powdered

dried on unsized paper.

starch,

a

In tearing out the floors and partitions of the
old Starkweather house, in Northampton, a rat’s
nest, about eighteen inches square, was found,
with a queer collection of things inside of it.
Among the contents were seven old copper cents,
two of them Eoglish (George 11.), bearing date
1740, and the rest with dates illegible, one however, being a Connecticut cent, and one of New
Jersey coinage.
There were ‘also twenty-two
small wooden reels of silk, probably dating back
to the great silk excitement,thirty odd yearsago;
also a dozen old silk cocoons, seven thimbles of
different patterns and materials, a strip of the
Worcester Gazette of 1785, and eighteen empty
shells.
The chimney was one of the old-fashioned kind, fourteen feet square, the fireplace
being. originally ten feet long, and under the
floor showed marks of horse shoes, confirming
the old story that in old times they drew the

cartridge

are

now

going

onin

four South

x
:
American republics.
Great Britain is still making ready for any
new complication by getting ber army and na

?
.
vy in readiness.
Another terrible railway accident, near BarnsJey, Eaglard, on Sunday nigh, the 11th, caused

* the death of fourteen persons,

{

a day.
ing, three times
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for more.—Stock
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prepared

as well

done

by

women

I know

one lady who

demand

¥ B.
“ Many farmers are accustomed to dryeightoff | AlmondsFRUIT. e.~ 85, Cheese,
NY.

between the aurora and the meteoric showers
is that the one arises from diffused matter, and
the other from matter concentrated into dense
The conclusion receives a partial conmasses.
firmationin an experiment rec-ntly made by Mr.

D. K. Wilder, of Toronto.

He exposed a glass

slide in a very elevated position during an auroral display; and on examination with & powerful
microscope, it was feund to be partially coveted

The parti-

with the well-known meteoric dust..

cles were spherical and about one five-thousandth
f

The architect of the Strasbourg cathedral estimates the damage it has sustained at 1,600.000
francs, a sum which seems enormous, although
the fabric is far more injured than might be con-

cluded from a superficial examination.
Herr

Wickede,

in the

marks that however

Gazette,

Cologne

re-

the Emperor, justly or too

often unjustly, may be abused now in France,
three-fourths of all the officers, from captains
upward, are in their hearts Imperialists, and
would like the Prince Imperial to ascend the-

at

hr

I

the bombardment

will begin

‘once is reiterated, and fic is'smid that King

* Willism is influenced ‘thereto by the dissatisfac_ tion of the troops at the delay.

'

"German sdyices state that GaribaldPs resigna~
convinced that further resistance
ing become
is a mere sacrifice of huFrance
of
onthe part
life. Garibaldi returns to Italy at once.
Phaisbours has surrendered ‘unconditionally.

to be rebuilt and
The fortifications of Metz are

seemsgto indicate that Prussia has
Everythin

given

©

Luxen

the neutralityof
up all idesof respecting
determination upon

the sympathy

gz,

basing that

value of acorns as food for cattle. Some persons
say that they are poisonous, while others esti-

mate

rn crop in that country this year as

the

worth more thao

ly

made $15

in diplomatic duties, both at German courts and
During the Crimean war he was amat home.

bassador

to

Austria, and soon

after succeeded

Count Nesselrode as foreign minister in the
Russian cabinet.

In that position

he has man-

of the people for the French. This sled several important questions with marked

that the latter seems so small.
such
a “ tne art’? that those

what
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who
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resources,

with

no hope of developing those within; children
satehing the greed of gain of the. one, and. aping
the folly and fashion of the other; all this, unti
the heart tires and yearns for thé quiet, lowly
houses in the country, where the hearts of the
are large and sympathetic, listening to
fathers

the tales of trouble or joy from the boys and girls
at his knees, and helping them with his larger

and wiser experience; to the kindly-faced, happy~hearted mothers, whose loving, forgiving
arms are forever the surest and safest plive of

this side of heaven.~Prairie
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or shoes should be of thick leather, with thick
soles. Dress the girls so warmly that when they
want to run out of doors to play with the boys
they won’t have to listen to that old refrain, *“ Oh,
’tis too cold for you!”
When the children become men and women, and look over their childhood days, these are things they may be grateful
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It is a hundred times better to dress warmly
than to make up the requisite heat in crooning
over hot stoves, or sitting in overheated rooms.
Full suits of winter under-garments are more to
be desired than than any amount of outside
adornment.
Do not forget that the girls should
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tered by the earth in her annual journey around:
the sun, the light being caused by the friction of
the earth’s atmosphere in passing through tke
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transcribing has become almost
exclusively a
feminine employment.
It is a profitable occupation, which can be carried on in the seclusion
of home, and there is no difference made between men and women in the compensation

given.
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builders of the Indian mounds so frequent in the
‘Western states, resided in towns, and practiced
agriculture, using maize as their chief cereal.
There was not on the continent a domestic animal that could aid their labors or contribute to .eda8 happy or as beautiful as now.
A Mrs.
their sustenance.
While the Swiss and Danish
Burns has become such a perfect mistress of
refuse heaps contain abundance of mammalian
the art that she is employed by our Mercantile
bonés, these are almost absent in the mounds.
Library Association to give instruction to the
They mined copper extensively in the Lake Bu- young men who take the course of study which
perior region, and laboriously beat it or possibly this old and generous society offers to those who
smelted it into knives, chisels, bracelets, etc.’ are thirsty for knowledge. A free course of
They wove cloth out of a fiber not yet determin- phonography is offered by the Cooper Institute,
ed. They made earthenware vases, ornamented and many young ladies have private instruction
with elaborate designs,and even with the human furnished to them, as a weapon with which
face skillfully delineated.
They maintained an they can keep the wolf of hunger away, should
intercourse with distant portions of the conti- they ever find themselves in danger of an attack.

nent.
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will eat this allowance, the quantity may be in-

such remunerative occupations as their brethren
had pursued.
.To-day, the art of phonographic reporting is

Association,
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the human blood globule.

factory explosion were twenty-nine.
Revolutions

American
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Cotton cloths...
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A New York correspondent of the Chicago
Times says:
;
27
Nothing so staggers our feminine seekers after
positions in public places, as to find that after
they have knocked and battered at doors which
will not open to them, even with a lingual
force equal to several first-class battering-rams,
other women, who wanted bread with much
butter upon it, or had use for more meat than
needles and thread could produce, had quietly

J. W. Foster, LL. D., speaking before the last

of the

L

ge

If the horse will eat that
of cut hay and straw.
i
greedily, let the quantity be gradually increased
until he will eat four or six quarts at every ke
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In short, may women be held a subject race
when they shall have proved themselves one,
and be oppressed
and
spoiled evermore; for
they will surely deserve-itif they go back to
the leeks and onious
of Egypt after having:
eaten the manna
anc quails of the promised
land!
Long skirts indeed!

By its use

r in one
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one of oats, and another bushel of Indian corn,

they deserve all the evils which may befall them
If women
relinquish their
short suits, may
their husbands tyranize over and abuse them
forever. May the womem’s
rights women be
forever forced to see men legislate and women
sit still! May the anti-women’s rights women
be forced to vote at the polls and to serve in the
jury box!
May husbands ever control all the
incomes of their wives, and may wives be forer disabled from disposing of their own propI.May the courts always have
the power
ssessing x mother of her child, and imposing upon it a guardianship foreign to her
will! May Bridget in the kitchen forever prick
the pies with her hair pin, and Jehn Chinaman
moisten the pie-crust from his mouth!
May
Mr. Thomas Nast portray the coming woman
doing
general house-work, and
Dr. Nathan
Allen continue to publish in the religious newspapers cheerful statistical articles on the decrease
of the population in New England!
May Laura
ever be obliged to pave the way to Frederick’s
purse with toothsome viands, and never know
what is to be joint sovereign of.the woman’s
kingdom! May sewing-machines be broken past
remedy, and ruffles come in like a flood, and
men
wear
seven: bosoms
to one
shirt, and
the bosom factories stop work, and all the laundries dry up! May women receive one-quarter
the wages of men and do twice the work, and
kid gloves go up to five dollars a pair, and tear
out on the back of the hand the first time they
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If women re-invest themselves in trailing skirts,

Dr. Thompson, of Nashville, finds that a few
drops of sassafras oil will entirely neutralize
the
narcotic effects of tobacco.
When put upon
cigars the same effect is produced.
It is also said

A

lence, repression,

wood into the fireplace itself with horses.
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_ Nature says that at the time of the remarkable
auroras of Oct. 24th and 25th, the earth-currents
were 80 strong as greatly to impede or comple
ly to suspend the working of the telegraph wires.
But it was a striking fact *‘that on each occasion
the current ceased when the auroral display commenced.”
A common mistake in the use of coalis the
placing of too large a quantity in the stove or
grate at once.
Coal, to burn freely, shouldbe
not cver six inches deep in the yessel containing
it, and then, if properly ignited, there will be no
trouble.
By placing a few oyster shells-occasionally in stoves when hot, those disagreeable
customers known as clinkers will entirely disappear.

toms, and the fines and forfeitures collected, were
adopted. The bill eoncerning political assess—
ments was debated, and a bill to provide a better
In the House a bill
class of seamen was passed.
was introduced and debated providing for an in-

ternational exhibition of arts and

and

(

the activities, the safety and the health of every
day. A long dress in the street means inconvenience, untidiness, discomfort, waste,
indo-

valuable vein of iron ore, to which the only access was before by deep shafts, sunk at a heavy
expense from the top of the hill.
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but a long dress interferes with the energies,

An anaent tunnel to an iron mine has been
discovered near the village of Brookside, Morris
County,N.J.
Considerable excitement has been

Senator Drake has

office are to be investigated.
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toblame.
A pretty thing it will be for them
to talk about making laws, if they have not
sense enough and spirit to keep out of the mud!
A fine thing to be a republican sovereign when
you have not independence enough to resist the
fiat of a foreign tyrant as to the cut of your
gown!
For here is no question of thinking or
not thinking about your dress.
You can walk
just as well with; thre&»flounces as with none;

can be removed, and yet the creature live for a
day or two. This is the case with the frog, which
will leap atter the blood has been removed and

ways

to.the

recommended

Boutwell

Secretary

cabinet has

English

The
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In the ease of the lower animals all the blood

will,

affairs committee.

foreign
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was referred

here

her

long skirts in our faces once more.

greater thanat first reported.

resolution to appoint a commission on the acquihis

“¢ And

decided not to do anything in case Luxembourg
is occupied by force, but will inquire into the
violation of neutrality of which it is alleged that
power has been guilty. Montmedy has surrendered and the captures at Phalsbourg were much

census marshals, relative to a harbor of refuge at
the entrance of Cape Cod ship canal, relating to
ocean steamship lines.
was repealed 157 to 25.

bombardment.

the

and took the oath of office.
Carolina, appeared
Bills were introduced to increase the pay of the
common
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the costumers?
NotI.
They have their living
Chauzy of a much superior force of Germans to get, and must invent or select continually.
To
under the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg.
But
if the: women of this country, having once
prevent Von Manteuffel from getting supplies, tasted the
freedom
of short dresses, shall
Havre, Dieppe and Fecamp are to be blockaded, be mean spirited enough to go into long ones
the again at the dictate of any costumer under the
Heavy roads and lack of ammunition are
reasons now alleged for the delay in beginning the sun, they have themselves and nobody else

the

In

of inquiry.

a tour

of Holland

King

The

on board and the scientific instruments were
saved. The eperators at Tours send - another
despatch announcing the repulse by @eneral

Mr. Morton, one appointing a commission to go
on

think that it has
circular of
the

also accused of conniving at the former scheme.
The Payche, of the British ecli p se expedition,
Every one
has foundered in the Mediterranean.

under certain circumstances, as intimated in his
Mr. McCreery introduced a resolution
message.
of inquiry concerning the Arlington estate, Mr.
_ Schurz, one in favor of a general amnesty, and
to San Domingo

for the an-

scheme

of a deep-aid
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preventing commerce with the New

Some find in it the first step in the

nexation of Luxembourg, and
some hidden connection with
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The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
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